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Christmas Again 
For nearly forty years The Etude has been privileged to 
join in the Christmas rejoicings of its vast assemblage of friends 
in all parts of the globe. 
How beautiful, how rich, how lovely seem the words: 
“Merry Christmas” 
in this year 1921! How redolent are these words of holly, fir 
and mistletoe ! How they chime with good cheer! How bright 
they shine with Yuletide radience! 
It was very hard to keep a smile in “Merry Christmas” 
four years ago. (Gracious ! is it four years since those dreadful 
days?) Through all the mad struggle music did more than 
anything else to keep us sweet, and fortify our hopes for the 
revival of that brotherhood which is the definition of Christi¬ 
anity in its highest sense. 
Christmas—the hour of supreme joy, the glad day of the 
year, when trouble is forgotten and hate banished! Music does 
much to make it that. 
See to it that music gladdens your own Christmas. In this 
issue Lieutenant Commander Sousa, who has reason for great 
Christmas rejoicing because of his splendid recovery from what 
might easily have been a fatal accident, tells why “Music, Is Ax 
Ideal Christmas Present.” Note that he does not mean 
merely gifts of pieces, records, books, etc., but gifts of lessons, 
instruments, tickets for performances, scholarships, everything 
pertaining to music. Get your friends and pupils to read his 
pertinent and original remarks. It will help to make your whole 
year more musical. 
Again, Christmas is never Christmas without the real 
Christmas spirit of brotherhood. How can we send out our 
Christmas greetings so that Etude friends in London, Buenos 
Aires, Paris, Nome, Melbourne, Munich, Johannesburg, Van¬ 
couver, Rome, Toronto, Vienna, Calcutta, Dublin, Tokio, 
Shanghai, Petrograd, Christiania, Auckland or in every city, 
town and hamlet in our own blessed homeland will really feel 
that vie would like to shake them by the hand, look into their 
eves and say with all our hearts: 
A Happy Christmas To Everyone of You. 
Never Too Late 
Probably the most miserable person is he who sits idly in 
contemplation of lost oppportunities reciting Whittier’s famous 
lines: 
“For of all sad words of tongue or pen. 
The saddest are these: ‘It might have been! 
Musicians and students when they pass their earliest youth 
spend many despairing days as they witness others of their 
own years bursting forth in triumph after triumph. 
What are you going to do about it ? 
You cannot alter the past; but you can alter the future, 
if you stop moping and get down to the real sacrifices and 
the real work that produce results. 
Few things are impossible. If you have not acquired a 
sufficient technic in your youth it will be tremendously difficult 
for you to make progress in later years. And yet we have 
known of some who have. 
It is a fact that the nerve, muscle and brain training in 
music received in childhood facilitates later performance; but 
think of the thousands who had the best of all there was to have 
and who have never made use of it. 
To think that one cannot advance technically after the 
awe of twenty or thirty is absurd. De Pachmann virtually 
revolutionized his technic after he was fifty; it called for enorm¬ 
ous work, but he was willing to pay the price. If you feel 
that the technical barriers are too high, then remember that 
there are manv other musical channels in which you may move 
ahead as fast as your energy and persistance will propel you. 
The main thing is to get about it. Wipe yesterday from 
vour mind as the waves wipe the images from the sand. Today 
is the thing, whether you are eighteen or eighty. Forget Whit¬ 
tier’s morose lines, and remember this beautiful thought from 
Longfellow: 
Ah, nothing is too late— 
Cato learned Grech at eighty; Sophocles wrote his grand “Oedi¬ 
pus” and Simonides , 
Bore off the prize of verse from his compeers. 
When each had numbered more than four score years; 
And Theophrastus at four score and ten 
Had begun his “Characters of Men." 
Chaucer at Woodstock, with the nightingales. 
At sixty wrote the “Canterbury Tales." 
Goethe at Weimar, toiling to the last. 
Completed “Faust" when eighty years were past. 
What then? Shall we sit idly dozen and say. 
The night hath come; it is no longer day? 
For age is opportunity no less 
Than youth itself, though in another dress. 
And as the evening twilight fades away. 
The sky is filled with stars invisible by day. 
The Music of the Ancients 
When we get right down to facts we know little or nothing 
of what the music of the ancients really was. We know that 
they had music, that they enjoyed music, and that AVy 
had many instruments which are represented by similar inistiu- 
ments to-day. But what they really sang and played is largely 
a matter of conjecture. This is because there was little or 
nothing in the way of putting down music until about the 
year 1000. Before that time music passed on through the 
generations orally. Even at this day collectors are striving to 
save some of the old English and Irish folk-songs which have 
never been recorded. There is a wealth of this material which 
might have been entirely lost save for these enthusiasts. 
Probably much of the monophonic melody of the orient 
is very ancient—possibly thousands of years old, but this art 
is so different from the folk melodies of recent civilizations of 
the Occident, that we can understand it only with great 
difficulty. 
On the other hand, language written on stone, parch¬ 
ment, or papyrus is very old. Literature looks back to very 
remote times. Had music had a corresponding notation at 
such a time, how interesting it would be now to learn the tune 
they played around the walls of Jericho, or the langorous music 
of the court of Herod or Rameses. 
773 
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American Musicians and American Labor 
The Etude does not know enough of the situation which 
lias brought about contention and strikes between Unionized 
Musicians and employers in the big cities to warrant comment¬ 
ing upon the injustice of the matter. Naturally we would be 
prejudiced in favor of the cause of the musicians. The Etude 
has fought for years to influence public opinion toward a 
higher wage for musicians; but the commercially inclined mana¬ 
gers are, in some instances, loath to give music and the musician 
enough credit for the lure which they bring to the box office. 
Go back a year or so and remember the old fashioned 
moving-picture show with either a spasmodic pianist, or wheezy 
contrivance falsely dignified as an organ. In the “Nickelo¬ 
deons” and “Bijou Gems” (Sic) where such musical malefac¬ 
tors held forth, music could not help being a negligible part. 
Then Rothapfel and Rienenfeld and others gradually 
commenced to give more and more attention to have fine or¬ 
chestras and better organs. Riesenfeld of course was a musi¬ 
cian, having been a former assistant conductor to Mahler. Max 
Karger, another moving picture magnate, had been a virtuoso 
violinist. These men and others like them knew the magic 
drawing power of music. They reached out for small sym¬ 
phony orchestras and got them ; and were rewarded by throngs 
who brought to the box office, not nickles, but quarters, halves 
and dollars. The industry grew prodigiously. Remember, 
however, that it did not commence to expand upon such a huge 
scale until music became a part. For instance, if a band such 
as the Sousa Band can play to $8,000.00 receipts for one per¬ 
formance at the Hippodrome, it is natural that music of high 
class order will of itself draw wonderfully as an adjunct to 
other entertainment. 
Rich, independent, dictatorial, some of the managers lost 
sight of the goose that laid the golden egg and began to de¬ 
mand more profits. How shall we get them? Cut down the 
salaries of the musicians. And the result was the strike which 
Allan Lincoln Langley in the Nation describes as a “lockout.” 
In the leading theatres the musicians were receiving $70.00 a 
week, in some instances more, and they resented a cut of 20 pc” 
cent. Rumor has it that many of the moving picture audiences 
arc growing smaller. Providing less music or inferior music 
will certainly not make them larger. Meanwhile the musicians 
in New York under Altschuler and Volpe organized an orches¬ 
tra of 300 players, hired the Lexington Avenue Opera House, 
and played to sold out houses—without, moving pictures. ' 
Let us hope that the outcome will benefit both sides, if it 
only serves to bring them to a better understanding of the real 
value of music in the service of the public through every leg¬ 
itimate channel. 
Industrial Music in Germany 
In July one of the leading German music journals (Zeit- 
schrift fur Musik, founded by Robert Schumann, in 1834), de¬ 
voted five pages to a description of the methods being employed 
at the famous dye works of Friederich' Bayer and Company, to 
foster music in their immense establishment. The firm has erected 
a hall with a seating capacity of one thousand in which it will 
give operatic performances, orchestral concerts, chamber music 
concerts, recitals and music lectures for the benefit of its em¬ 
ployees. It has already organized a symphony orchestra’among 
its employees and is fostering musical education, this being a 
regular part of the educational scheme of its welfare plan. Of 
course this idea of industrial interest in music is nothing new. 
In England the number of industrial choruses and bands is 
startling. However, it is doubtful whether it has ever been 
attempted on such a very large scale. In America we also have 
many fine organizations fathered by corporations. The work 
has been going on for twelve years in the German plant and 
did not entirely succumb even during the deprivations of the 
war. This is the spirit of Germany that we all like to think 
about 
Are the Greatest Conductors Pianists? 
Last year, the venerable Dr. Frederick Niecks, of Edin¬ 
burgh, published in the Monthly Musical Record an article 
upon this subject. 
We all know of the gifts of Gabrilowitsch, Ganz and Dam- 
rosch at the keyboard, and we know that Stokowski is an excel¬ 
lent organist. \\Inhlcr was a fine pianist and Emil Pauer often 
played concertos with his orchestra, as did von Billow, Saint 
In Dr. Niecks’ summary of the great pianist conductors 
he places von Weber, Hummel, Mendelssohn, Rubinstein, von 
Biilow, Liszt, Mottl, Haussegger, Bennett and Cowen. On the 
other hand he refers to Henschel and Stockhausen as being es¬ 
sentially singers. (Henschel plays the piano beautifully.) 
Among violinists he places Spohr, Helmesberger, Davidoff, 
Kreutzer, Habenek, Lamoureux, Pasdeloup, Colonne, Auer and 
many others less known to American readers. Berlioz instru¬ 
ment was the guitar. Bottessini played the double bass. 
While Dr. Niecks does not attempt to draw a conclusion, 
there is one thing that is evident: The composer conductors 
who have been pianists are far better known in the music 
world today than are the violinists. Dr. Niecks might have 
added that the principal instruments of the following conduc¬ 
tors were: Gerrricke, piano ; Litolff, piano : Messager, piano : 
Theodore Thomas, violin; Dr. Leopord Darmosch, violin; An 
ton Seidl, piano; Richard Strauss, violin: Hans Richter, French 
Horn; Sir Henry J. Wood, organ; Frederick Stock, violin; 
Victor Herbert, ’cello ; Mengelberg, piano; Weingartner, piano; 
Safnov, piano; Coates, piano; Toscanini, ’cello; Nikisch, violin ; 
Sousa, violin. 
Make your own decision, we do not dare! 
The Passing of the Square Piano 
Some years ago The Editor stood in front of a fashion¬ 
able apartment building in New York and witnessed a tragedy of 
the heart that was truly pathetic. A widow and two charming 
daughters had been obliged to move from the South to the 
great metropolis. With them, they brought their fine old rose¬ 
wood square piano. There was the piano, encased in rags, on 
the sidewalk; and the moving van man explaining to the tearful 
widow that in no possible way other than knocking out part of 
the stone wall could the piano be squeezed into the compartment. 
Thus tolled the knell of the dear old square piano. In 
many instances it was an infinitely better instrument than the 
upright, which, from a standpoint of city congestion, became 
the piano of convenience. If you do not believe this ask any 
of the old time piano men. The old square came in long before 
the advent of the multiple machine methods of manufacturing 
parts. It was a hand-made, love-made musical instrument 
quite different from any of the quantity production factory 
instruments of some of the inferior makers of today. 
llu“v ana TinKiev; but wlmt a 
lovely thing it was for accompanying the voice. It lacked 
brilliance and sonority; but how dulcet it could be 
Fortunately the manufacture of grand pianos, instruments 
logically superior to both the square and the grand has 
increased enormously in recent years. By reason of thei,•’price 
and the fact that they demand a certain amount of real estate 
they have been the piano dc lucre. 
The Automobile Clubs i 
been starting a “Too Much Speed” campa^gn^ Printer™ ^ 
hands, labeled “Too Much Speed,” have been distributed with the 
suggestion that they be pasted upon the windshield or upon 
^elme6 tnSg^be ^ ^ f T • 
teachers. Too much speed is the cause of much ^Xiorplay"^ 
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THE HOUR OF TRIUMPH 
By DR. ALLAN J. EASTMAN 
“Hail to the Chief Who in Triumph Advances:’—LADY OF THE LAKE. 
Thrilling Moments in the Lives of Great Musicians 
What is life without its hours of triumph ? What is 
the use of all the work, all the struggle, all the effort 
without some few moments when one comes to the 
consciousness that the great goal has been attained? 
You will answer that the really great masters never 
seek this consciousness, — that they never look for 
triumphs any more than does the forest when it flares 
into the autumn fireworks with their gorgeous 
bursts of gold and crimson. There is no doubt that to 
such a simple soul as was Schubert the hour of triumph 
was reached a dozen times a day —each time he com¬ 
pleted a new masterpiece. These sincere Franqois 
Villons of art, live solely for purposes of artistic 
creation. Their greatest happiness is in the production 
of some new work. With others, we find material 
triumphs so intermingled with artistic triumphs that the 
spirit of romance adds a thrill to the great moments 
in their lives. 
From Scissors Grinder to World Renown 
Probably one of the greatest stories of musical 
triumph in the history of the art is that of the famous 
English Conductor Dr. Henry Coward. His father 
was a professional banjoist and minstrel of the type 
known in England as “nigger.” These so called “nigger 
minstrels” were fashioned after the American Christy 
Minstrels of earlier days. Now a distinctly different 
kind of dialect has grown up around them, so that the 
average American can barely identify it with the 
Southern negro dialect of to-day. In his youth young 
Coward was apprenticed to a cutler and spent his days 
at making knives and scissors, at a time when factory 
conditions in England were, to say the least, very dismal. 
The buildings were dirty and grimy and the nours long 
and hard. Once in a while a worker with an artistic 
inclination would try to brighten up the locality of 
this work-shop by pinning pictures on the wall. One 
of these was a picture of a castle that Oliver Cromwell 
had dismantled. It excited the boy’s curiosity and he 
asked an old workman: 
“How was it that Cromwell could do so much?” 
The man replied, “My boy, it’s 
because he used is ’ead; it’s them 
as uses their ’eads as gets on in 
the world.” 
This made such an impres¬ 
sion upon the. youth that he 
actually took up the study 
of heads —phrenology— 
an almost forgotten cal¬ 
ling by . which certain 
“professors” attempted 
to predict a career by 
means of bumps. 
Next he turned his 
attention to music, study¬ 
ing the flute and the violin 
and the Tonic—Sol—Fa 
method of sight singing. 
Although he was still an 
apprentice he found time 
in the evenings to do a 
little teaching. Gradually 
his knowledge grew, but 
never at the expense of 
his daily work. When 
he finished his appren¬ 
ticeship his knives were 
so fine that they brought 
a price $15.00 apiece— 
remarkably high in those 
days. 
Next he got a position as a pupil-teacher at a school 
in Scotland at a salary of $100.00 a year. By sleeping 
only five hours a day and working most of his waking 
hours he was enabled to do in comparatively few months 
what took others years to accomplish. Eventually he 
secured a post as a teacher at $1000.00 a year and 
retained it until his fortieth year. Then circumstances 
forced him to choose another profession and he chose 
music. Meanwhile, however, he had done notable 
work in conducting as a side line. 
His great hour of triumph came when as a conductor 
of the Sheffield Musical Union he made a tour around 
the world, astonishing the musical critics everywhere 
with the remarkable precision and splendid tone quality 
I. J. Paderewski 
Jenny Lind 
the pleasure of hearing music. 
His talent was so marked that in 1875, 
at the age of fifteen, he was admitted to 
the Imperial Conservatory at Vienna. 
There he studied piano playing and 
composition, winning successive prizes 
througout his entire conservatory career. 
Later he entered the University of Vienna 
paying particular attention to philosophy 
and history. Friendship with Anton Bruck¬ 
ner did much to shape the young man’s 
career. 
Mahler’s genius as a conductor was 
extraordinary. His mind has been called 
“lightning like,” “daemonic” and so it seemed. His 
ability took him from step to step in the ladder of 
success as a leader, but recognition was tardy. Even 
when he came to New York to hold the lucrative 
positions of Director of the Philharmonic Orchestra 
and of the Metropolitan Opera House, scant attention 
was paid to his works. 
His keyboard ability was altogether unusual. Once the 
writer heard the great Busoni play Liszt’s Hungarian 
Fantasy with orchestra, Mahler conducting. It was a 
masterly performance from the standpoint of the 
virtuoso. A few moments later Mahler took the key¬ 
board of the piano that had been doctored in tone to 
resemble a harpsichord, and conducted a Handel Con¬ 
certo himself. The difference was that of a great 
composer, — recreating the music at the keyboard. The 
audience was thrilled and showed its enthusiasm with 
uproarious applause. 
Mahler was so intense that every waking moment 
found him boiling over with enthusiasm of a peculiar 
kind He could hate bitterly, and once a prejudice 
fastened upon him it was hard for him to relinquish 
it. Once in his home at the Hotel Savoy in 
New York the writer conversed with 
him upon music in America. He 
was extremely bitter and felt 
that his work was unappreci¬ 
ated, despite the plaudits of 
the public and the, very 
large remuneration paid 
to him. His mind turned 
from one subject to an¬ 
other with lightning-like 
rapidity, and his power 
of coming to a decision, 
right or wrong, was 
wonderful. He was im¬ 
patient with the wealthy 
music lover who patro¬ 
nized music because it 
s “the thing.” He 
regarded his great suc¬ 
cess as anything but a 
triumph. It is a pity 
that he could not have 
lived just a few years 
longer to witness the 
triumphant performances 
of his great “Eighth 
Symphony” by the Phila¬ 
delphia Orchestra, given 
at a time when the 
Allies were united in trying to down the governments 
of Germany end Austria. No work was ever given 
with more elaborate attention, and none was ever re¬ 
ceived with more acclaim. 
Gustave Mahler 
From Poverty to Palace 
The contrasts in the life of Beethoven were so 
marked that his whole career is an interesting one. 
A drunken, sour-visaged father kept the family m 
continual poverty. The mother, on the contrary, was 
famed for her amiable disposition. The famous son 
was a peculiar mixture of these two characteristics. In 
his early life his circumstar.ces wee so strained that 
he was forced to live in a garret. His first positions 
brought him no salary, but the chance to gain ex¬ 
perience, and when he was able to earn $75.00 a year 
he was in the seventh heaven of delight. If it had not 
been for the kindness of many friends it would have 
been impossible for him even ho exist. 
His genius was so obvious and his accomplishments 
so unusual that it was not long before he was able to 
move to Vienna where his income increased1 accordingly. 
Beethoven reveled in Vienna as a fish revels in the 
sea. The music life was so much more active there 
than in the small city of Bonn, and an immediate 
difference was noticed in his product. 
The wonderful expansion of his genius in the ensuing 
years began to attract world-wide attention. Probably 
it reached its appropriate climax in 1824 when at the 
Karnthnerthor Theatre, Vienna, his great Ninth 
Symphony was produced for the first time. Although 
the production was said to have been altogether unwor¬ 
thy, the public was anxious to show its appreciation of 
Beethoven and arranged for what was supposed) to be 
an ovation. It really turned out to be a riot of applause, 
which came so near ending the performance that the 
police were called in to interfere. In those days this 
work was in many respects far beyond the technical 
ability of many of the players. In Paris the conductor 
Habeneck was not satisfied to give it a public presen¬ 
tation until it had been rehearsed for three years. 
Could the wonderful excitement which attended the 
performance of the Symphony in 1824 have been called 
a triumph? As a matter of fact there was a tragic 
element about it which few can forget. Beethoven, 
although only fifty-four years of age, was now becom¬ 
ing an old man in appearance. He was so nearly stone 
deaf that it was necessary for his friend Fraulein 
of his wonderful chorus. Few musicians have received 
such world wide recognition for work as choral directors. 
Few have made such triumphant advances. In 1894 
the Oxford Uuiversity conferred the degree of Doctor 
of Music upon this wonderful conductor, who, forty 
years before, had been working in a trade from which 
few have the will power to escape. 
From a Concertina to a Symphony Orchestra 
The career of Gustave Mahler is not without its tragic 
element because, although he had not many great ar¬ 
tistic successes in his life, his greatest triumph did 
not come until some time after his death, when 
through the initiative, industry and genius 
of Leopold Stowkowski, his great Symphony 
of a Thousand was produced in a way that 
startled the world. 
Mahler, the son of Jewish parents, was 
born in the little Austrian village of Kalischt. 
His first instrument was a concertina, and 
as a child it is said he followed military 
bands for as much as five miles for 
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Unger to turn him around so that he might see the 
applause he could not hear. The cost of the concert 
was so great that Beethoven received very little, and 
the criticisms were so trying that the great master was 
greatly upset, refused to eat, and went to bed without 
changing his clothes. 
From Asylum Director to the Birmingham Festival 
The career of Sir Edward Elgar is one of the most 
unusual of all the English composers. The high regard 
of definite academic training, which is so deep seated 
in the minds of all Englishmen, has led to a wide¬ 
spread and very thorough kind of musical education, 
of which Great Britain may justly be proud. Most 
of the English masters of note have been schooled very 
severely, or as one wit put it “very exhaustively.” 
Elgar, on the contrary, was largely self-taught. His 
father was a music dealer and an organist in a Roman 
Catholic Church in Worcester. His means were decidedly 
modest, and according to Sir Edward’s biographer, 
(R. J. Buckley), the lad "enjoyed no exceptional opportu¬ 
nities, no unusual privileges. At an early age he was 
sent to a ladies’ school where he took pianoforte lessons, 
between which slight instruction and the hints on violin 
technique he received from a Mr. Frederick Spray, 
there was a great gulf fixed. No teacher took him 
over systematic courses of scales and studies; no 
learned mentor supervised his exercises in harmony, 
counterpoint, canon and fugue. He heard no lectures 
on musical form, received no practical hints on orches¬ 
tration. From the five finger exercises of the ladies’ 
school to the lessons of Mr. Spray stretched a desert, 
arid of regular musical instruction.” 
The boy discovered a pile of forgotten books in a 
stable loft, and with this provender he developed his 
cultural progress. For a time, however, he did study 
violin occasionally with the well-known London teacher 
Politzer. This, and the process of absorption from 
association with his father at the organ, and after, with 
the coteries of musical friends that seem to breed in 
music shops, made the educational background for the 
greatest composer England has produced since Purcell. 
According to his countrymen’s accepted standards of 
musical education, his was dreadfully irregular and 
altogether unlikely to produce those substantial results 
which British academic musicians prize so highly. 
His studies in harmony consisted of the close perusal 
of various books upon the art, notably those of Catel, 
Cherubini, Stainer, and the special articles in the Grove 
Dictionary. While the ordinary student has the habit 
of reading over such things, Elgar delved deep and 
came up with the real pearls of truth. For instance- 
having no self-explanatory book on form he took 
Mozart’s G Minor Symphony as his model and wrote 
a Symphony of his own, following the general design 
of the great master’s work measure for measure, but 
with original themes. Everything was done in this 
painstaking, laborious fashion. 
At the age of twenty-two he became conductor of 
the band of the Worcester. County Lunatic Asylum. 
It happened that the combination of instruments at his 
disposal was a most extraordinary and unusual one, 
making arrangements extremely difficult. Elgar, how¬ 
ever, faced this problem with delight and the very 
difficulty of the work made it all the more interesting 
for him. 
It is hard to think of a man with such a beginning 
having the persistency to keep ahead until he had virtu¬ 
ally revolutionized the standards of oratorio in England, 
received the degree of Doctor of Music from Cam¬ 
bridge, (1900), and was knighted in 1904. Once he 
said to his biographer: “ I sometimes think that if I 
had been rather persevering I should never have done 
anything at all.” 
Elgar’s greatest hour of triumph came with the pro¬ 
duction of The Dream of Gerontius in 1900. Prior to 
that time his works had attracted wide attention, but 
with the new masterpiece was to come worldi-wide 
recognition. German leaders identified it at once as 
an “ opus ” and the performances at Dusseldorf and 
with the Lower Rhine Festival indicated to British 
critics that at last one of the group of English com¬ 
posers was to be ranked by foreign judges with the 
greatest of contemporary masters. 
From Failure to Stardom 
Probably there never was a more miserable girl than 
Jenny Lind when she went to the great voice teacher 
Manuel Garcia in 1841. Jenny Lind was now twenty- 
one and had sung since she was nine. So pronounced 
had been her success that she had already been made 
the court singer of Sweden and a member of the 
Royal Swedish Academy of Music. She went to 
Garcia in despair because she realized that her voice 
instead of growing better was growing rapidly worse. 
In her own words it was “harsh and unbending.” 
Garcia pronounced it “ worn out ” from over-use. He 
told the forlorn girl that rest, and rest only, could 
restore her lost powers. Gradually it came back and 
she was able to wrench success from failure. 
From the depths of melancholy she found herself 
lifted from triumph to triumph until she became a 
world craze. In London the demand for seats to hear 
the great Swedish nightingale was so great that often 
titled ladies were obliged to sit on the outer stairs, 
unable to see the stage or the singer, but glad of the 
privilege of hearing this artist whose “thrilling” tones 
from B below middle C to G one octave above the staff 
were the musical sensation of the day. Barnum was 
not slow to recognize the success of Jenny Lind, and 
although he employed every imaginable means to make 
her coming to the United States a kind of business 
triumph, it was altogether unnecessary, because her 
fame had already reached America—then just awak¬ 
ening to the delights of musical art. No Queen was 
ever attended upon arrival with more cerembny. 
Barnum took care of that. However, long after she 
had left the management of Barnum in disgust over his 
circus methods, the American people learned to love 
and revere her for her goodness and for her ex¬ 
quisite art. 
From Starvation to a Premiership 
Probably the most sensationally success triumph in 
all music is ihat of Jan Ignace Paderewski. The son 
of a Siberian exile, Paderewski was born at Podolia 
in Southwest Russia in 1860. His father, a gentleman 
farmer reduced by cruel Russian persecution of the 
Poles, implanted in his son that hatred for the enemies 
of his native land that remained with him until the 
day of glory when he found his country liberated. 
Dire necessity was the moving force which drove 
Paderewski from the ranks of the mediocre to real great¬ 
ness. It is reported that at the start his technic was 
lacking in so many attributes that when he came to a 
difficult passage he formed the habit of improvising when 
he could not master the intricacies. After his pre¬ 
liminary education at the Warsaw Conservatory he 
decided to become a composer, and it was more as a 
composer than as a pianist that he made his first ap¬ 
pearances in public. When he was eighteen he was 
appointed a professor at the Conservatory at Warsaw, 
and one year later he married. Another year found him 
a widower with a little child destined to be an invalid 
for life. As a teacher he was obliged to work from 
morning till night, and his earnings were so small that it 
was reported he was actually in privation. He has 
confessed that his life was that of a slave. He is 
quoted as saying :“One day I asked myself why I fol¬ 
lowed such an arduous profession, and so I decided 
to go to Leschetizky in Vienna and become a performer, 
since in that way I should work hard a few years and 
afterwards have a life of ease, to devote myself to com¬ 
position as I pleased.” 
At the age of twenty-three he secured a position as 
Professor of Pianoforte Playing at the Conservatory 
at Strasburg where it is reported his fee for lessons 
was twenty-five cents. There he met Modjeska, the 
great Polish actress, who aided him through much of 
his future life.. When he was twenty-six he realized 
his dream and went to Leschetizky to study. 
His progress thereafter was peculiar. In 1888 he 
made his Parisian debut in the Salle Erard before a 
very small audience. Lamoureux and Colonne, who 
were present, were immensely impressed and engaged 
him for concerts. In London, the announcement of 
Paderewski as “The Lion of the Paris Season” together 
with his long golden locks made the critics skeptical in 
advance. His work was admitedly an artistic success, 
but his total profits from his first London recitals were 
only a little over $1000.00. In New York he met a 
similar reception at his opening concert, at which the 
writer of this article was present. The great hall was 
only partially full. The critics however, notably Mr. 
Henry T. Finck, identified Paderewski at once as 
another master pianist destined to rank in musical 
history with Liszt and Rubinstein. Thereafter his 
success was accumulative and enormous. His fortune 
rose to millions and the musical world bowed at his feet. 
With it all however he could not banish from his mind 
the thought that his native land was still in bondage. 
Finally came the great war, liberating Poland, granting 
Paderewski one of the prominent seats at the Peace 
Table, and awarding him the Premiership of his couutry. 
Was ever such a triumph bestowed upon a musician, who 
only a few years before had been starving under the 
rule of an oppressor? 
Caruso was anything but a success at his first ap¬ 
pearances. Paderewski taught at Strassburg for twenty- 
five cents a lesson. Wagner “starved” in Paris doing 
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t, kind of hack work. It would seem that 
stccis was paved with the rocks of despair. To 
some-very, very few-it has come without apparent 
effort but to most, it is the result of enormous mdustry, 
terrific determination, unending perseverance and a God- 
given faith in one’s ability to make good. 
200 or 200,000 
When Italy’s greatest singer Caruso was buried at 
Naples 200,000 people lined the streets as the cortege, 
led by’the sumptuous golden state funeral coach drawn 
bv six horses,- carried the artist on his last journey. 
In Philadelphia, when David Bisphams funeral took 
dare scant 200 friends attended the very quiet and im¬ 
pressive ceremonies. Yet Bispham was regarded by 
many as the greatest singer born on American soil, and 
he had had an international career enjoyed by few men. 
Is this an indication of the comparative difference be¬ 
tween popular musical appreciation m America and ill 
Italy? Caruso it should be remembered spent far the 
larger part of his artistic career in America, and sang 
far more frequently here than in Italy. Bispham, will 
nevertheless remain a permanent figure in American 
musical art. 
Tchaikowsky on Brahms 
Tchaikowsky, the Russian giant, did not take kindly 
to the music of Brahms, although he admired tin- sim¬ 
plicity and the sincerity of the man. Tchaikowsky was 
nothing if not frank. His remarks are most inn resting. 
“It is impossible in listening to Brahms’s music to 
say that it is weak or unremarkable. His style is always 
elevated. Unlike all our contemporary musicians, 
he never has recourse to purely external effects; he 
never attempts to astonish us, to strike us bv some 
new and brilliant orchestral combination; nor do we 
meet in his music with anything trivial or directly 
imitative. It is all very serious, very distinguished, 
apparently even original, but in spite of all this the 
chief thing is lacking—beauty! This is my view of 
Brahms, and as far as I know it is shared by all 
Russian composers and all the musical public of 
Russia. A few years ago, when I frankly expressed 
my opinion, of Brahms to Hans von Biilmv, he 
replied: ‘Wait awhile, the time will come when 
you will enter into the depth and beauty of Brahms. 
Like you, it was long before I understood him, but 
gradually I was blessed by the revelation of his 
genius. It will be the same with you.’ And still 1 
wait; but the revelation tarries. I deeply revere the 
artistic personality of Brahms. I bow to the actual 
purity of his musical tendencies, and admire his firm 
and proud renunciation of all the tricks which 
solemnise the Wagnerian cult, and in a much less 
degree the worship of Liszt, but I do not care for his 
music.” 
The Value of Written Work 
By Mae-Aileen Erb 
To develop concentration, to gain accuracy, and to 
insure a complete understanding of musical notation, 
there is no better practice for the young student than 
plenty of written work. In the first lesson this natu¬ 
rally would consist of writing the different kinds of 
notes and rests, followed by note writing on the staves, 
and later, above and below the staves as well. Then 
would come the writing of time measures in the various 
meters. After writing these original exercises, the 
pupil would derive further benefit from them by tap¬ 
ping them at the table in time to the metronome. 
The writing from memory, first of all, of simple little 
melodies, then later, of pieces below the pupil’s grade, 
affords splendid mental training, and should be continued 
into the advanced study. To have a piece so mentally 
visualized that it can be not only played but also written 
from memory, will give him a feeling of mastery over 
the composiuon that will fully repay the effort. 
When the scales have been written and re-written 
many times, and the pupil thoroughly understands 
w uc notes are the tonic, dominant and sub-dominant 
a scale transposition may be introduced, using his 
earliest httle pieces and studies for this work. Just 
a few measures at a time will be sufficient, in order 
no o tire the child. As the understanding increases 
the assignment may be lengthened. The pupil should 
endeavor also to transpose at the piano. He will enjoy 
hearing and learning the different tonal effects of each 
music studyP°Sltl0n Sh°uld be contir>ued throughout his 
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“The idea of making music a Christmas 
present has no element of originality in it at 
this date. For years music has been making 
such strides in America, and the army of 
people who love music has been growing 
so rapidly, that at Christmas time the de¬ 
partment stores display everything from 
a grand piano to a mouth organ as possible 
Christmas presents, just as they used to 
display bookcases, clocks, shaving mugs 
and the endless procession of slippers for 
pater familias. 
“But it is not this kind of a Christmas 
present I am thinking of now. I know a 
musician, whose name is very familiar to 
the readers of The Etude, who recently 
told me that his start in music was due at 
the very first to a present of a term of 
music lessons, made to him one Christmas 
time by his beloved grandmother. If I re¬ 
member correctly, he said that the cost 
was twelve dollars. From this start came 
the training which has enabled this man 
to train scores of other musicians, 
inspire and help thousands, and serve with the rest of 
us in endeavoring to raise musical standards in our 
country- Twelve dollars! Rather an unusual corner¬ 
stone for a very large structure! 
“There are just now thousands of parents, uncles and 
aunts wondering what kind of a present to select for 
Mary or John. In all probability they will invest m 
many things which are not only dispensable, but which 
may be detrimental. Who knows that a gift of a term 
or a year in music may not mean the selection of a 
career for the young man or woman! Music in these 
days is by no means a calling to belittle. 
The Emancipation of the Professions 
“We have witnessed during the last fifty years what 
might be termed the emancipation of the professions. 
By this I mean the commercial emancipation. The 
lawyer was the first to establish his status, largely be¬ 
cause he fought for it. The doctor, who a hundred 
years ago was content to bleed his patients, give them 
some nostrum and a little hot water, has now developed 
his science to an amazing degree, and commands enor¬ 
mous fees for his services. Notice that in these two 
professions, as in all others, the remuneration has de¬ 
pended upon what the professional man has to give, 
and what the public has most demanded. 
“Music is possibly the last of the professions to de¬ 
velop a commercial value. Only a hundred years ago 
in the days of Beethoven and Schubert, in Europe its 
commercial value was nil, or nearly that. The musician 
was expected to pour out his wealth in the most bounte¬ 
ous manner and receive a pittance. Now the whole sit¬ 
uation has changed because of the enormous demand 
for music of all kinds, resulting in great progress in 
the art in the welfare of the musician, to say nothing 
of the development of one of the largest industries in 
America. 
“Whether it is beneficial for the art or not the musi¬ 
cian now receives excellent remuneration for his ser- 
V1 “There never seems to be any suspicion that huge fees 
will injure the status of the scientist, the jurist or the 
doctor, but because musicians were paid such beggarly 
fees for so long, the exploiters of art seem to fear that 
they will become tainted if they are not cheated of their 
just deserts. 
“When I was little more than a boy I played the 
violin in a theatre. Music at that time was looked upon 
as a highly precarious occupation. The musician was 
expected to give his services. If he did not he was 
queer or discourteous. There was a man in Washing¬ 
ton at that time who had suddenly grown wealthy 
through the simple expedient of furnishing shoes for 
the government during the civil war, and substituting 
paper for leather in the soles. The people despised 
him as a profiteer always ready to trick the public or 
any of his friends when the opportunity presented 
itself. Once he arranged a party at his house and in¬ 
vited me, underlining the words, ‘please bring your 
violin.’ I realized that such a man wanted me for my 
ability to play and was unwilling to pay for it. Ac¬ 
cordingly I wrote to him: ‘I am very sorry that I 
cannot come, but I shall be glad to send the violin if 
you wish it. The only way to bring such a man as 
that to a proper understanding of music is to make him 
pay and pay well for it. As long as he got it for noth¬ 
ing he had little respect for the musical profession. He 
would never have asked his butcher to come around 
for the evening and bring around a pound of steak. 
“A few years ago there was an altogether false con- 
tion of art. a kind of affected squeamishness about 
money, which held back much musical progress in Am¬ 
erica. Recognise music as a profession on a rank with 
every other profession and deserving adequate remunera¬ 
tion at all times and the art side will take care of itself. 
There never was a time when music stood so high in 
public estimation, and all musicians are benefiting by it. 
Melzer, the critic, wrote on the first night of my oper¬ 
etta The Bride Elect: ‘To think that a man in this day 
writing a comic opera can make $100,000 from it while 
Bizet could have died of want a few weeks after the 
production of his Carmen.’ All of this preamble is to 
convince The Etude reader of one thing: The so-called 
and greatly deplored commercial value of music in this 
day is really an element in convincing the greater ma¬ 
jority of the public that the profession is ‘worth while.’ 
As long as it was looked upon as a fashionable pastime 
for young ladies, it was impossible to get the average 
American, father to regard it seriously as a profession 
for his son. 
Turn to Music 
“It is for this reason that many parents and friends 
who desire to make a Christmas present turn to music 
lessons, musical instruments, talking machine records, 
books, tickets for concerts, sheet music and so forth. 
Unlike many presents that lose their value in a few 
weeks, music often lasts a lifetime. Very little in the 
way of musical education is wasted. Even though the 
student has not the slightest thought of music as a pro¬ 
fession, unless he is hopeless stupid, he will acquire a 
mental training and an artistic taste that will stay with 
him all the rest of his days and add unlimited happiness 
to his life. How can one possibly make a more delight¬ 
ful present than one of this sort? 
“ ‘But,’ persists the very material father, ‘I don’t want 
to bother with music as a present for my boy. I want 
something practical.’ He probably does not realize that 
the very cigar which he is puffing was made in a factory 
in Cuba in which the workers insist upon being supplied 
with music while they work. For years there have been 
trained singers employed in some industries to perform 
during the working hours. Practical fathers should 
know that there is nothing like music for speeding up 
the worker. The singing worker is happy and always 
has been. In the'Fiji Islands I remember the natives 
who were employed to load coal. Singing was as much 
a part of their working equipment as their brawny 
muscles. Without song it would unquestionably have 
taken a much longer time to load the ship. What does 
practical father think of that? Music in industry is a 
“Can £0u tblnfc of an$* 
tbing wblcb brings more 
real jo\>, more genuine 
beligbt to more people 
tban music? 
“flnabe tbis a musical 
Christmas anb it will be 
a joyous Christmas.” 
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kind of human lubrication preventing so¬ 
ciological friction. 
“Of course there is a great deal of 
nonsense about the place that music oc¬ 
cupies in the scheme of affairs. I have 
never thought it was the greatest thing in 
the world, it would be stupid to make 
such a statement. It seems to me that the 
most important man of this or any other 
time is the scientist, he is the pioneer of 
the age. It is to him that our progress is 
due—particularly to the inventive chem¬ 
ists, the Edisons, the Kelvins, the Roent¬ 
gens, and the Marconis. No one makes a 
bigger contribution to the times than the 
inventive chemist. He is the wizard of 
the centuries, every flavor, every perfume, 
every substance can come out of his 
laboratory; from synthetic rubber or arti¬ 
ficial eggs to precious jewels or fabulous 
explosives. Without great constructive 
minds of this type we would be centuries 
behind in our development. 
The Great Inspiration 
“Music is the most important thing in its place but who 
would be bold enough to say that its place is as impor- 
ant as that of the inventive chemist,—unless by stretch- 
point we may insists that the chemist is himself 
nspired to higher efforts through music, as are workers 
all walks of life. 
Here again there is a great deal of cant about the 
moral effects of music,—largely due to that well mean¬ 
ing English clergyman Hugh R. Haweis who in his 
Music and Morals made many beautiful statements 
hardly born out by facts. Few people who have not 
natural inclinations to lead a better life will be reformed 
through music alone. Some of the toughest characters 
the world has produced from Nero down to the present 
day have made a hobby of music. Some of the meanest 
fellows I have ever known (one man in particular had 
an eye like a decayed eel) have been proficient musi¬ 
cians from the technical standpoint and have apparently 
been devoted to their work. No, music makes the weeds 
grow as well as the flowers. 
“Can you think of anything which brings more real 
joy, more genuine delight to more people than music? 
Thousands and thousands of dollars are spent at 
Christmas time on confectionary whiph is soon for¬ 
gotten, gifts which soon wear out, but music of the 
best kind lasts for decades and is heard each time 
with renewed joy. Make this a musical Christmas 
and it will be a joyous Christmas.” 
Music is perhaps one of the safest of Christmas pre¬ 
sents to make. The number of people who revel in 
music is astounding. As with all gifts, try to find out 
what the recipient wants. Possibly it may be an oppor¬ 
tunity to hear a great symphony orchestra, Paderewski, 
Galli-Curci or Kreisler; it may be some favorite piece, 
an album of Beethoven, Mozart, or Chopin, a long 
wished for book; a talking machine record all of which 
will bring the Christmas spirit back every week of the 
year. 
Most of all let the giving be done so that the spirit 
of Merry Christmas will surround it like an aura of 
Yuletide happiness.” 
Keep Your Methods Fresh 
By Thaleon Blake 
A story of Napoleon well illustrates my theme. 
One day during the Italian campaign, a common 
chasseur approached him and said: “General, you ought 
to do so and so.” 
Napoleon replied: “Hold your peace, you rogue 1” 
Doubtless Napoleon wondered if the Austrians had 
divined if he would do that very thing; nevertheless, 
the maneuver which the chasseur recommended was the 
very same which he had privately resolved to carry 
into execution, and which he carried out. 
Later Napoleon said: “You must not fight too long 
with the same enemy or he will know all your tricks.” 
One day in a studio a student who was waiting his 
turn to take a lesson said to another: “The Master will 
now do so and so.” 
The teacher was worried at hearing this. “Is my me¬ 
thod gone stale that even a pupil can foretell what I 
shall do next?” he asked himself. “If so, then I have 
lost my orginality. I am becoming stereotyped. • My 
method of teaching has acquired a mannerism, that sure 
sign of old age. I must revive my methods, adept new 
ways of doing things, shake off the fatal fixed manner¬ 
isms that mean the end of growth. I will start afresh.” 
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The Teachers’ Round Table 
Conducted by N. J. COREY 
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions Pert^in,ng^' ^ Theory, 
“What to Teach," etc., and not technical problems Pcrta’n‘ngJ?„‘ Lswered 
History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Qu . /r/es. 
department. Full name and address must accompany a Q 
Platform Etiquette 
“1. Will you_kindly setUe^an ar?u between 
tour musicians: iwu mmumm .......... . 
nist to a singer should play very softly, -nd the 
other two that the accompaniment should he solid 
and heavy, a background for the singer to 1« 
A so-called best accompanist In the city recently 
played so loud thaiMir^d™wne(T?out the - ■■ “ 
V0*‘<2 Should°Sthe accompanist precede < 
the singer upon the stage? 
“3. Is there any remedy for pupils 
correctly but play so slowly it is agony .' 
any cure for this? I have tried sight 
everything I could think of.' —K. C. 
singer’s 
follow 
ho ^read 
1. As a general rule, accompaniments should be suf¬ 
ficiently subdued so that the audience can easily follow 
the melody and understand the words. The ordinary 
harp-like figures in accompaniments should always be 
kept in the background. Where the accompaniment is 
contrapuntally conceived, and where the voice part is 
written as one with others in the accompaniment, there 
should be a nice adjustment so that the accustomed ear 
can follow the melodic figures in the accompaniment, 
and yet the voice or violin not be covered. In operatic 
writing the orchestral score sometimes rises to dramatic 
heights that seem to swamp all vocal effort. But even 
Wagner, whose works abound in such intensities of 
climax, urgently insisted that the voice should not be 
submerged. To know just how much volume to use in 
“big climaxes,” requires great artistic judgment on 
the part of the accompanist. 
2. When singer and accompanist are of the same sex, 
the singer enters the stage first. A man accompanist 
often takes the lady’s hand, preceding and presenting 
her to the audience as she w<dks upon the platform. 
This, however, is not observed as punctiliously as it 
used to be. A male singer very often politely allows a 
female accompanist to precede him. 
3. The answer to this must be regulated by the amount 
of the pupil’s talent. Some have so little that they never 
seem to progress beyond a given limited point. The 
only way for you to test your pupil’s capacity is to give 
her simple music which she must work up to tempo. A 
good plan is to play duets with her, forcing her to keep 
up to the tempo you maintain. The music you endeavor 
to have her work up to tempo must be simple, however. 
A Defective Balance Wheel 
“1. How can I put the finishing touches on my 
pieces? I am a good sight reader, even with 
pieces of sixth and seventh grades. But it seems 
the more I practice the. worse my pieces become 
I practice them slowly all the way through, and 
still they lack polish. I do accompanying and 
hence need my sight reading. Does this inter¬ 
fere with the proper practice of pieces? 
2. I have a supple wrist in playing everything 
except octaves. It is all right when I begin, but 
almost immediately begins to stiffen, and soon 
to pain me. My hand is small and I can Just 
stretch an octave. How would you advise me to 
practice octaves?”—S. B. 
1. After practicing a piece for a certain length of time 
it is apt to “go stale,” as the expression is. It is then 
better to drop it for a time after which it will be taken 
up with renewed interest. The principal reason for the 
condition you mention, however, I have nearly always 
found to be an unconscious increase of the tempo. As 
players grow familiar with the music and its emotional 
spirit, unconsciously the desire to approximate what 
is felt as the proper movement hastens the speed faster 
than the fingers are ready to accomplish. Even in the 
course of a composition, players will do the same thing, 
beginning at a moderate tempo and immediately begin¬ 
ning to “speed up” during the first page. Pupils who have 
become a slave to this habit would better practice a 
given amount of time each day with the metronome 
which will force them to maintain the same tempo 
throughout. Accompanying and sight reading will not 
interfere with your regular playing, assuming, of course, 
that you do your usual practice. 
2. Lift your forearm with the hand poised over the edge 
of the table. Let the hand dangle perfectly limp and 
loose. With a slight oscillating movement of the fore¬ 
arm cause the hand to toss up and down, preserving 
is own relaxed condition, however. With the same 
motion let it strike against the edge of the table lettmg 
the fingers draw over the edge each time. Next, with 
the fingers outstretched, as if playing octaves, with a 
down motion of the wrist let the thumb and fifth 
finger strike on the edge of the table. As soon as you 
understand these two motions study them until you can 
make a combination of the two, a slight fall of forearm 
movement combined with the dangling motion, after¬ 
wards upon keyboard. Practice the movement until it 
becomes systematic, symmetrical and serviceable. Now 
practice it, chromatically repeating each key eight times. 
If you can place the fourth finger on the black keys, 
so much the better. Lower the wrist for the white 
keys and lift high for the black. Practice several 
times daily, in brief periods in order to avoid fatigue. 
The alternating high and low positions of wrist aid in 
avoiding strain. This should afford all the artificial 
stretching the normal hand should need. 
l. i-ieusc give im. inuc; ui muwj. ... .. 
Little Preludes of Bach should be taken. Also the 
Two and Three Part Inventions. I understand 
some are omitted. 
2. What would you advise in the ease of a pupil 
n. spoiling is so small she cannot reach It without 
the position of her hands and arms? A 
any pedal studies suitable Tor ^hUdreg of 
1. There is no need of changing the order of the Little 
Preludes. Whether it be best to assign them all to any 
given pupil must be determined by you. Also if there 
are any you do not personally enjoy you should, as a 
teacher, learn to discern whether it be better to omit 
them. The Two Part Inventions may be given in the 
following order: 8—13—14—6—1—10—12—3—4—2. 
The Three Part Inventions, 1—2—7—9—10—12—15. 
Some teachers omit even more, on the ground that the 
enormous increase of piano literature necessitates 
drawing the line closer. Futhermore, there are some 
pupils who are slow in learning, and have no intention 
of becoming professional. If the Bach idiom is decid¬ 
edly repellent to them, it may not be well to keep them 
at them too long. Such pupils often require frequent 
change in order to maintain their interest. 
2. There is an appliance manufactured to place over 
the pedal for such cases, information in regard to which 
may be obtained by writing the publisher. As the 
amount of pedal used by such players as you mention 
is small, teachers are occasionally compelled to let them 
assume temporary awkward positions. There is no need 
of special pedal studies for such pupils, as only its 
simplest manner of use should be taught at that age, 
and plenty of examples will be found in the various 
pieces you assign. Most of the articles you see in print 
on the use of the pedal apply to advanced work. 
Looking to Bach 
“I have a pupil recently come to me who has 
only been playing ‘pretty parlor pieces,’ but wish 
to have her begin Bach. Will Preparatory School 
to Bach be suitable? Her wrists are weak. What 
exercises will strengthen them?”—C. M. 
The book you mention is entirely suitable. You must 
exercise care, however, and not give an overdose to one 
entirely unfamiliar with the Bach idiom. Mix it in little 
by little with other work. 
The practice of the down arm touch in every degree 
of power will serve your purpose with excellent results. 
Place the hands on the edge of the keyboard, the fingers 
holding down E, G, and C. First oscillate the wrist up 
and down as high and low as possible without removing 
the . fingers from the keys. Then practice it rhythmi¬ 
cally, counting one for down motion, and two for the up. 
Next let the keys up, but leave the tips of the fingers 
resting on the them. Then practice as before, first with 
short motions, just enough to produce a sound. Then 
increase the force, and later the length of the motion, 
and practice from pianissimo to fortissimo. When this 
can be done well, progress up and down the keyboard 
within the compass of a couple of octaves. Strength to 
both fingers, wrist and forearm will come from this. 
The practice must be continued, however, for several 
months. 
A Little Harmony 
“1 T have a pupil who wishes to take up Har- 
unable to teach it. Is there any 
“o°okyT could recommend that she may study by 
herself ?e t(j bp cxceasiveiy sin when play- 
siiyfir^™' S£S!'i 
lnl “hefourth inf fifth fingers of this same pupii 
- —pple. I have tried the slow trill, fingers 
very high, but only stiff fingers result. «mu is 
best for this?”—M. C. 
1 Harmony Book for Beginners, by Preston Ware 
Orem, will exactly suit your purpose. Meanwhile why 
not study it yourself, also, and in future you will not feel 
so helpless along this line. 
2. Players who are nervous when playing before others 
should always be given something simple for these ap¬ 
pearances. Let her polish up some of the pieces that she 
knew some time ago, and possibly this will help. Ner¬ 
vousness in public is aggravated by the thought that the 
player was affected in the same way at her former ap¬ 
pearances. Therefore she should seek audiences con¬ 
stantly in her home circle. It is often a good plan to have 
the pupil whose lesson next follows come a little early, 
and listen to the shy player. Shy pupils are helped by 
playing for each other. 
2. The tendency of the position you describe is to pro¬ 
duce rigid conditions. It is better to let them practice 
softly and easily with the fingers close to the keys when 
this fault is discerned. Select simple passage-work ex¬ 
ercises that bring these fingers into play, such as the fol¬ 
lowing: ascending CDE, DEF", EFG, etc., for a couple 
of octaves; descending EDC, DCB, CBA, etc. Another 
grouping of same letters, CDCE, DEDF, El-EG, etc. 
Descending EDEC, DCDB, CBCA, etc. Use the third, 
fourth and fifth fingers exclusively. Other combinations 
will occur to you. Do not try to increase the amount of 
strength used for several weeks. See that the hands and 
fingers remain normal and supple throughout by playing 
very quietly at first. 
The Teacher 
vise, ana siaaa asiae : oiy own answer mis .. . 
It depends entirely upon the student.. 
2. I have a self-taught pupil of twenty-two who 
In many ways plays exceptionally well, but lias 
no knowledge of routine technique of any sort. 
She refuses to study Czerny’s Op. 2!)!>, beeause 
she does not like it. Wlmt can she take instead? 
3. She wishes to take up the Mathews books. 
Which number should she begin with? 
4. Her left hand scale and arpeggio work is 
poor, especially in passing thumb in descending. 
What will help this?"—C. P. 
L A teacher can obtain little influence over a pupil 
except by dominating, although this may be so managed 
that the pupil never realizes it. The first assumption in 
coming to you for advice and counsel is, that your know¬ 
ledge is superior, and that the student intends to abide by 
it. Dominance need not mean a disagreeable pre-emin¬ 
ence, as some people seem to interpret it. It does not 
mean that you should force your student to study the 
Czerny that is hated. At her age her prejudices are apt 
to be quite fixed, and you may he obliged to approach her 
from a different angle than that to which you are ac¬ 
customed. Some pupils are so intelligent that merely 
suggestive advice is all they need, and they will grasp 
your meaning like a flash and develop it in their work 
as well. Others are so dull that you can hardly force 
them to understand even by endless repetition of the 
same information. 
2. Selections from Heller’s Op. 46, 45 and 16 will 
give satisfaction. Melodious Studies in Velocity, by 
Sartorio, Op. 380, and Style and Dexterity by the same, 
Op. 902 will please. Another excellent series is Studies 
and Study Pieces, by A. Schmoll, in three books. 
3. Judging by the list of pieces you give. I should 
think your pupil might begin with Book IV of Mathews. 
4. Secure a copy of Cooke’s Mastering the Scales and 
Arpeggios, and you will find in it full directions for 
overcoming the difficulties you mention. Special and pro¬ 
longed study may be given to the preparatory exercises 
in passing the thumb, both for scales and arpeggios. 
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How the Masters Practiced 
By EDWIN HALL PIERCE 
The delightful absurdity of these little 
verses, which many of our readers will 
recognize as part of the Admiral’s song 
from Gilbert and Sullivan’s opera Pina¬ 
fore, will serve to point a much-needed 
moral: it is obvious that Sir Joseph 
Porter omitted the most essential part 
of that experience which would serve to fit him for the 
of that experience which would serve to fit him for the high 
office he held—the acquirement of a surpassing knowl¬ 
edge of seamanship and naval tactics. Just so, in most 
biographies of famous musicians, especially such as are 
prepared for popular reading, one finds little or nothing 
said of that thing which in the last analysis really served 
to make them what they became—Hie long hard hours 
and long patient years of faithful systematic practice. This 
has done untold harm, in at least two different ways : first, 
young persons with a little talent, but “whose wish-bone 
is where their back-bone should be,” get the idea that 
they are destined to greatness, without being willing to 
go through the necessary grind of hard work; second, 
the general public is too apt to imagine musicians to be a 
lazy lot who are able by their fortunate talent, to make 
a living without working. The real facts in the case are 
quite otherwise : those who have become eminent in music 
have invariably begun their studies at an early age, devot¬ 
ing as much time to them as their health and their degree 
of mental and bodily development allowed, and increas¬ 
ing that amount of time steadily as they grew older, 
until, during the last few years of their study they were 
working steadily from eight to twelve hours a day. At a 
rough estimate we might say: one year at half an hour 
a day, three years at an hour a day, five years at two 
hours a day, three years at four hours a day and three 
years at eight or ten hours a day. Of course this varies 
greatly in individual cases, but on an average is very near 
the truth. 
Some young musicians have had from the very start 
to fight against the prejudices of parents and friends to 
be allowed to study music at all; this was the case with 
Mandel. Others, and this is the more usual situation, 
have been encouraged as long as music was taken up 
merely as an accomplishment, but have met with violent 
opposition as soon as they showed the intention of adopt¬ 
ing it as a career. Still others, but these chiefly the 
children of professional musicians, like Mozart, are 
shown every help and encouragement from the start. It 
cannot be observed that either class, in the Jong run, suc¬ 
ceeds noticeably better than the others; it lies in the per¬ 
son himself. Yet the influence of parents is enormous; 
Mendelssohn was very greatly helped by the systematic 
habits of work taught him by his father, a banker. “Na¬ 
tural aptitude” serves merely to give one an easier start; 
it by no means does away with the need of labor. 
It will be interesting and instructive to recall what 
little has been recorded of the practice habits of some 
of the Masters, and the conditions under which they 
labored during their apprentice years. 
George Frederick Handel 
Picture to yourself a sturdy, chubby, little fair-haired 
boy, scarcely seven years old, stealing up to the garret 
above, and spending hours at a time picking out tunes 
by ear on an old spinet—a small, portable form of harp¬ 
sichord—which had been lent him by some kind-hearted 
neighbor, with the connivance of his mother, The boy 
was intensely fond of music, but his father had a very 
low opinion of the art, and did not wish him to know 
anything whatever of it, even as a pastime. One day 
the father set out in a coach to visit an older son who 
was in the employ of the Duke of Saxe-Weissenfels, and 
“I cleaned the windows and I swept the floor 
And polished up the handle of the big front door; 
I polished that handle so faithfully 
That now I’m the ruler of the Queen’s Navee!" 
little George determined to go too. He set out alone on 
foot, behind the carriage, but presently caught on behind, 
and when his father discovered him they were so far on 
their way that he relented and took him along. At Weis- 
senfels he made friends among some musicians of the 
Duke’s chapel, who gave him a chance to try his hand on 
the organ. The Duke, seeing that the boy was a real 
musical genius, prevailed on his father to allow him to 
take up the pursuit of music in earnest, and soon he be¬ 
came a pupil of Zachau, organist of the cathedral of 
Halle. Here he was kept right busy: besides harmony, 
counterpoint and composition, he studied .no less than 
four instruments—the harpsichord, the organ, the violin 
and the oboe. When sufficiently advanced, he was also 
required to compose a sacred motet (a form of anthem 
for chorus of unaccompanied voices) each week. This 
was kept up for over three years; it is probably that the 
greater part of what he composed in these early years 
was of very slight value, but the absolute mastery which 
comes from such a strict and constant routine was evi¬ 
dent when, later in life he composed The Messiah and 
other great works. A certain conservatory teacher who 
had trained up many young composers who afterward 
lived to make their mark in the world, used to have a 
saying “He who brings much will one day bring some¬ 
thing.” 
Ludwig van Beethoven 
We choose this example next, as exhibiting such an en¬ 
tire contrast to the case of Handel. Young Beethoven’s 
father and grandfather before him were both musicians, 
the grandfather having been a bass singer and after¬ 
ward capellmeister (director) in the Court band of the 
Elector of Cologne, and the father a tenor singer in the 
same. The father was a severe, hard man but he re¬ 
cognized his son’s ability, and not only gave him every 
advantage musically that his poverty would allow, but 
kept a jealous watch over his practice, punishing him se¬ 
verely for any negligence or omission of his regular 
practice-periods. He attended the public schools until he 
was thirteen, but after that, besides his music-lessons 
from various teachers, he was taught Latin, French and 
Italian by a certain Zambon. While it is difficult to feel 
very kindly toward the elder Beethoven, we should re¬ 
member that he deserves much credit for training his 
gifted son in habits of industry and application, without 
which the greatest talents in the world come to nothing. 
Schumann’s Misguided Zeal 
Robert Schumann had lessons at an early age from an 
organist named Knntzsch — a pedagog of the old school, 
commendably strict and methodical. He practiced reg¬ 
ularly and faithfully, and made such progress that his 
father entertained plans for putting him under the in¬ 
struction of no less a person than Carl von Weber (the 
composer of Freischuts, Oberon, etc.) However, as the 
elder Schumann saw the value of a good general educa¬ 
tion, he was first sent to the Zwickau Gymnasium (the 
equivalent of our “High School,” hut 
before he had completed his course, his 
father died. His guardian looked with 
little sympathy on his musical apsira- 
tions, sending him t the University of 
Leipsic to study law. He attended some 
of the professor’s lectures, but most of 
his time was spent practicing the piano. Curiously 
enough, one of the Law professors, Thibaut by name, 
was a notable devotee of Music, and encouraged young 
Robert in its pursuit. (This however was at Heidelburg, 
as he had changed universities after a year at Leipsic.) 
Before the end of the second year, his mind was made 
up to follow a musical career, and he obtained permission 
to return to Leipsic — not as a university student, but to 
have lessons of Friedrich Wieck, the best piano teacher 
of his day. He also had Harmony lessons of H. Dorn, 
but spent nearly his whole time in piano practice, even 
taking a “dumb keyboard” with him when on a journey 
in order not to miss his technical studies for a single day. 
In later years he used to warn young students against 
such appliances, remarking “One cannot learn to speak 
from the dumb!” It was his hope to become a great 
virtuoso pianist in the course of a couple of years, and 
in his eagerness to attain that end, he reasoned that he 
should attack directly any obviously weak points in his 
technic, and conquer them. For one’ thing, he felt that 
his fourth fingers lacked independence, so he tried 
practicing with the offending fingers suspended by strings 
from the ceiling. The result was simply to lame his 
hand permanently and incurably, putting an end to all 
possibility of a pianist’s career. Perhaps, in Schumann’s 
particular case, it was a blessing in disguise, as it led 
him to concentrate his efforts on becoming a composer 
and a writer on music, in both of which lines he reached 
the highest attainment, but it must have been a bitter 
pill to swallow, at the time. 
The moral of this is: avoid all patent devices and 
clever short-cuts for acquiring technic. They are dan¬ 
gerous. There is nothing that will take the place of 
adequate time, labor and patience. 
Clara Schumann 
Schumann married Clara Wieck, the daughter of his 
teacher. She was a highly talented pianist, and had 
enjoyed the benefit of most skillful and conscientious 
instruction from her father. She was very fond of music, 
but her father insisted on so much and so absolutely 
regular practice, that on one occasion she besought him, 
as a special treat, for “just one little day without music 1” 
After her marriage, in spite of the demands on her 
time and strength of an increasing family, she managed 
to keep in practice suffiently to appear in public occasion¬ 
ally as a concert player. In later years, when she was 
left a widow, she became a very famous concert player, 
and teacher as well, and it was one of her little satisfac¬ 
tions in life, to produce her husband’s compositions in 
public — a proceeding which helped greatly in bring¬ 
ing them into vogue. 
Pagannini 
This most wonderful and original of all wizards on 
the violin was first, at a very early age, taught the 
mandolin by his father. His remarkable progress on 
that instrument, coupled to the fact that his mother had 
had a dream (which she considered prophetic) that the 
boy was to become the most wonderful violinist in the 
world, led the father to place him under the best violin 
teachers possible to procure. He spent practically the 
whole of every day in practice, and in a very few years 
actually distanced his teachers. By the time he was 
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eleven years old he had begun to appear in public, and 
by the time he was sixteen he broke away from his 
father and embarked on a successful tour of European 
cities as a full-fledged violin virtuoso. But both his 
morals 'and his general culture were far from well- 
developed. Already at this early age he was addicted to 
- gambling and other vices, and often lost all the money 
he made. The price was too great; he had become a 
great artist, it is true, but he was sordidly avaricious, 
ungenerous and sensual. Almost the only really good 
human trait we can discern in him is that he appears to 
have written affectionate and confidential letters to his 
mother, all this while, and that sure of her forgiving 
sympathy, he made no effort to keep her in ignorance 
of his manner of life. When he was twenty-two years 
old he retired for a year, and spent the time in con¬ 
stant practice, devising new and unheard-of effects on 
his instrument, and originating sensational difficulties, 
only to conquer them. At the end of this time he ap¬ 
peared again in public, surprising the musical world 
more than ever. A rumor went abroad that he had been 
in prison, and a Paris artist even painted a made-up 
picture' of him practicing the violin in a prison cell. 
This was not true, however, and he had really spent the 
year at his parents’ home. 
After this, he appears to have practiced seldom, if at 
all. An admirer (a musical amateur) on one occasion 
followed him several weeks on one of his concert tours, 
stopping at the same hotels, and where possible engag¬ 
ing an adjoining room, in the hope of hearing him 
practice. One night he heard him picking the strings 
softly with his fingers; looking through the key-hole he 
saw Him apparently trying the positions of his left-hand 
fingers for various chords, but he soon got through and 
put back the violin in its case without ever having drawn 
the bow. This is very remarkable, as even such great 
virtuosos as Paderewski have found regular daily prac¬ 
tice a necessity to “keep fit.” The explanation probably 
lies in the excessive and yet well-directed amount of 
practice he went through with at a very early age, as 
well as his natural limberness of finger. What we learn 
very young stays by us. 
Liszt 
Liszt’s father was a steward on one of the estates of 
Count Esterhazy. He was a highly accomplished mu¬ 
sician, though largely self-taught, and in fact had in ear¬ 
lier years entertained dreams of devoting himself to the 
art professionally. Therefore, when his little son Franz 
showed a great love for music, it was a joy to him to 
teach him all he knew. It was not necessary to urge 
him to practice, for he kept at it so incessantly that his 
parents often had to tell him it was time to stop, fearing 
he would injure his health. This in fact happened: by 
the time he was about fourteen he had a nervous break¬ 
down, and for a long time seemed in danger of being a 
hopeless invalid, but at last his constitution rallied, and 
he became strong again. Thanks to the financial aid of 
some wealthy friends he was sent to take lessons of 
Czerny, in Vienna. By this time he was already able to 
play the most difficult piano-music written, and he felt 
rather humiliated and dissatisfied at being “put back,” 
as it appeared to him, and compelled to make a system¬ 
atic study of technic. His father, however like Czerny 
himself, was sensible enough to realize that the boy’s 
playing, though wonderful, was still somewhat raw and 
unfinished, and very properly insisted on young Franz 
practicing exactly as his teacher ordered. In after years 
Liszt understood the wisdom of this, and had reason 
to feel thankful. We do not know how many hours a 
day he practiced, but it certainly was up to the very limit 
of his strength, for a few years later he had another 
break-down, very much like the first, but not so long 
lasting. About this time, too, his father died, which na¬ 
turally affected him deeply. While he was recovering 
from this illness, he devoted his time to general reading, 
of an improving sort, endeavoring to broaden his general 
culture, which had of course been a little neglected 
through too exclusive devotion to the study of music. 
His mind, too, took a serious and religious bent, and he 
wished very much to become a priest, but his father-con¬ 
fessor counselled him that music was his true vocation. 
In the course of the next few years we see him at¬ 
taining to fame as a piano virtuoso—first in Paris, and 
afterward all over Europe. Hearing Pagannini’s won¬ 
derful performances on the violin, he was seized with 
ambition to originate equally new and striking effects on 
his own instrument, the piano, and labored night and 
day to perfect what has been called a “transcendental 
technic.” One of his first efforts in this direction was 
to transcribe for the piano six of Pagannini’s Caprices, 
not arranging them with the literalness of hack arrang¬ 
ers, but translating them into wonderfully brilliant piano 
solos, in which the proper idiom of piano-music replaced 
the proper idiom of violin-music. 
Liszt was as great a pianist as Pagannini was a violin¬ 
ist, and he was a far greater man; he was as generous 
as Pagnnini was selfish, and though his morals, at one 
period of his career, were hardly of a Puritanic strict¬ 
ness, he never did a mean thing in his life. Then too, re¬ 
alizing that his extreme devotion of energy to the study 
of the key-board bid fair to make him narrow, he did 
his best to remedy that defect by reading and study. As 
to his exact habits Of practice, after he had become a 
finished artist, we have no reliable information, but one 
curious fact is .recorded by a pupil: He had (besides his 
usual instrument) a piano for practice purposes, which 
had an uncommonly hard touch. This was doubtless for 
the purpose of strengthening the fingers, but it is im¬ 
possible to say just how much or how little he used it. 
Exceptional Sorts of Practice 
In our own day there have been at least two very re¬ 
markable exceptions to the ordinary routine in musical 
education : Harold Bauer, the pianist, and Amelita Galli- 
Curci, the singer. Harold Bauer was first a violinist, 
trained by good teachers, and bid fair to be a reasonably 
successful one, but after some reverses turned his at¬ 
tention to the piano, on which he achieved the greatest 
success, although almost wholly self-taught. Madame 
Galli-Curci was at first educated for a pianist, and was 
practically self-taught as singer. In both cases, the chief 
technical study that they did in their new department of 
musical art, was not technic independent of music, but 
technic solely in reference to the musical requirements of 
the piece they were studying. In other words, they con¬ 
centrated on each particular difficulty as they met it, 
instead of doing a lot of arbitrary and conventional ex- 
The young student, however, should not blindly take 
this for an example as the conditions are by no means 
the same: These persons were not mere clever begin¬ 
ners finding a “short cut,” but mature artists, whose sole 
task was to change from one medium to another, A 
good pen-and-ink artist would have many things to learn 
should he change to oil painting, but he would not have 
to begin back at the elementary study of drawing. Just 
so with an experienced musician who takes up a new 
instrument. 
It is the testimony of 99 per cent, of all the great mu¬ 
sical artists that the study of scales, arpeggios and other 
routine exercises is the indispensible foundation of all 
finished and brilliant execution, as well as a help to a 
sound musicianship. See Cooke’s Great Pianists on Piano 
Playing, somewhere in nearly every chapter, but espec¬ 
ially in the contribution of Alexander Lambert, headed 
Profitable Practice versus Wasted Practice. 
Practice what is difficult. Play what is Easy. One 
of the chief ends of practice is to render difficult things 
easy, which can only happen when by much repetition 
the doing of them becomes almost instinctive. The great 
violinist Sarasate, whose tone was so beautifully clear 
and etherial that it had no suggestion of cat gut and 
rosin, but seemed to form itself directly in the air, was 
fastidious in this matter, almost to exaggeration. He 
would not play a piece in public until every part of it 
seemed easy to him. To the writer’s personal knowledge, 
he held off from playing Ernst’s Othello Fantasie in 
public until he had practiced it, off and on, for twenty 
years! During all these twenty years he was already 
considered one of the greatest living violinists, and pro¬ 
bably would have been able to “get by” with the piece 
had he chosen to risk it. 
THE ETUDE 
“Sore Let and Hindered” 
Pupils who come to a lesson complaining that they 
were hindered from practice because of company in the 
house, or some similar reason, should remember that the 
great masters probably went through all these same 
troubles in their youth, but managed through strong wU] 
and resourcefulness not to be too much hindered by 
them One of the leading musicians of England, (who is 
still living, and perhaps would prefer not to have his 
name mentioned in this connection), gave an amusing 
account to some intimate friends of how he once se¬ 
cured quiet for the proper study of his harmony lesson 
by locking himself into the bath-room, to the great in¬ 
dignation of the rest of the somewhat numerous house- 
k°Schubert often had to avail himself of the courtesy 
of friends for the use of a piano to practice. Exam¬ 
ples might be multiplied, but it is not necessary— 
Practical Deductions 
On considering what we know of how the masters 
practiced, the following points seem to stand out most 
prominently: 
1. There is nothing that will take the place of steady, 
prosaic hard work, several hours a day, for a long 
period of years. 
2. The earlier such work is begun, and a habit form¬ 
ed, the greater the results. Many of the masters began 
at such an early age that when grown up they could 
not remember a time when they had not learned to 
read music. Technic, too, mastered in early years, 
stays by one better, and although a certain amount of 
daily systematic practice is necessary to “keep fit," yet 
a much smaller amount answers the purpose if one has 
attained proficiency in early youth. ' 
3. Excessive practice—beyond the limit of recupera¬ 
tion by a good night’s rest—is apt to defeat its own 
end, and bring on a break-down. (The same thing is 
known to athletes as “going stale”). One must ob¬ 
serve moderation, yet without making “moderation” an 
excuse for indolence. 
4. Exclusive devotion to the practice of music cannot 
develop the whole personality. A good general educa¬ 
tion is much to be desired, but in default of this, one 
may do a great deal for himself by reading good litera¬ 
ture, as did Liszt, for instance. 
5. Although the actual work of practice is by neces¬ 
sity done alone by oneself, yet the reactions of mu¬ 
sicians on each other by force of example are too 
valuable to be dispensed with. Bach, in his youth, went 
many a weary mile on foot to listen to the great organ¬ 
ist Buxtehude. Liszt found a great inspiration for his 
piano-playing in hearing Pagaunini’s miraculous feats 
on the violin. Ole Bull rectified his faulty cantabiU 
playing, which he had come to realize u 
weak point, by listening to Italian opera singers. That 
is really what is meant by the rather elusive term “a 
musical atmosphere.” It means the constant opportunity 
for musicians to react on each other and learn from 
each other, consciously or unconsciously. To enjoy this 
advantage, one must be where musicians are good and 
Seven Rules for Position at the Keyboard 
By Frederick Cromweed 
Piano students, are you honestly satisfied with your 
progress? If not, perhaps your trouble comes from a 
faulty position at the instrument. To sit is such a com¬ 
mon thing that, since your first lesson it may not have 
occured to you that there is a right and a wrong way 
to do it. 
In the past season four great virtuosi played solos at 
a joint concert, in connection with a modern reproducing 
piano. Although each artist sat at the same piano, no 
two used the same chair. This alone immediately shows 
the importance of one phase of our subject, the necessity 
of using an adaptable seat. 
Perhaps the following points on “The Pianist’s Sitting 
Position” may prove helpful. 
1. SIT on a chair or stool that is firm in every par¬ 
ticular, so that you will have an unyielding brace and 
will not be obliged to wiggle and shake from side to 
side. (A steady chair is usually preferable to a revolv¬ 
ing stool, provided it is of the right height.) 
3. SIT far enough away from the piano to allow for 
the proper arm-freedom for any part of the keyboard. 
4. SIT somewhat forward on the chair or stool be¬ 
cause this posture brings about a more efficient com- 
niancl of the energy-centers. 
rS’J|IT.S? that the elbows wil1 be on a level with or 
slightly higher than the keyboard. 
6. SIT with the feet on the pedals or by them ready 
n°t ms, an*|Use' Occasionally, when the soft pedal is 
not to be used for some time, the left foot mav be with¬ 
drawn to near the seat as a rest to the muscles and a 
brace to sustain the poise of the body. 
• SIT quietly, with physical as well as mental poise. 
If using notes, keep the eyes as much as possible on the 
panted page. Find the keys by a sense of touch and key¬ 
board-spacing. 
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Camille Saint-Saens To-day and Yesterday 
By EUGENIO DI PIRANI 
Experience teaches us that only specializing, in 
music as well as in other branches of human endeavour, 
is likely to.bring satisfactory results. That is true in 
our days still more than in former times, as the rami-, 
fications of all the different branches of knowledge 
have taken such enormous proportions as to make it 
more and more difficult for human brains to embrace 
all the enormous amount of material. 
Universality has almost become a Utopia and only 
produces “Jacks of all trades, masters in none.” 
' Such being the case in all arts and sciences, our time 
has become one of specialists. Among the painters one 
devotes himself to landscape, the other to figure. 
Among the doctors one specializes in eye, another in 
throat ailments, another again in surgery. Also in our 
art, in music, the one becomes a pianist, another an 
organist, another composer of grand opera, another of 
light opera. Some prefer to become an orchestra di¬ 
rector, others again concert singers or opera singers. 
A Universal Musical Genius 
Saint-Saens however is an exception to the rule. He 
was an electric, almost universal genius and, what is 
surprising, he was excellent in everything musical he 
ever undertook. He is an eminent composer, a famous 
pianist, a distinguished organist, a literateur of great 
merit; and although he had to fight against the pre¬ 
judice that will not give full credit to one person for 
many different proficiencies, he succeeded in earning 
recognition for all his divers accomplishments. Liszt 
recommended his works for production in Weimar; von 
Buelow held him in high estimation as pianist and 
wrote of him: “There does not exist a monument of 
art of whatsoever country, school, or epoch that Saint- 
Saens has not thoroughly studied. When we came to 
talk about the symphonies of Schumann, I was aston¬ 
ished to hear him reproduce them at the piano with 
such an amount of facility and exactitude, that I re¬ 
mained dumbfounded in comparing this prodigious 
memory with my own, which is thought so much of. 
Wagner drank once to the health of Saint-Saens 
whom he qualified as the greatest living French com- 
P Gounod wrote of his versatility: “He could write 
at will a work in the style of Rossini, of Verdi, of 
Schumann or of Wagner. 
Schure formulates the following judgment of Saint- 
Saens : “Nobody possesses more deeply the technical 
science of music, nobody knows better the masters from 
Bach to Liszt, Brahms and Rubinstein, nobody can 
more easily handle all the vocal and instrumental 
forms. Saint-Saens can say: ‘Nothing musical is 
strange to me.’ He is a multiform and poliphone Pro¬ 
teus.” 
The Dance of Death 
He owes his greatest popularity to his symphonic 
poems, among which the most known is Danse Macabre, 
but his most earnest works are three symphonies, two 
suites, five piano concertos, one cello concerto, three 
violin concertos, a piano quartet, a piano quintet, a sep¬ 
tet for piano, trumpet and string instruments, and the 
operas Le timbre d’argent, Samson, Etienne Marcel, 
Henry VIII. 
He was for a great number of years organist of the 
Madeleine in Paris. 
Another phenomenon in the iridescent career of this 
exceptional musician is the fact that, although he has 
used to the utmost his mental and physical powers, he 
is now, at 86 years (Saint-Saens was born 1835) stiff 
full of vitality and energy. 
It will be of great interest to investigate the secret 
of this almost superhuman activity. Luckily, he has 
given us in his memoirs a wealth of material from 
which we can draw authentic information. 
As a child he was so delicate that the doctors held 
little hope of his living. How fallacious doctors opin- 
His mother was greatly surprised that even as a baby 
he began to listen to every sound, he made the door 
creak and would plant himself in front of the clocks 
to hear them strike. His special delight was in the mu¬ 
sic of the tea-kettle, a large one which was hung before 
the fire in the dining room. Seated nearby on a small 
stool he used to wait with a lively curiosity for the first 
murmurs of its gentle and varied crescendos. 
At seven he was passed out of his great-aunt’s hands 
to Stamaty, a pupil of Kalkbrenner. Later with Hal- 
evy he made attempts at vocal and instrumental music. 
But he learned more by the absence of the master, for 
when Halevy sent word that he wasn’t coming to the 
class, as was often the case he used to go to the lib¬ 
rary and there he completed his musical education. 
The amount of music ancient and modem he devoured 
is beyond belief. 
Saint-Saens was always deeply concerned in the art 
of elocution. He complains about singers making the 
work incomprehensible by not articulating correctly 
the words. And truly one can say that half of the suc¬ 
cess of a song lies in the distinct enunciation. 
I remember a famous tenor telling me about his sys¬ 
tem in learning new parts, which consisted chiefly in 
first studying only the words and never tackling the 
music before he had completely mastered the declama- 
Mendelssohn in his writings relates that his method 
of composing a song was first of declaiming loud with 
great pathos the words attentively listening to the mod¬ 
ulation of the voice resulting in a kind of melody. That 
was the basis of the new song. 
Young musicians often complain and not without rea¬ 
son of the difficulties of their career. It may perhaps 
be useful to remind them that nothing can be reached 
without strenuous labor, and that all the great masters 
had not always beds of roses. 
Stupid Prejudices 
Saint-Saens himself had much to suffer from the 
prejudice that it is impossible to be an operatic com¬ 
poser, a writer of symphonies, an organist, and a pian¬ 
ist at the same time. Saint-Saens relates that Bizet 
played the piano admirably, but he never dared to play 
in public for fear of making his position worse. 
Although educated in the old classic school he show¬ 
ed in early youth a modern independent spirit. "Much 
talent is lost today,” he writes, “because the young com¬ 
posers believe that they must obey set rules instead of 
obeying their own inspiration. All illustrious artists 
mocked the critics.” 
His ideas on the morality or immorality of works of 
art are also quite modern. “What would be immoral 
in prose ceases to be immoral in verse, for in poetry 
art follows its own code, and form transcends the sub¬ 
ject matter. That explains why parents take young 
girls to opera, when if the same piece were played 
without music they would be appalled at the idea. 
What Christian is ever shocked by “La 
Juive,” or Catholic frightened away by “The 
Huguenots ?” 
And, concerning ultramodern methods, he 
writes: “There is no longer any question of 
adding to the old rules new principles which 
are the natural expression of their times, but 
simply of casting aside all rules and every 
restraint.” (What would say the champions 
of ‘Standardization’?)” Everyone ought to 
make his own rules; Music is 
free and unlimited in its liberty 
of expression. There are not per¬ 
fect chords or false chords. All 
aggregation of notes are legiti¬ 
mate. They may go further still. 
There seems to be no reason why 
they should linger on the way to 
untrammeled freedom or restrict 
themselves within a scale. The 
boundless empire of sound is at 
their disposal and let them profit 
by it.” 
“A German has written a book to prove 
that the birds sing false. Of course he 
is wrong for they do not sing false. They 
sing outside of scales and it is delightful, 
but it is not man-made art.” 
■ Comments on the Organ 
Being an eminent organist it is very interesting to 
hear what he has to hay about the “Hope” of the instru¬ 
ments: “The manifold resources of this marvellous 
instrument are at the command of the organist, obed¬ 
ient to his slightest wish. These resources are prodigi¬ 
ous. The compass of the organ far surpasses that of 
all the instruments of the orchestra. The violin alone 
reaches the same height, but with little carrying power. 
As for the lower tones there is no competitor of the 
thirly-two foot pipes which go two octaves below the 
violoncello’s low C. Between the pianissimo which al¬ 
most reaches the limit where sound ceases and silence 
begins down to a range of formidable and terrifying 
power, every degree of intensity can be obtained from 
this magical instrument. The variety of timbres is 
broad. There are flute stops of various kinds, tonal 
stops that approximate the timbre of stringed instru¬ 
ments, stops for effecting changes in which each note, 
formed from several pipes bring out simultaneously its 
fundamental and harmonic sounds; stops which serve to 
imitate the instruments of the orchestra, such as trum¬ 
pet, the clarinet, the bassoon. There are celestial voices 
of several kinds, produced by combination of two sim¬ 
ultaneous stops which are not tuned in perfect unison. 
Then we have the vox humana, a favourite with the 
public, which is alluring even though it is tremulous and 
nasal, and we have the innumerable combinations of 
all these different stops, with the graduation which may 
be obtained through indefinite commingling of the tones 
of this marvellous palette. Add to this the continual 
breathing of the monster’s lungs which give to the 
sounds an incomparable and inimitable steadiness.” 
Saint-Saens’ Renown as a Musical Critic of his Time. 
Also as a man he was a very sympathetic figure. He 
was an intimate and faithful friend of the greatest muv 
sicians of our time, highly appreciated by them and he 
himself not hesitating to warmly praise their excellen¬ 
cies in his splendid' writings. His articles on his con¬ 
temporaries, Rossini, Meyerbeer, Massenet, Offenbach, 
testify as to his broadmindedness and fraternal feelings 
toward his colleagues in art. His standpoint-in art was; 
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“It is not the absence of defects blit the presence of 
merits which makes works and men great.” 
Young and old musicians should never tire to extract 
precious teachings of wisdom from his life, from his 
critical essays, and from his numerous musical works. 
One could briefly epitomize his career as follows: 
Even as a child listening to every kind of sounds and 
finding a hidden charm in them. 
Devoting most of his time in studying in the library 
ancient and modern music. 
The tremendous amount of labor connected with his 
ability to reproduce on the piano without music the 
most of the orchestra! masterworks of the classics. 
Giving great weight to the art of elocution. 
Not hesitating to try his genius in the most difficult 
branches of musical art and marvellously succeeding in 
all. 
Advocating complete freedom in art and emancipa¬ 
tion from obsolete rules and laws. 
A Great Artist and A Lovable Man. 
Will Piano Exercises Overcome 
Deformities of the Hand? 
By Vivian Gray Morgan 
Some few months ago a little girl came for lessons. 
The thumb of the left hand was drawn back straight 
across the palm of the hand. She had been told that 
nothing less than an operation would bring her hand 
to a normal position. She had studied music for four 
years, with teachers recognized as the best of that city. 
But they had taken the doctor at his word about the 
thumb and so it was left unused. 
The child had progressed very rapidly considering 
this hinderance. After a few lessons I decided to try 
out a little exercise on the thumb, so talked it over with 
the mother and child. They were anxious to do it. 
At first she practiced only five times (increasing 
gradually to ten and fifteen) putting the thumb on the 
key to which it was nearest. It took some time and 
much patience to accomplish this. When finally she 
could do this, she would try taking two notes (C—then 
D) with the thumb—then E and F. After six months 
of this work she was able to take the complete five fin¬ 
ger exercise with the left hand. The thumb now laid 
just outside the second finger, with good prospects of 
it’s eventually coming into normal position. Also it 
came under perfect control, as seemingly there were no 
shortened ligaments or muscles, even though it had been 
out of place from birth. 
This would seem to offer hope to many who may be 
unfortunate in having deformities of the hand. 
Liszt’s Business 
During Lizst’s Italian days he paid a visit to Ven¬ 
ice where he met a lady of noble birth. She inquired 
effusively: 
“My dear abbe, how has your business in Italy been 
this season?” 
“I beg your pardon,” replied the great pianist. 
“I asked you how your business had been this year 
in Italy?” 
“Oh,” answered Liszt, “I leave business to the Bank¬ 
ers and Diplomats. I am an artist.” 
The amusing part of this was that Liszt, while 
generous to a fault, was an exceedingly good business 
man, and always saw to it that when he dealt with the 
general public he was amply paid for his talents. On 
the other hand, it is said that he received very little 
money for lessons, since he was able to give them gratis 
because of his large earnings in other directions. 
Save Your Breath ! 
By Marjorie Gleyre Lachmund 
“One — two — three — four; one, and — two, and — 
three, and — four, and,” droned the poor teacher until 
she was fairly gasping for breath. Then she took a 
“new wind,” and started over “one — two,” etc. She 
repeated this during one lesson after another throughout 
the whole afternoon. 
And one day she woke up 1 And after that her 
pupils did their own counting. 
It is the pupil's place to count, not the teacher’s. 
If you count for your pupils you encourage them 
to be negligent in this respect. You will even find 
that very often they do not know how to count their 
pieces or exercises. At home they play without coun¬ 
ting, and at the lessons they depend on the teacher. The 
best way is to carefully explain the time to a pupil and 
■then insist that he count aloud while playing. 
A New Etude Department 
of Recorded Music 
A Practical Review Giving the Latest Ideas for those in 
Search of the Best New Records and Instruments 
Conducted by HORACE JOHNSON 
Every musician in the world wants to make talking- 
machine records. They feel sure that, if they once have 
the opportunity, their records will be the equal, if not the 
superior, of many records which are now published. No 
doubt there are many undiscovered John McCormacks, 
or Fritz Kreislers, and we are missing a great deal. But 
the ability of performance is not the prime requisite 
of a record artist. They must have that, and also an 
indefinable something which, the manager of one of the 
Recording Laboratories calls a “recording personality.” 
“Many singers come here who have marvelous voices,” 
he said recently, “yet who lack the ability to make an 
interesting record. It may be that their work is mu- 
sicianly and technically well-produced, but the voice is 
often absolutely devoid of color. It lacks personality 
and humanness—the two qualities most essential for a 
record artist. We want our patrons to feel that they are 
hearing this artist singing to them, and not that they 
are listening to a record being played on a mechanical 
machine. 
“Until I entered this field of music I never realized 
how much the appearance of an artist on the concert 
platform or in opera counts for your enjoyment of his 
work; in other words how quickly your mind associates 
what your eyes see with what your ears hear. But put 
this same artist behind a screen and let him sing for 
you and you will discover his true worth. Robbed of 
seeing him your ears seem to become more acute in their 
faculty. 
If there is personality in his voice he has the making 
of a record artist. 
“It is not until a test record is made, however, that 
we really can verify our supposition. For making 
records, next to making motion pictures is the hardest 
creative work. It takes a lot of experience, and to gain 
that experience, a lot of patience and obedience to di¬ 
rection. 
“Temperament i: 
For any man or wc- . 
obey directions explicitly until he knows the routine of 
_.1, ran sense things himself. It is not enough 
.s taboo in the recording laboratory. 
|r woman who wants to make records, m 
the work and c i  
to ‘open your mouth and sing into a little tm-horn.’ You 
must know how to sing into the little tin-horn; to step 
back from the horn in order to register a big tone, and 
to bend closer for a pianissimo tone. 
“Then there is another great difficulty which weakens 
the ability of record artists. This is stage-fright. For 
there is just as great a nervous strain attached to making 
records as there is to giving a recital. In the first place 
the performance must be as technically perfect as the 
artist can make it. For the talking-machine registers 
errors as easily as perfection, and if mistakes are made 
the record must be done over. The knowledge of this 
condition and the fear of failure, as well as the un¬ 
responsive surroundings, often affect even the most sea¬ 
soned musicians, particularly when the work L new to 
them. I remember one nationally known musician who, 
though perfectly at ease before audiences of several hun¬ 
dred people, became so terrified when he made bis first 
disc that he shook all over and turned deathly pale. It 
was necessary for him to make five trial records before 
he dared attempt to sing for the first master record. 
“So you see it is not always the singer with the most 
brilliant voice who makes the best records. It is the 
singer with color and warmth in his voice; the singer 
with patience and intelligence; the singer who can profit 
by his mistakes and is easily directed ; he it is who has 
the qualifications of a record artist.” 
Recent Record Publications 
A short time ago the Victor Company published one 
of the finest orchestral records yet issued. This record 
is the March and Scherzo movements of the Tschaikow- 
sky Symphonic Pathetique played by the Philadelphia 
Symphony Orchestra under the direction of Leopold 
Stokowski (74713). Without doubt it must have been a 
tremendous task to achieve as meritorious a specimen of 
recorded musical art as the Victor Company have ac¬ 
complished with this disc. Not only is the climax of the 
movement built with impelling force, but the keen feel¬ 
ing of supressed emotion which characterizes this great 
orchestral work is vividly portrayed. The whole selec¬ 
tion is played with a fine sense of balance, no section of 
the orchestra dominating the performance, and all con¬ 
tributing to a splendid creation. Those readers who have 
never had the priviledge of hearing a symphony orchestra 
play this classic should feel it their duty to hear this 
record. 
It is a far cry from this symphonic record to the last 
selection the Victor has issued of the Flonzaley String 
Quartet. This record, the Agitato movement of the 
Schumann Quartet in A Major (74710), is one of the 
most satisfying the Flonzaley have made. It only gives 
its members the opportunity to show their virtuosity, but 
presents the work with incomparable finish. • The com¬ 
position might be likened to a bit of old rose-point lace, 
a fragile, beautifully woven heirloom. The fugue and 
imitation passages are particularly well portrayed; each 
instrument clearly playing the theme, yet all blending into 
the pattern of the whole. 
- Whenever I hear the Flower Song from Carmen, I 
cannot help remembering the time my mother and I 
went shopping for records about twelve years ago. We 
purchased the Caruso record of this famous aria, much 
to the distress of the rest of the family who could not 
understand why we should spend so much money on 
one record and be perfectly satified, when we could 
have bought at least three dance records for the price 
we had paid for our Carmen aria. 
The Brunswick have just published the Flower Song 
sung by Mario Chamlee (30018). It is an excellent re- 
His voice has registered round and dearly, and witn 
warmth. As usual his diction is clean and ounprehen- 
sive. From the beginning of the introduction, the Cor 
Anglais playing the famous air, the orchestral accom¬ 
paniment contributes fine balance. 
There is another recent publication . 
This is the Columbia production of the Toreador Song, 
ratio R'ccardo Stracciari. assisted by a male chorus 
j ar’a Escamillo sings to Carmen in the 
ird act of the opera, telling of his prowess in the bull- 
ring. It is one of the pinnacles of the performance, and 
a ways arouses spontaneous enthusiasm from audiences. 
And just as truly this record comma: 
otracciari sings with all the bravado and spirit attributed 
to the character he represents. His high tones have 
registered particularly well. The male chorus comes in 
Mr Stracdari 6 ^ the T°reador air with 
„aIhfe have been several records issued during the 
Pathe 7 °f, 0,d-til- *>ng*. Among them is a flit! r° 0ld Kcn,ucky H°'»' (54063), 
and the F r°nne ja ’ tBe S0Pra,1o of the Chicago Opera, 
by the inim^hr areat'°^ °f H°"lc Sweet 11 sling 
are eenvTnfc Anna Ca*e (83064). Each of these 
dition to vour rk”* watTcr.and splendid records for ad- 
John Howard P rar} f 's Pathetic to recall that both 
ers of these L /"e ^ Ste^h-1 Foster, the compos- 
tress. It is saTd tWpS S°ngS’ died in Poverty and dis- 
I have been in ^ .Payne once remarked : “How often 
some other city and hT* 7 1aris’ Lont,on’ Berlin or 
ing Home Sure! Hmn7 I*'°p,e singing or p,ay' 
to buy myself the nexT mea^or !’ad 3 sh'"7 
The Kouns sisters havT™ a P'acc to ,a>‘ nl-v bead, 
of La Polo,no. the nM c 30 excePt'onally fine disc 
(44002). Possihlv e sPan'sh song, for the Vocalion 
voices have the same WVV 7* are sisters and thcir 
the double-stopping 0f 3 vilS*™ dr W°rk SeemS ^ 
w>th all the gaiety and , k They sln8 the selection 
colorful shading T Ji,Cm,,llaf'0" >* embodies, and with 
disc and I know you wj]i jPfrtlcu,arly pleased with the 
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Heart Music and Art Music 
By the Noted Musical Critic and Author 
In the days of Czarism, when it was customary to 
exile criminals and others to Siberia, the Swedish com¬ 
poser Herteveld happened to hear one day in Moscow a 
couple of the songs that are sung by Siberian prisoners. 
He was so deeply impressed by them that he made up 
his mind to make a trip as far as Tobolsk and collect 
a number of these unique songs. Fortunately he knew 
the Russian Prime Minister, Stolypin, who was a music 
lover, and who provided him with an order admitting 
him to Siberian prisons—a privilege granted to very few, 
Russians or foreigners, as the government was not eager 
to have the world know about the cruelties perpetrated 
in these dungeons. 
Armed with this official permit, Herteveld had no diffi¬ 
culty in getting admitted to the prisons. But another 
obstacle presented itself which he describes in these 
words: “The prisoners are not permitted to talk with 
each other, much less to indulge in singing. Music is 
looked on as entertainment and a prison is no amusement 
hall. But,” he asks, “is not singing much more than 
a mere amusement? Is it not something that is part 
and parcel of the human soul? Music, vocal and 
instrumental, accompanies man throughout life. . The 
first sounds the child hears are cradle songs; stirring 
military marches accompany the young man as he sets 
out for war; music is heard at social festivities; it 
resounds at the altar of marriage; and when he leaves 
this world it sends him a last greeting. The prisoner 
is deprived of music. He is not allowed to console him¬ 
self with its strains. Is that not needless cruelty?” 
Needless or not, musical prohibition was strictly 
enforced in the prisons. When asked to sing, the pris¬ 
oners declined, as they suspected a trap. Here and there, 
however, the Swede succeeded. In Tobolsk there was 
a criminal named Muraitshenko, who conducted the 
church choir of the prison. By him the prisoners were 
persuaded to sing for Herteveld. The programme in¬ 
cluded both religious and secular songs, for one voice 
or two, but mostly for choir. “There were prayers, 
some of them of wondrous beauty, songs of conviviality 
and love, bold robber tunes, fiery marches,” all of which 
made a deep impression on the hearer, for they were 
heart music-part of the very lives of these unfortu¬ 
nates. 
Chains and Combs 
Chains were the only musical instruments allowed in 
these dungeons. The terrible rattling of the chains was 
the keynote of the prison songs. “Like a soul’s cry of 
distress, like a groan of despair is the rattling of the 
prison chains,” says a sopg of the Ural. But no—there 
was one other instrument—the comb. Schubert, in 
merry moments, used to wrap tissue paper around a 
comb and sing the “Erlking” through it. Terribly dif¬ 
ferent was the effect of the combs as used in Siberian 
prisons. There were whole comb “orchestras.” While 
some of the men pressed the combs against their lips 
apd blew through them, the chorus hummed with closed 
mouths and the chains accented the rhythm. It gave 
Herteveld “the cold shivers.” 
This chain-march, he adds, “is not for persons with 
weak nerves. When I heard it in the dark dungeon of 
Tobolsk it made an overwhelming impression on me. It 
even moved to tears one of the prison wardens.” It 
haunted Herteveld all night. But a still more harrowing 
illustration of the demoniac power of music came to him 
later. 
In a prison north of Tobolsk, all the inmates of 
which had life sentences, he went, in company with 
the warden, from cell to cell, asking the prisoners 
to sing. For the reason already given, all of them 
declined, with one exception,—a murderer, who prom¬ 
ised to sing if they would supply him with a balalaika 
with which to accompany himself. 
After some search, one of these instruments was 
found in a neighboring village. When it was put in 
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his hands his pale cheeks flushed red and he stroked 
it tenderly. As he had not played for ten years, he 
begged to be allowed to practice for three days before 
singing. He wanted to be alone while doing so, and 
willingly consented to be locked up in the dreaded 
darkest cell to make this possible. 
When he then sang the Siberian “Song of Fate” 
there was infinite woe Tn the expression of his voice. 
Then followed a scene which strikingly illustrated 
the powerful grip music can take on even a low order 
of mind. 
After the man had sung and played, he begged to 
be allowed to keep the balalaika a few days longer. 
When the warden replied that that could not be done, 
the man acted like a maniac. “I won’t give it back, I 
won’t give it back! I’ll kill you, but I won’t give it 
back!” It took several soldiers to wrest the instru¬ 
ment from him. He burst out into hysterical weeping 
as he was led back to his cell. 
I wish every one of the many American men who 
still hold that music is a mere social accomplishment 
like dancing could be made familiar with facts 
like these. Perhaps they cannot be blamed for hold¬ 
ing such a foolish opinion, for most of the music they 
hear in parlors is not much above dancing music or 
card playing, from an intellectual and emotional point 
What We Can Learn from Peasants 
Let us linger a little longer in Russia for further sam¬ 
ples of heart music. I have before me a brochure by 
Eugenie Lineff which vividly illustrates the difference 
between heart music and the artificial products which are 
so often inflicted on us in music rooms, concert halls, 
and opera houses. Mme. Lineff once brought a Russian 
peasant choir to America. She made a life study of 
this branch of singing and deserves praise for her care¬ 
ful phonographic records of Russian peasant melodies. 
Most of the “artists” heard in our recital halls sing 
as if they did not know, or care, what the poem of the 
song is about. To a peasant singer, on the contrary, 
the text does not exist without the melody nor the 
melody without the words. And that makes a differ¬ 
ence—Oh such a difference—in the emotional appeal of 
singing. 
Melgounoff upset the prevalent notion that folksongs 
were sung in unison only; he pointed out that often the 
people sing polyphonically working out the main melody 
of the song with slight variations for the secondary parts. 
“Some chord in unison with what 
zee hear. 
Is touched within us, and the heart 
replies." 
rHUS sings the poet Cowper in 
his immortal work “The Task 
Mr. Finck, one of the most interesting and 
the most impressive writers upon music 
has a real message in this illuminating 
article. When our young musicians 
realize that the strongest of all human ap¬ 
peals is that of the heart their music will 
continually be permeated with an express¬ 
ion of their own soul interpretations and 
there will be vastly more interesting 
music. 
These parts are improvised —and that, again, makes all 
the difference in the world. It makes heart music of the 
peasant songs. 
Mme. Lineff’s paragraph on the difference between 
such improvisational part-singing and our own more or 
less mechanical way of singing the printed notes is 
luminous and so instructive that I must quote it. It 
helps us get at the mineral salts and vitamines of music, 
and bears a message of tremendous importance to readers 
of The Etude. Read it over repeatedly and ponder it 
in bed before you get up. It may begin a new era in your 
higher musical education. 
“The whole force and beauty of execution by a good 
peasant chorus consists in the free improvisation of the 
various voices the result being that there is nothing 
mechanical in such a performance. In this lies its chief 
superiority over a disciplined choir which submits entirely 
to the will of the conductor and expresses his ideas and 
feelings. A trained choir may impress us by elaboration 
of the ensemble, fineness of nuances and beautiful phras¬ 
ing, but can seldom carry away the listener. The highest 
praise of such a choir can be expressed thus: ‘It sings 
like one man,’ even when there are one hundred, two 
hundred, of more performers. The conductor, like a 
mesmeriser, by one wave of his arm, calls forth the most 
delicate tones from the scarcely audible pianissimo to 
the thunderous forte, but the individual feeling of every 
member is suppressed, it cannot come out when the 
whole attention is concentrated on the baton of the con¬ 
ductor. 
“The ideal of such a choir is an ‘enlightened despo¬ 
tism,’ if one may say so. The peasant chorus is based 
on an entirely different principle. It consists of singers 
who pour out their own feeling in improvisation, they 
strive each to express his individuality, though careful of 
the beauty of the performance as a whole. Even the 
best peasant singers do not like to sing solo. ‘It’s poor 
singing one alone’ I often heard remarked, ‘its better 
singing a whole gang of us,’ 
Art Music may be Heart Music 
“This expression ‘to sing in arteV is characteristic of 
the popular structure of the song. In a singing ‘artel’ 
or ‘gang’ each member is a performer, and at the 
same time a composer. It is true that the leading 
singer always sets the tone of the song, influences the 
style of a given variation—whether free or strict— 
but each tolerable singer can lead the song. While the 
ideal of the trained choir is the subordination of the 
whole to the individulity of the conductor, the peasant 
chorus, on the contrary, aims at a free combination of 
several individualities into one whole. Each good 
singer puts himself into his treatment of the main 
theme, and each secondary voice bears its individual 
impress, the result being a wonderfully ‘animated’per¬ 
formance. A popular chorus does not sing like ‘one 
man,’ but like many men, inspired by a common feeling 
of love for the song, and pouring out in it their griefs 
and their joys. Heart music! 
“It is just because the whole power of the peasant 
song lies in free improvisation,” Mme Lineff continues, 
“that the practiced execution of a folk song even by 
the best artists cannot compare with the genuine pea¬ 
sant performance. . . The peasants improvise the song, 
while we learn it from music. In the performance of 
the peasants the song flows in a continuous stream; in 
our singing the division into bars and notes is always 
apparent. The peasant ‘tells’ his song in protracted 
musical speech—we sing the melody, frequently without 
knowing the words, and always very badly pronouncing 
them. The peasant loves his song, is enraptured by it— 
we condescend to it. I am convinced that, until we 
live in our song, as every true artist lives in his work, 
our execution will continue to be weak and pale.” 
It would be foolish to suppose that the untutored 
peasants of Russia and other countries have a mono¬ 
poly or heart music. Touching as their singing is be- 
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cause it comes from the heart, the songs recorded by 
Mme. Lineff are after all crushed into insignificance 
by such an avalanche of emotional despair as is con¬ 
centrated in Tchaikovsky’s Pathetic Symphony. 
“Without exaggeration, I have put my whole soul into 
this work,” he wrote to the Grand Duke Constantine 
Constantinovitch. And what a huge, volcanic soull 
Many other creators of art music put all their heart 
into it. I am always moved when I read what Schu¬ 
bert once wrote in his diary: “My musical composi¬ 
tions are the product of my intellect and my sorrows; 
those which were born of sorrow alone appear to give 
the world the most satisfaction.” 
The best of Schumann’s great songs were written in 
the year when his ardent wooing of Clara Wieck 
culminated in marriage. What made these songs so 
exceptionally inspired was the love in his “heart”— 
as we still say, though we know that the seat of our 
feelings is not the heart but the brain. It is in the 
heart that we are most powerfully affected by deep or 
violent emotions; hence it is not surprising that it was 
supposed to be the seat of feeling by our remote an¬ 
cestors, who did not know as much as we do about 
physiological psychology. 
Beethoven’s Greatest Work 
Beethoven’s greatest work, the Ninth Symphony, is 
certainly art music. Is it heart music? It was for 
him when he wrote it, for he put his whole soul into 
it. For his contemporaries it was only art music; it did 
not arouse their enthusiasm. Why not ? Because 
they did not understand it. They considered it obscure, 
unnatural, the aberration of a mind hampered by deaf¬ 
ness. Then came Richard Wagner. He understood 
it. For him it was heart music of the most soulful 
sort, “Had anyone,” he wrote, “surprised me before 
the open score, as I went over it to consider the means 
of its execution, and noted my tears and frantic sobs, 
he would have asked himself in astonishment if this 
was conduct becoming a loyal Saxon conductor.” 
When it was announced that he had chosen this 
work for the Dresden orchestra’s “pensions-concert” 
for the benefit of the widows and orphans there was 
general consternation; it was feared they would go 
empty-handed. But Wagner taught his musicians the 
true inwardness of this sublime symphony; for the first 
time it was shown to be heart music, and as a result 
the receipts for this benefit concert, following a pub¬ 
lic rehearsal, broke all records and Wagner was re¬ 
quested to repeat the Ninth annually at the “Pen- 
sionskonzert.” • 
I have sometimes thought that of all compositons 
which are both art music and heart music the most 
wonderful is Grieg’s song “The Last Spring,” as or¬ 
chestrated by him. Certainly no other so invariably 
moves me to tears, when played by a good orchestra 
under a sympathetic conductor. “His Last Spring” 
would be a better title, for it embodies in tones the 
musing of a man who knows that he will not live 
another year. It is ineffably sad in melody and modu¬ 
lation, and the orchestral colors, which fairly shimmer 
in an unearthly celestial beauty, emphasize its appeal 
to the heart till it is ready to break. 
When the New York Philharmonic Orchestra played 
this song (which is also wonderful for voice and 
pianos, or organ) under Josef Stransky for the first 
time, the audience was so wild with enthusiasm that it 
simply had to be repeated, although encores at these 
concerts are strictly forbidden. Yet I have heard this 
same piece played by another good orchestra, under an 
indifferent conductor, in such a way that there was 
hardly any applause, and the audience did not know 
that it had been listening to heart music. 
Hand, Throat, Head and Heart 
This brings me to my chief point—the main reason 
why I am writing this article. 
Mozart had a delightfully vivid and impressive way 
of dividing music into three kinds by pointing suc¬ 
cessively at his hands, his head, and his heart. In the 
case of a singer it would be throat, head, and heart. 
Now there is no doubt whatever that what the pub¬ 
lic prefers to hear and pay for is heart music, be it 
Foster’s “Old Folks at Home” or Grieg’s “His Last 
Spring” or Tchaikovsky’s “Pathetic Symphony.” Yet 
to my sorrow and despair I must say that in pursuit 
of what Ernest Newman has so aptly called “the 
melancholy profession of musical criticism,” what I 
hear at recitals and concerts consists chiefly of hand, 
throat, and head music, even when the compositions 
presented belong in the realm of genuine art and heart 
music. 
Maurice Renaud, the great French baritone, who put 
soul into everything he sang, once flung a terrible ac¬ 
cusation at recital givers when he said to me: Les 
chanteurs n’aiment pas les chefs-d’oeuvre (“singers 
do not love masterworks,”) There are few exceptions 
—you can count them on the fingers of your hands. 
The average professional singer was secretly glad that 
the war gave her or him an excuse for dropping 
from his or her list the songs of Schubert, Schumann, 
Franz and the other great German masters. These 
classical and romantic songs call for a tremendous 
amount of study even by the greatest singers. Few 
are willing to give that study and time, and fewer still, 
even if they gave the time and study, have genius 
enough to appreciate the genius in those master songs 
and to present them to their hearers as both art and 
heart music. 
Artificial Civilization 
In our artificial urban “civilization” we have got 
away too far from the use of music as a part of our 
life, as it is or was in the prisons of Siberia and 
among the peasants everywhere. The main object of 
our recitals is to show off beautiful voices or clever 
technic, or to make money, and not to let the public 
feel the heart in the great art songs. 
The pianists are, with some few exceptions, not much 
better than the singers. I seldom feel the pulse beat 
of a warm and agitated heart in the pieces I hear at 
recitals. It is all head work and hands (technic). 
American pianists in particular, as Ignaz Friedman 
pointed out in a recent number of The Etude, are 
“technic mad.” They have a long way to travel from 
the hands through the head to the heart. 
I see a ray of hope in the attitude of pianists toward 
—for example—Liszt’s great sonata. The time is not 
distant when it was treated by most players as mere 
hand music—brilliant technique. Gradually listen¬ 
ers as well as players began to realize that there is 
a great deal of brain work in that masterpiece; and 
in recent years advanced pianists have shown that 
much of it is also heart music. 
Advance with Every Lesson 
By Grace White 
To make sure and steady progress the student should 
aim to perfect some one point between each recitation. 
Much discouragement comes from the realization of 
the vastness of the musical and technical resources nec¬ 
essary to become a finished artist'. But there is less 
liability for discouragement when one is trying to ac¬ 
complish definite and attainable things. 
If the student will watch, there will be some one 
correction or suggestion in the lesson that may be ap¬ 
plied to all his work. The best points to select are 
those which may be referred to definitely in one pasage 
but are general in application; for example: 
Clearness. 
Position. 
Full tones. 
Brilliancy. 
Evenness of time. 
Select such an object and keep it constantly in thought 
throughout the practice of a week. Try to accomplish 
the purpose so well that a teacher’s reference to it 
will never be necessary again. You will find progress, 
not only in the immediate object, but in other, and per¬ 
haps distant fields as well. 
Suppose the student is working for a beautiful quality 
of tone. He tries to make each tone beautiful—in his 
scales, arpeggios, etudes, exercises, pieces and ensemble 
numbers. Unconsciously he may also practice slower and 
listen more keenly to his work. Not only will he im¬ 
prove in tone-quality, but also he may find he has gained 
in clearness, accuracy and expression. To the very 
advanced student the results may be imperceptible; but 
the progress will nevertheless be made. And one of the 
best results of this kind, of effort is that the student will 
find he is more interested in his work, just as in travel¬ 
ing it is more interesting to plan to arrive at a definite 
destination at a stated time rather than to wander aim¬ 
lessly from place to place. 
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Get the Musical Idea 
By George Henry Howard 
Thp weakness of most students of music is concep- 
tive ability. Many earnest pupils learn at an early stage 
of their work, under somewhat careful instruction, to 
perceive musical relations but not to conceive them. That- 
is they see notes and realize what keys they are to 
strike and, perhaps, what intervals occur on the page 
and on the keyboard; but they have little conception 
of the musical ideas which the notes should convey. 
The ideas are wrought out after various stumbling 
and indefinite, perhaps unproductive efforts. 
There is no process of idea-formation, no mental grasp 
of the music-thought, the context of the piece or study 
If a carpenter should begin his work on a house as 
bunglingly as many music students begin their practice, 
he would be quickly discharged as wholly incompetent. 
Music is a creative and not an imitative art. When 
Rice wrote this he gave utterance to a principle which 
lies at the foundation of music life and production. 
This aphorism should immortalize him as a pedagogue. 
Conceptive and creative work are fundamental. To de¬ 
velop conceptive ability should be the first principal aim 
of the student and teacher, never to be delayed beyond 
the second or third week from the beginning, the first 
week or two being occupied with necessary gymnastics, 
knowledge of keyboard and the tones, keys, hammers, 
Comparative Musical History Dates 
By J. Lilian Vandevere 
Great differences both of time and place, lie between 
our present day music pupils and the great masters and 
main musical events of the past. Between the ages of 
eight and fifteen these children have history introduced 
into their school work and in these acquire most of 
their knowledge of the subject. Then, if ever, we 
must make those whose portraits grace our studios, ac¬ 
tive participants in the times gone by, and link them 
with our country’s story. If we neglect the chance, 
they will be forever merely fusty and odd-looking 
gentlemen, whose connection with time and space is 
remote and half mythical. The music teacher will 
find it very helpful to fix musical dates by comparison 
with those of general history. 
While Bach played about Wartburg, they burned 
witches in Salem. While he was attending choir school, 
Yale was founded. 
Georgia, last of the thirteen original colonies, was 
settled when Handel was forty-eight. 
The French and Indian war was going on while Gluck 
was writing Orfeo. 
Hayden was court musician for the Esterhazv family 
when our stamp Act was passed. 
While young Mozart was touring, studying, and com¬ 
posing, we had the Boston Tea Party', Continental Con¬ 
gress, Battle of Bunker Hill, and Declaration of Inde¬ 
pendence. 
Beethoven was eleven when Cornwallis surrended. He 
was nineteen when Washington was elected president. 
John Adams, Jefferson, and Madison were also presi¬ 
dents during his lifetime. 
During our war of 1812, Von Weber was directing 
opera in Prague. 
In the year Schubert wrote the “Schone Miillerin,” 
Monroe enunciated his famous doctrine in his message 
to Congress. 
w , „ Wumcy Adams was living in the White 
House. When Mendelssohn was touring England, Italy 
Park rweK ,and Ch,opin was teaching and playing in 
. P .Webster spoke against extreme states rights, 
and Garrison began to organize the Abolitionists. 
Slavery arguments were the subject of the hour 
while Schumann was composing; and about the time 
I3,,rnin gave way’ Perry had opened Japan to us. 
vvagner was writing opera in the year Lincoln was 
elected. In the year Lincoln was assassinated, Tristan 
was produced, superbly, and successfully, 
that w L'SZt WaS teachinR in Weimar, and in the year 
that Wagner gave the first Bayreuth festival, the Centen- 
ma was celebrated in Philadelphia. Grover Cleveland 
was president when Liszt died. 
THE ETUDE THE passing of two of the world’s 
greatest singers within the short 
period of two months, marks an 
epoch in musical history. Caruso, the 
greatest tenor of Italian birth, and David 
Bispham, generally regarded as the 
greatest singer America has produced, 
were personalities of such force that 
they will long be missed by the oresent 
generation. 
The Editor informs me that he has 
received several letters from readers, 
(one from Honduras) complaining that 
The Etude did not give sufficient 
tention to Caruso at the time of his death. 
As a matter of fact, we learned that the 
great tenor died just as this publication 
was going to press and all that was 
possible was a hurried editorial for which 
The Etude was held up for one day. 
In order that there may be no com¬ 
plaint about The Etude’s respect for 
David Bispham, it has been suggested 
to The Recorder that he devote the better part 
of his communication this month to this great artist- 
one of the most unusual and picturesque figures in Amer¬ 
ican artistic history—whose life has such a peculiar 
interest to AMERICAN music lovers. 
During thirty years of friendship with the famous 
baritone, the Recorder was impressed with one char¬ 
acteristic more than any other. That was his perennial 
youth. David Bispham never grew old. His virile 
personality and his good cheer were like champagne. 
For this reason we cannot let this parting tribute take 
on the nature of a memorial. Of all men, he would 
not have wanted that. Surety it must have been for such 
a soul that Swift conceived the phrase: 
Hail fellow, well met. 
His contagious smile is unforgetable. His wholesome 
laugh still rings in our ears. His common sense which 
led many to call him the “Benjamin Franklin of 
American music” is with us still. Singularly enough, 
many of hs best friends at his funeral services felt 
the spirit of his eternal youth which seemed to relieve 
the paraphernalia of death of its terrors. For this 
reason his face appears upon this page wreathed in 
holly and not in mourning. 
Bispham was born “down town” in Philadelphia in 
1857.' “David” as all his friends knew him, was a member 
of old Quaker families of Philadelphia,—families that 
only a few years ago looked upon music as one of the 
instruments of the Devil. Many times has the Recorder 
heard David tell of his mother’s distress when she first 
learned that he intended to sing upon the stage, how 
he tactfully won her round and how she eventually 
delighted in his success. 
At Haverford College, Quaker to the backbone, 
David’s harp was a guitar. He dared not play it on 
the college grounds, so he found sanctuary m the 
Pennsylvania Railroad Station where the enterprising 
red-headed youth might perform without upsetting the 
religious scruples of the worthy Friends. The great 
advance in tolerance is shown by the fact that Haverford 
was glad to bestow its most distinguished academic 
honor L L. D. upon him, after he spent years upon 
the stage. , _ , . 
It was not until this year, however, that Bryn Mawr, 
the famous girls' college, in the adjoining town to 
Haverford, Pa., introduced music as a regular course 
under Thomas Whitney Surette. It gave David great 
delight to learn of this. “Music at Bryn Mawr, where 
even pianos were not permitted on the college grounds, 
comparatively a few years ago!” 
Bispham’s musical education was in many respects 
unusual. Although he made the young man’s custom¬ 
ary venture into business after his college career, his 
heart was in music, and he found himself giving more 
time to music, than to the counting-room. He sang m 
the choir of Holy Trinity and in St. Mark’s church 
in Philadelphia, but it was not until he was twenty- 
nine years of age (in 1886), that he went abroad to 
devote himself to the more serious study of music 
Applying to George Henschel (now Sir George Hen- 
schel), the noted baritone—pianist-conductor, young Bis¬ 
pham was informed that his voice at such an age did 
not warrant further study. This merely acted as a 
spur to Bispham. He spent the next four years study¬ 
ing with Vannuccini, Lamperti, Shakespeare and Ran- 
degger. His debut was made in Massager’s Basoche 
at the Royal English Opera House, London in 1861 
The next year he appeared at Drury Lane as Kurwenal. 
Thereafter his success was assured. For nearly iit- 
teen years he was the leading baritone of the opera at 
Covent Garden in London and at the Metropolitan in 
New York. 
He was especially successful in Wagnerian rales, 
but his repertoire included a vast number of parts 
from Mefisto to Falstaff. Retiring from the operatic 
stage he became one of the foremost oratorio and con¬ 
cert singers of the day. Later he made many appear¬ 
ances as a reader giving notable interpretations of such 
works as Poe’s Raven (music by Max Heinrich) ; 
Midsummer Night’s Dream (music by Mendelssohn) ; 
Eti'ch Arden (music by Richard Strauss). 
Unlike many operatic singers Bispham was as great 
an actor as he was a singer. Some felt that he was a 
greater actor than a singer, but this was unfair, as 
such a very beautiful phonograph record of his art as 
“Danny Deever” remains to testify. However, it was 
known that Belasco had him in mind for a play in 
which Benjamin Franklin was the centre role. Shortly 
before the time of his death he was arranging to play 
in a one act play written by the Recorder, thus giving 
the writer a wonderful opportunity to observe his as¬ 
tonishing dramatic sensibilities. 
There is an eloquent lesson in the life of David 
Bispham for young American musicians. One out¬ 
standing mark of his artistic methods was the intense 
concern over essentials. He had a way of determining 
first of all what were the main things about a role to 
consider, the high lights as it were. Then he would 
proceed to work out the little details until every step 
was mastered. For instance, when he was working upon 
his famous collection Celebrated Recital Songs, possibly 
the finest collection of ancient and modern vocal master¬ 
pieces, he was particular about every single phrase, every 
dot, every line of type, nothing escaped him down to the 
most minute point. The ordinary celebrity might have 
been content to issue such a book with merely the use of 
his name. Not so Bispham, he was the editor in all that 
that name implies. This was characteristic of 
all his singing. With his strong sense of the dramatic, 
he was equally successful as a comedian or tragedian. 
Whether he appeared in his great comic role of Beck- 
Vale ! David Bispham. 
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messer or as Kurivenal his success was 
invariably distinguished. He could step 
with the greatest ease from Danny 
Deever or Edvard to Oh the Pretty 
Creature, or, I’m off to Philadephia in 
the morning._ 
His amazing vitality, his strong love 
of life, his devotion to his work, his 
cordial friend-making manner as well as 
his vigorous intellect were the outstand¬ 
ing characteristics which contributed to 
his success. He was something far more 
than a singer. Like Frangcon Davies, 
the great British baritone, he was splen¬ 
didly educated, and “a man’s man” in 
every sense of the word. Every mo¬ 
ment he seemed teeming with life and 
energy. Even in repose there was a 
kind of force, original strength, bred in 
the bone through generations of Anglo- 
Saxon marriages. Once he went in 
swimming in Long Island Sound with 
The Recorder. Although many years older, his physical 
strength was clearly superior. It was a rough day and 
the tide and the wind made the sport difficult, but 
David enjoyed it with all the vim of a youth in his teens, 
although he was then past sixty. 
He was so erect in his carriage that many people who 
merely saw him upon the stage were ready to swear 
that he was a tall man. As a matter of fact he was 
not many inches over five feet. 
The record of Danny Deever is probably one of the 
most "extraordinary products of the art of reproducing 
the voice. It is something far more than mere singing. 
Bispham in his interpretations could not help living 
the role and this made all his work peculiarly distinctive. 
There are records beautifully sung by some of the 
greatest singers of the past and present, but to hear 
them is an artistic experience and nothing more. So 
forceful was Bispham’s personality and so much of it 
did he put in his singing, that this record gives those 
who knew him the impression that the man himself 
has burst open the door from another world and has 
come back in person. Tamagno, Caruso, Evan Williams 
and a few others had this peculiar, distinctive quality, 
as is now shown in their records. With Bispham the 
tragedy of Danny Deever was a very real, a very terrible 
thing. Once he did it for Kipling himself and the 
•great author was so overcome with the interpretation 
of his own work that he was forced to leave the room, 
and did not communicate his appreciation to the singer 
until months after the occurence, .when he sent a friend 
with word that he was held speechless by Bispham’s 
art. The Recorder accompanied Bispham in the 
Damrosch-Kipling song a few times at private gatherings, 
and the experience was so thrilling that the end was 
reached with exhaustion. 
David, although cosmopolitan in his culture, was an 
American through and through. He loved America,, 
stood stalwartly for the English language as the tongue 
of our land, and rendered invaluable service in teaching 
others how to speak it, eloquently and beautifully. A 
gentleman born, he was eligible to all classes of society, 
and had the savoir faire of a man of the world which 
made him at home in any situation. This in a measure, 
accounts for his great popularity at the English Court 
during the last days of Queen Victoria. 
His baritone voice in its prime was noble, rich and 
expressive. Even after sixty it retained many tones 
that were beautiful in the extreme. Unlike the great 
English tenor Sims Reeves, he hated to disappoint an 
audience and a few years before his death he made the 
great error of singing when his voice was not in its best 
form. His envious rivals made capital of this and the 
reports spread with the accustomed cruelty which marks 
all such experiences. One began to hear the tragic 
“Bispham's done out,” “The old man has lost his voice,” 
“Pity he didn’t stop before Time stopped him,” and so 
forth. Worse than this, in certain intimate conver¬ 
sations he unwittingly confessed to the Recorder that 
he was conscious of this attitude of the public. It cut 
him deeply but, like a “good sport,” he never showed it. 
Yet it was after these blunders of appearing when 
his voice did not warrant it, that he came back and 
received the greatest triumph of his long career, at a 
gathering of the Music Supervisors of America held 
at the Bellevue-Stratford in Philadelphia. Probably 
fifteen hundred professional musicians were present 
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He was called upon to give the Seven Ages of Man, 
with music by Henry Holden Huss. Rumors had gone 
through the audience that they were to hear Bispham, 
not the Bispham of other years, but a voiceless old man. 
The stage was set with golden curtains and golden back¬ 
ground. The only properties were a footstool and a 
chair. The only accompaniment a piano. The ever- 
vouthful, elderly gentleman came out. His past dis¬ 
tinctions won him the customary applause. He com¬ 
menced, half-reciting, half singing his way through 
Jacques’ immortal soliloquy. A strange hush came 
over the audience, that hush which only comes in mo¬ 
ments of great inspiration. Every cue seemed to realize 
. that they were present at a great historic moment, felt 
their pulses beat with those of th: great artist. His 
sway was imperial. Finally came the last lines: 
“Last scene of all! 
That ends this strange eventful history, 
Jh second childishness and mere oblivion 
Sohj eyes, sans teeth, sans taste, sans everything.” 
A little withered, tired, pathetic, tottering old man 
sank back into the chair. The silence was thrilling. 
In a second he leaped to his feet again, and with the 
virility of a youth flinging himself into the battle line 
sang the last line of the work with tones clarion in 
their vernal life beauty. It was like a resurrection of 
the soul. 
The entire audience roared its applause, rising and 
calling him back time and again in the greatest demon¬ 
stration of the kind the Recorder has ever witnessed. 
Coming behind the scenes the great singer’s eyes were 
filled with tears as he whispered hoarsley: 
You don’t know what this means to me, in the 
city of my birth. I wouldn’t have missed it for 
thousands.” 
This great achievement was accomplished after a hard 
day’s teaching, He then took the train for New York 
whence he had come on the same day, and was teaching 
again at eight on the following morning. Pretty good 
for a man of sixty-two! The following year he was en- 
gaged to sing with the Philadelphia Orchestra. 
With advancing years David developed a kind of mel¬ 
lowness not unlike that of the English country squire. 
He was kind in his thoughts and did not make the feline 
scratches upon the careers of his contemporaries that 
some artists delight in making. 
Speaking of felines, reminds the Recorder of an in¬ 
cident illustrating the spirit of humanity of the great 
singer. At the Recorder’s home there was an Angora 
cat with a brush as beautiful as any fox. Just as we 
were sitting down for dinner, the cat’s tail got caught in 
the swinging door between the dining-room and pantry. 
Never before was heard such a rumpus. With Bispham 
on one side of the door on his hands and knees holding 
the cat in a rug, and the Recorder on the other, it was 
decided to give one mighty shove to liberate the suffering 
beast. This was done and the cat gave a dart which com¬ 
pletely upset the singer. It departed for regions un¬ 
known for a full week. Bispham with his customary 
good humor took it as a huge joke. 
One of the most enjoyable pages in all American 
musical history is A Quaker Singer’s Reminiscences in 
which David tells his life history. It is also very instruc¬ 
tive for those who want to know the real facts of oper¬ 
atic art in our times. No more distinctive book of its 
kind has ever been written. 
As the famous Philadelphia Men’s Chorus (the Orpheus 
of which Bispham was a member for many years) gath¬ 
ered around him in Holy Trinity, Philadelphia, where 
he had sung in his youth, and chanted their farewell, The 
Long Day Closes, there was a spirit of calm rather than 
sorrow. 
Many of the grey-headed, distinguished citizens of 
the city of his birth had known him for nearly half a 
century. Yet all were imbued with the feeling of life 
rather than death, One member stopped to say: 
“Odin has called our David to Valhalla.” 
Another replied: 
“No, he is just as much with us now as he ever was 
in life. His Valhalla i« in our hearts.” 
Weak Fingers 
During the winter there was a question and answer 
■in regard to weak fingers and double joints in The 
Etude, from the Atlantic Ocean at Providence. The 
Pacific Ocean sends a very useful suggestion from per¬ 
sonal experience which we are glad to print. 
“I should like to suggest the clinging two finger ex¬ 
ercises, and double diatonic thirds and sixths as given 
in Mason’s Touch and Technic. I had double joints 
which these cured, and they also worked miracles with 
my weak fingers.”— Teacher, Oregon. 
BISPHAM’s FAMOUS IMPERSONATION OF BEETHOVEN. 
When Rubinstein was Too Nervous 
to Play 
The student who has “footlightphobia” and is pal¬ 
sied by an invitation to play will be interested in read- 
lng how one of the greatest of pianists had the same 
affliction in his last days. Ethel Newcomb in her re¬ 
cently published “Leschetizky as I Knew Him” (D 
Appkton and Co.), gives the following amusing inci- 
Shortly before his death, Rubinstein came to Vienna 
to visit Leschetizky. He took the greatest interest in 
Leschetizky’s pupils and his visit happened to coincide 
with one of the Wednesday evenings classes. Accord¬ 
ingly, this was to be a gala performance, and Rubin¬ 
stein promised to play for the students afterward 
Leschetizky s trusted and tried butler was instructed 
to watch at the door for the prettiest and best dressed 
girls and to be sure to seat them only in the front 
?WS’,. ‘P“binstei" ;s aesthetic,’ said Leschetizky 
(speaking this word also to the butler, who yearly be 
came more intelligent and wise, as well as fonder of 
his master). ‘Little things sometimes disturb Rubin¬ 
stein, We must have flowers also.’ 
“Rubinstein listened with the greatest interest to the 
playing of the pupils, but at eleven o’clock had disan- 
peared entirely. Leschetizky went upstairs in search 
of him, and found him in one of the back rooms pac¬ 
ing the floor and agitated. “What can be the matter’ 
asked Leschetizky; ‘The matter? It is very simple'’ 
said Rubinstein, I am nervous. I am too nervous to 
play before those pupils.’? But they walked downstairs 
""TV11,-,3™!’ !° the p!ano' A few wr°ng notes at first 
acted like balm to the expectant and overjoyed class 
and Rubinstein played himself into one of his grandest 
ana most sublime moods.” 
Oliver Wendell Holmes told the youthful Edward 
Bok many years ago, that one of his favorite poems was 
I he Voiceless which Contains these significant lines: 
A few can touch the magic string 
And noisy fame is proud to win them 
Alas for those that never sing 
But die with all their music in them.” 
THE ETUDE 
Adeste Fideles 
By Orlando A. Mansfield, Mus. Doc. 
We once heard of a musician whose hobby was the 
collection and card indexing of the various titles and 
composers assigned to different hymn tunes. I„ S0Rle 
of these collected instances a tune was credited to more 
than a score of different sources or composers including 
of course, that ubiquitous personage, “Anon.” Indeed 
as the subject unfolded itself the confusion seemed 
to become “worse confounded,” certain tunes appearing 
under the name of a different composer in every hymnal 
in which they secured admission. \ case in point, one 
most decidedly typical of the majority of the hosts 
of inaccurately credited hymn tunes,—and, fortunately 
for us, one very familiar to American congregations,— 
is that of the tune originally set to the Latin words 
Adeste Fideles, a Christmas hymn originating under 
Roman Catholic auspices, and first appearing in a work 
entitled “The Evening Office of the Church,” in 1760. 
Although in England the tune has never been divorced 
from its original words, sung either in l.atin or in 
English,—the latter by means of the translation of 
Canon Oakeley,—yet in America the melody is most 
frequently applied, or misapplied, to the hymn “How 
firm a foundation,” a sacred poem written by an unknown 
versifier signing himself “K,” and contributed to 
Dr. Rippon’s Selection, a compilation by a celebrated 
Baptist divine which first appeared in London in 1787. 
The conmposer of the music is unknown The tune 
dates only from the 18th century, was ori rated in the 
Roman Church, and was carried to France where it 
has become a most popular Christmas cai as its ap¬ 
pearance in so much modern French organ music will 
demonstrate. The most fitting • title for the music 
would be “Old English Air,” but in’ spite oi i: obviously 
English construction, it has actually been suggested that 
it was an adaptation from some old plain ng melody! 
Although there are in existence a few manuscript 
copies of earlier date, the first appearance i the tunc 
in print was in 1782, in a collection of Motets and 
Antiphons by Samuel Wcbbc (1740-1816), the celebrated 
English glee composer. As Webbe was organist at 
the chapels of the Sardinian and Portuguc . Embassies 
in London, in the latter of which the tune was often 
sung, it was first credited to Samuel Wcbbc, and then 
called “Portuguese Hymn,” this latter by the duke of 
Leeds, who caused it to lx performed under that title 
at the Antient Concerts in which he w interested. 
He laboured under the delusion that it \v. n genuine 
Portuguese melody, and once this idea u a started it 
did not take long to find a Portuguese mu , ian for its 
reputed composer. This was done in detail 1 Dr. Duf- 
tieid, the well-known American hymnologi -: a ho, in his 
extremely unreliable work of 1886, emit 'English 
Hymns, says the tune was the composition < : .composer 
whom he terms Marcas Portugal. Proba! the editor 
last named was not aware that the real name of this 
composer was Marcos Antonio da Fonsco M,rnamed 
7. f°[u°gai°’ "The Portl<Kuese,” from the land of 
his birth. Fonseca was an operatic writer of some 
success m his day, both in the Peninsula and in Italy. 
He died m R10 de Janeiro, in 1830 Both and his 
brother Simas, especially the latter, wrote florid church 
™S'C offa ‘yPe Popular in those days; but there is not 
of tbo *° Cvi^encc to connect him with the composition 
some (inf; except that he may have introduced it into 
rn ls now forgotten and unobtainable church 
dence '0np ?d that he was * birth and long res- 
Noveltn /iSfSEf?6- °" thc other ha"d Vincent 
organist ofw-86^ “cribfd the tune to John Reading, 
1675 to 1692 inch“ter, Cathedral and College from 
his wefl knn F°r,th,e attcr insti‘ution Reading wrote 
st ;k, °fW,;,me 0<iy’ “D-Jlce Domum;” but, beyond 
music having set sundry litin words to 
concerning n-'3 noJh,ng to substantiate Novello's claim 
1876) in his^'P Samuel Sebastian Wesley (1810- 
enthlesthe t^erT,tPSaIm:ft’” Pl,blished in 1872’ J- Readme- Portuguese and assigns it to 
still believe thc comn !”d tlme’ Some people W' 
others will ‘teThTvnV0 be/‘11 P°rt0ga,,°’” whi'C 
Few will ,br ~ °te ,n favor of John Reading. 
discretion to regard the mel- 
Thomas Moore Sa« ! " PUre and For> aS 
“Faith fant t- °w S-mgS’m h,s La"3 Rookh, 
T„ If fS C, Fai>h. once wedded fast 
some dear falsehood, hugs it to the last.” 
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From a Master’s Workshop 
Little Lessons in Musicianship 
By PROF. FREDERICK CORDER 
Of the Royal Academy of Music, London 
Part II 
Classical 
This silly and offensive adjective is generally applied 
by the ignorant to all music which is above their 
comprehension, that is, all good music whatever. It is 
applied by music-sellers, in their catalogues, to all 
non-copyright music other than dance music. And 
it is applied by all would-be dilettantes to all intended 
serious music of which the composer has been dead 
about a generation. A few years ago a correspondent 
naively inquired of the editor of one of our musical 
journals, “Are Rubinstein’s compositions classical?” 
and was gravely informed that Rubinstein’s music is 
not yet (!) classical.” 
Music, then, has to ripen and mellow on the shelves 
of the shop and (of course) lose any pecuniary 
interest of its author, before it can lay claim to this 
epithet. But, once a classic, always a classic. The 
music of Cramer, Kalkbrenner, Dussek, Steibelt and 
many other dull creatures having once got into the 
Peters or Litolff editions has become unquestionably 
classical and must remain so forever. 
(Correctly applied, the term “Classic” designates that 
type of music, produced mostly by the old masters, in 
which there is a rather strict adherence to form and 
in which the expression of abstract beauty is attempted 
lather than the interpretation of strong emotion or any 
particular “story.” — Ed.) 
Comic Opera 
In spite of Wagner’s “Meistersingers” the day would 
seem to have passed in which an audience would care 
to have ambitious, high-class music in a comic opera. 
The idea being amusement and amusement only, it is 
felt that the music has no right to make any demands 
on the intelligence. 
Nevertheless, the intending worker in this field will 
do well to study the works of Sir Arthur Sullivan and 
learn this much from them: 
(1) The ordinary sentimental ballad (which is an 
indispensable item) offers no scope whatever to _ the 
musician. It must be on absolutely conventional lines. 
(2) The characteristic, or humorous song is largely 
dependent on its words for its humor; but it is open 
Police Sergeant’s Song (Pirates of Penzance) 
to the composer to obtain grotesque and laughable 
effects by a whimsical distribution of these words as 
ifi the following example. 
(3) There is an inexhaustible field for humorous 
effect — as yet scarely touched upon — in the treatment 
of the comic-opera chorus. Offenbach opened Act it 
of his “Orphee aux Enfers” with a snoring chorus. 
In a like manner every sound of which the human voice 
is capable might.be utilized on occasion.. 
(4) It is a law of Comic Opera that in a duet or 
other concerted piece the singers shall dance to the 
interludes. These must, therefore, be always thoroughly 
suitable to that purpose. 
(5) In what is called “Musical Comedy” every song 
has to be illustrated by the chorus with “accessories.” 
Thus, if the singer were alone in mid-ocean, on a raft, 
and were to sing about his infant child or his grand¬ 
mother, in defiance of all possibility the chorus would 
muster in the water behind him dressed as babes or 
grandmothers. This is believed to assist the imagination 
of the audience; but to those whose imagination does 
not need prompting it is apt to appear like “bedlam 
broken loose!” Still, even such insane devices as 
these may be turned to account, by the composer who 
has wit enough to use them properly. 
Concerto 
This term was applied by the early composers to any 
concerted instrumental piece, or to any solo piece for 
concert performance; but for the last hundred years 
or so it has been used only for display pieces 
accompanied by the orchestra, For many years these 
followed the lines on which Mozart worked, simply 
because it was considered “classical” and orthodox 
never to use one’s invention. Today anyone wishing 
to write a Concerto for piano or violin must forget all 
about Mozart and Beethoven and study first Schumann 
and Grieg for the poetic side of the matter and for the 
executive, the brilliant successes of Saint-Saens, Max 
Bruch and Mackenzie. The work of Rubinstein and 
Tchaikowsky also should be known and, of course, 
Liszt’s brilliant specimens. 
The curious way in which, the followers of the 
“Classical School” neglected the Scherzo — that most 
valuable opportunity for display — is an extreme ins¬ 
tance of the conservative habit. Before Saint-Saens 
there was only Litolff who ever touched it. No con¬ 
ceivable advantage for a display piece is gained by 
keeping to the serious side of the Sonata Form. A- 
gain, the Cadenza, which formerly was so pompously 
introduced near the end of the first movement, is now 
a worn-out convention and it is to be wished that 
performers as well as composers would realize the 
fact. The true artist finds no difficulty in bringing in 
any number of cadenzas of decent proportions during 
the course of his work without throwing it out of 
shape by an incongruous extemporization in the wrong 
place. This is the paint which Max Bru,ch and 
Saint-Saens have really reformed 
As with every other class of work, the composer 
needs to think of his end first. To compose his last 
movement last is to court an anti-climax. Of what 
use is it to start, as so many second-rate Germans do, 
with the piano thrashing its hardest? Before the 
end is reached the ear is weary of noise and no effect 
Cue 
In the good old days orchestral parts were written 
with never a single “cue” except in the “leader’s part.” 
In the Finale of Schubert’s Symphony in C, for ins¬ 
tance, the Drums have to count 169 measures rest 
and then come in suddenly, in a most unexpected 
manner, without the trace of a “cue.” Modern bar.d 
parts are very different; but the engravers, considerate 
and experienced as they are, do not always give the 
“cues” in the most practical manner. A “cue” for a 
drum or trumpet player should be not the important 
phrase that the violins are playing but, if possible, what 
the Horn has, or failing this, a “cue” from some 
other instrument sitting near the drummer. 
It never yet has occured to anyone to -put “cues” 
in the parts of Chamber Music. But, although there 
seldom are many measures rest in a quartet, other 
things require “cues” even more. Here, for example, 
Ex. 3 
the violins cannot tell with any certainty whether 
what they hear after rests is on or off the beat, or 
■whether their neigbor is simply not playing in strict 
time. No one knows the disconcerting effect of such 
a lead till he has experienced it. A simple “cue” would 
make the matter clear at once. In modern quartets, 
such as those of Tanieff, if occasionally a small staff 
were added to each part, showing where another of 
the players has a cross accent or phrase in a different 
rhythm, the facilitation would be enormous and works 
that are abandoned as too difficult would be a pleasure 
to perform. 
Czardas 
(Pronounced Tshardash.) 
The National Dai ce of Hungary and never met with 
elsewhere. It consists of two alternating movements, 
slow and quick. The couples promenade the room and 
converse during the slow movement;—called Lassan— 
which is not in dance rhythm. When tired of this 
they command the orchestra to play the Friska— 
the quick movement which is danced with great vigor. 
When exhausted they call for the Lassan again, and 
so da capo. The national music of Hungary seems to 
consist of little else than Czardas tunes, slow and 
quick. They are exceedingly interesting, from their 
unusual character, but very much alike, being the 
easiest of all folk-music to imitate. Occasionally the 
music of the Lassan and Friska is identical, the effect 
of the same music played Adagio and Presto being 
very whimsical; but usually the movements are of the 
type here given. Whether the numerous pauses are 
The “thirst for knowledge” is the basis of all progress. This series of 
articles, which will continue for some months, answers in a most readable 
manner many of the hundreds of questions which have come to “The 
Etude” office daily for years. 
Professor Corder, who has been the teacher of by far the greatest 
number of British composers of note of the present day, started out to write 
an Encyclopedia of Music. However, he was far too interesting a writer to 
produce anything so arid as an encyclopedia in the ordinary sense. He 
embodies the human aspect of Sir George Grove, combined with a masterly 
musical technique. This is enlivened by a rare sense of humor and broad¬ 
ened by a life-time of rich experience as a teacher, composer, editor and 
writer. 
There is always a demand for musical dictionaries. The “I want to 
know” spirit is particularly strong in America. No amateur or professional 
musician can read these paragraphs by Professor Corder without acquiring 
a more comprehensive aspect of many of the most interesting things in the 
Art. . This series began in October.—editor s note 
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Elegy 
A convenient name for a slow piece of a mournful 
and feeling character. No particular form' or scope 
has yet been identified with it; it is a term descriptive 
of the character otjly. Jackson of Exeter wrote 0 
vocal quartets which he styled Elegies. Tchaikowsky 
has a fine Elegy in a “String Suite.” Ernst’s Elegy 
for violin and Liszt’s Elegiac Rhapsody for piano are 
almost too well known for mention. The present 
writer has put forth an Elegy for 24 Violins and 
Organ which has actually been played more than once. 
Entr’acte 
Musical pieces played between the acts of a play or 
opera have no necessary connection with it. Sometimes 
(in England always) it is felt to be more agreeable to 
distract the attention of the audience by something in¬ 
dependent and of widely contrasting character. 
If a modern composer be required to write such 
Entr’actes it is quite possible to fulfill the requirements 
and to produce something suitable yet wholly indepen¬ 
dent. The Prelude to Act III of Lohengrin, the delight¬ 
ful little Romance for Flute and Harp between Acts II 
and III of Carmen and other such pieces will illustrate 
this. It is difficult to get the audience to listen to 
Entr’actes unless these be of a very pronounced and lively 
character. It should generally be possible to find some¬ 
thing in the situation or nationality of a play or opera 
to give excuse for a display of local color in some 
room. Here a good knowledge of national dances is 
highly valuable. 
Etude 
An Etude, or Study, is a musical piece embodying 
some special feature or figure and intended primarily as 
an exercise in some particular difficulty. It thus stands 
midway between the Technical Exercise proper (which 
does not profess to be music) and the actual Piece. 
Etudes have been written for all degrees- of difficulty 
and interest, from the children’s studies of Czerny and 
Kohler to the artistic achievements of Moscheles, 
Chopin and Liszt. A vast number of the studies inter¬ 
mediate between these two classes are of dubious value. 
Only too often a composer, having invented a figure 
or a phrase, proceeds to make an Etude on it — that 
is, he uses it as a stencil pattern, working it through 
different keys and producing after all a piece of slender 
musical interest and little technical value. 
It is perhaps not inexpedient to warn teachers against 
wasting the time of their' pupils on the indeterminate 
Etudes of Heller,- Jensen and Cramer, when they might 
be practicing far more technically and musically valuable 
works. But, should a composer desire to write an 
Etude, he should carefully study the exquisite examples 
• of Chopin and observe the skill displayed in turning the 
initial idea to account in varied ways. He should com¬ 
pare them with the Etudes of Henselt which are on 
similar lines, but how comparatively superficial! No¬ 
where can the difference between a thoughtful and a shal¬ 
low writer be better seen than in what they can achieve 
in such limited fields. 
Expression Marks 
Nineteenth century composers commonly indulged in 
a foolish habit of multiplying and varying the indica¬ 
tions of expression and character in music. Three or 
four synonyms for increasing or diminishing the power, 
slackening or hurrying the movement were not sufficient. 
The queer idea that a thing would seem less common¬ 
place if indicated by a less conventional sign obsessed 
them; and they went on inventing fresh terms and signs, 
until the fancy of Schumann for adding to the confusion 
by using German terms as well as (not instead of) 
Italian caused a reaction. 
The Common sense of the matter is that, since the 
use of p, mf, cres. and so forth is firmly established, 
Italian must always be employed for the directions in 
music, if only to give a work a chance of circulating in 
all countries. If Italian be thus accepted then the vocabu¬ 
lary must be restrained within reasonable limits. Such 
terms as resviglioto, raddolcendo and so forth are totally 
unnecessary. In fact one is annoyed by the belief that 
the composer has employed them rather to show off his 
knowledge of Italian than to make his meaning clear to 
the reader. In this connection a few gems of expression 
culled from the works of A. Scriabine are of interest, 
as: Inaferando, Fastoso, Irato, Affanato, Focosamente, 
Giobilosco, Con stravagante. These do not appear in the 
Italian dictionary, nor in any other. 
It is also a common practice of composers to put in¬ 
dications such as volante, marzialc, amoroso, tenebroso 
which rather describe the music than the manner of its 
performance. Music may be jocose, serious, frenzied or 
desperate; but it should not be necessary to tell us that 
it is, still less to direct us to play giocoso, seroso, 
frenetico or disperato. 
It may be worth while to point out that the following 
signs (and perhaps others) all are employed to indicate 
that one particular note is to be more accented than its 
neighbors; but no means exist or ever can exist fer in¬ 
dicating the precise amount of accent intended by any 
one of them: 
fz, fz>, sf, sf>, rinf, rf, fp, >, V, A. A> — ~~D 
False Relation 
False Relation, or Cross Relation, is that unpleasant 
effect of two contradictory tonalities, caused by the 
sounding of a natural note in one part of the harmony 
and an inflected form of the same note in another, either 
simultaneously or near each other. It is impossible to 
formulate any definite rules as to what false relations ate 
permissible or otherwise. It only can be pointed out 
that the less related the suggested clashing tonalities the 
more disagreeable the effect. Thus, Ex. 7 is excessively 
ugly and not often met with in good music. 
Purcell 
Too dreadful a practice ” for thi 
Numbers 8, 9, 10, 11 must, from their comparatively 
frequent occurrence, be less repugnant to the ear. But 
our ancestors of the 16th and 17th centuries seem to have 
been more indulgent towards this crudity than we are. 
In Byrd’s madrigals the major and minor third of a key 
clash continually, nor is Bach very sensitive on such a 
point. 
Angels Ever Bright and Fair 
Sonata, Op. 10, No. 2 
The modem feeling is one of great leniency towards 
chromatic chords ,the reason being that in our tempered 
scale diminished sevenths and augmented traids are felt 
to be neutral territory committing us to no particular 
key. The resolution of a Neapolitan Sixth upon the 
Dominant Seventh (Ex. 12) used to be considered a very 
bold thing to do. 
but the freak-harmony of the modern French school 
seeks to persuade us that all the twelve semitones of 
the octave are equally related, a communistic principle 
which is contrary to Nature and repulsive to the musical 
. Alth°ugh common sense tells us that False Relation 
is one of the most needless and unjustifiable crudities 
which a musician can commit, the fact remains that none 
°f t^e,grtat “asters not even the chaste Mozart and 
Mendelssohn—have been able to avoid it. 
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Charles Kingsley on Music 
There is music in heaven, because in music there is no 
self-will. Music goes on certain laws and rules. Man 
did not make these laws of music; he has only found 
them out; and if he be self-willed and break them 
there is an end of his music instantly; all he brings out 
will be discord and ugly sounds. The greatest musician 
in the world is as much bound by those laws as the 
learner in the schools; and the greatest musician is the 
one who, instead of fancying that because he is clever 
he may throw aside the laws of music, knows the 
laws of music best and observes them most reverently 
And therefore it was that the old Greeks, the wisest of 
all the heathen, made a point of teaching their children 
music; because they said it taught them not to be 
self-willed and fanciful, but to see the beauty of order, 
the usefulness of rules, the divineness of laws. 
And therefore music is fit for heaven; therefore 
music is a pattern and type of heaven, and of the ever¬ 
lasting life of God, which perfect spirits live in heaven 
Thin Ice 
By Marjorie Gleyre Lachmund 
“In skating over thin ice our safety is our speed.” 
I have pupils who always make me think of this 
quotation. They play too quickly and on the surface 
of the keys. They feel that their safety lit s in speed — 
because the ice is thin1 That is they are not sure of 
each note, and cannot control their fingers .it a moderate 
tempo. A pupil should not be allowed to play fast 
unless he first demonstrates his ability to play slowly 
and carefully, giving each note a firm, ure pressure. 
Passing of Pedagogical Punishment 
By Carol Sherman 
So much has been said and written about the unde¬ 
sirability of punishment in education that the average 
pupil of today-has a bed of roses compand with our 
fathers. True, punishment in nine cases ,-m i ten will 
make the music pupil dread every step of I n work, but 
at the same time there has arisen a kind - t laxness, 
or shall we call it a lack of drill in control, which is 
not altogether beneficial for the pupil. 
The student who resists the teacher'- attempts to 
make his practice a responsibility, although a delight, 
should realize that only a few years ago lie would have 
been forced to the task by anything hut agreeable 
means. Consider, for instance, the boast - f a German 
schoolmaster of the older regime who had completed 
htty-one years of service and had evidently kept a care¬ 
ful record of his punishments administered. Here is 
his list: 
911,500 canings. 
121,000 floggings. 
209,000 custodes. 
136,000 tips with the ruler. 
10,200 boxes on the ear. 
T,. 22,700 tasks by heart. 
tilts list of punishments by the pedagogical Torqua- 
A ’ IS Pubhshed by the well-known psychologist! 
Md Fr , uImCS' Ph' D' The writer remembers an 
i n? lsb Piano teacher who surprised him one day 
by rapPulg h over the knuck|es for p|aying a passage 
for the^^t fingermg'- llas a,wa-vs l»en grateful 
oenril ar5 k Sen.se.which led him to grab the teacher’s 
mav Hr. U m Such Punishment and threats 
SfcLi * great (dcal of harm. To think that they 
disappeared only “yesterday 1” 
The Origin of the Motif 
operas in “ptoymg the motif in h 
the Motif is'a™ ^th^ G mUSriCa' aft? Hard' is tn ho t, j • , as the mst>nct for expression, 
nes of -In a most 3,1 savage music. The aborig 
rousic wwT^ a" Parts °f the world devise 
Phrases Tt ;<• 'S ,.argely the repetition of short si 
American Indian' If“Jy no!‘cea^e in the music of th 
Sicilv will * 1- “ s said that the fishermen c 
of song ohri^3 ? w!,hout number the simplest kin 
than two chordsS’ I'* ^ acc°ropmiiment of not moi 
They will varvlt°rding to their mood and emotioi 
genius of a wTener^ ^ °Ver again' Tt took ^ 
instinct into , m • * . wever- to develop this huma 
•sort rf an unwGn,C Before Wagner there was 
a given motif that U was '"artistic to repet 
Wagner knew better ' Th timeS ” successio' 
t-fh despite tradition “ 
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Modern versus Antiquated Methods 
of Piano Technic 
By WALTER SPRY 
Of the different phases of piano study, none have 
caused so much discussion as technic. Teachers of one 
period recommend a level hand or a high wrist, where¬ 
as those of another period recommend high knuckles or 
a low wrist, and so on until the students do not know 
where they stand. I remember a teacher who required 
practice with books held under the arms to keep the 
arms from sticking out from the body. Nowadays we 
know that the arms should not be stiffened by any such 
process. The greater demands of modern piano music 
necessarily enlarge the scope of technic; and we must 
realize that various conditions of what may be called 
the apparatus used in piano-playing is the result. 
Beware, False Prophets 
No doubt the American piano teacher is less pedantic 
as a rule than the foreigner, and is always anxious to 
progress and learn of new ideas in piano technic. There 
is however a danger in this, for we are apt to give up 
that which is reliable and useful for that which seeems 
reasonable but in reality is only superficial. . The only 
way of guarding against false prophets is to be weli- 
grounded in that which has gone before. With this 
foundation and the natural desire to progress, the 
American piano teacher must take his place amongst the 
foremost educators of the world, and prove his effi¬ 
ciency in producing results with the pupils. 
Let us therefore examine the technical methods pre¬ 
valent in piano-playing during the past 100 years. Two 
different classes of musicians influence the technic of the 
art, the composers and the teachers. For example, we 
have the music of the inspired writers such as Bach, 
Beethoveq, Chopin; and we have the exercises of the 
uninspired writers such as Clementi, Herz, and Czerny. 
Each in his way has been a contributor to the advance¬ 
ment in piano-playing. 
It is not the purpose of this paper to go into detail 
regarding the history of technical methods, but to draw 
some comparison between the present-day methods and 
those which have been laid aside as antiquated. Pre¬ 
ceding the time of Liszt, there was a prominent school 
of playing of which Thalberg and Kalkbrenner were 
two of the prominent examples. You will remember 
that, when Chopin went to Paris as a young man of 
about 21, he thought of studying with Kalkbrenner. His 
first interview with the famous teacher was anything 
but satisfactory, because he saw that he would have to 
buckle down to a very dry and pedantic system of 
exercises. No doubt Chopin was wise in his decision 
not to pursue his studies with Kalkbrenner, for he might 
have ruined his beautiful natural style and touch. Of 
course this would not apply to those students who have 
little to start with. 
It was Liszt who more than any other piano teacher 
of his time was able to apply in a scientific way 
the natural laws of technic. Quite the opposite of his 
rival, Thalberg, he did not use the keyboard simply for 
the purpose of running up and down in scale passages 
nor even to sing out a sentimental melody. Considered 
from one standpoint, Liszt was a sensational artist. But, 
he was greater than that, for he wrote and played some 
of the most beautiful music in our entire literature. 
Being also a great interpreter of every school of writ¬ 
ing, his was a broader and more legitimate development 
of what had gone before than any other composer after 
Chopin with the exeption of Brahms. 
Liszt’s Methods 
My personal knowledgee of Liszt’s piano method is 
through a study of his works and having heard 
Rubinstein and Eugene D’Albert. These two giants re¬ 
presented the finest ideas in classical and romantic inter¬ 
pretation and were the real successors of Liszt. You may 
inquire wherein lies the difference in the school of Thal¬ 
berg and that of Liszt. The former used the piano as 
an instrument upon which to show off a perfect finger 
technic as far as passage work was concerned, and the 
latter or Liszt school made the music respond to a mani¬ 
fold number of beautiful effects, the variety of which 
could only be equalled by a perfect orchestra. We can 
well understand how much greater was the scope of 
technic in Liszt than in Thalberg or any of the earlier 
[Editor’s Notice: Mr. Walter Spry 
Chicago teacher was educated at the R 
of Music in Berlin and with Leschetizky 
oyal High School 
in Vienna.] 
schools of piano-playing. It was Liszt who taught us to 
apply the strength required and to draw from the proper 
sources. It is false to confine one’s efforts to 
developing finger strength. True, we need strength in 
the fingers, but let us not forget that a free use of the 
arms will produce the power to use in playing chords and 
octaves, relieving any tension of the hands or over strain¬ 
ing of the muscles. In some touches the arm weight 
may even be used in loud passage work. A player, who 
is conscious of the power of arm weight in the tone, may 
be able to draw on that source of power which is pro¬ 
per to use at the time. 
Relieve Tension 
It is therefore the teacher’s duty to instruct the pupil 
how to apply this idea of arm relaxation in the practic¬ 
ing of his pieces. This should be introduced through 
the study of some exercises; and there are many books 
of exercises written, but few writers explain how the 
exercises are to be studied. Let us therefore inquire 
first into the idea of arm relaxation and its application. 
Some may wonder as to the exact condition of the re¬ 
laxed arm. In the dictionary the term relax is defined 
as a verb—to slacken, to make less severe or rigorous. 
We might compare the relaxation of the muscles of the 
face, which would mean to relieve tension and assume 
a poise in the expression. And so with the arm, we 
cannot start to carry out any effort successfully until we 
relax to. gain the poise. Now to gain this condition first 
require the pupil to drop the hands on the keyboard 
with a perfectly relaxed arm. Then proceed to exercises 
in which the fingers act in conjunction with a very free 
arm. Then separate the two sources of action, and have 
the fingers act independently, at first playing very slow¬ 
ly and softly, keeping in mind that the arm must avoid 
any tension or strain. In this way we can build up a 
finger technic of strength and velocity for playing scales 
and arpeggois. 
We next consider the wrist as the connection or hinge 
between the hand and the arm. We must avoid straining 
this hinge, for it is a delicate member and very import¬ 
ant, especially in octave and chord playing. It is an 
old-fashioned idea to throw the wrist up a considerable 
distance from the keyboard in playing octaves. The re¬ 
sult is to make the arm stiff and to cut off strength 
which is necessary for endurance. The law of economy 
of motion comes in play and shows how a reasonably 
small wrist action suffices to give the greatest amount 
of force and velocity in octave playing. 
Let us consider the matter of chord-playing, a subject 
that has given rise to much discussion. We can all recall 
hearing certain concert players who pound and smash 
the piano with thunderous but very unclean chords. 
They believe, as is perfectly proper, that percussion is 
necessary to produce tone, but they defeat their purpose 
by dropping from too great a height. Here again is 
economy of motion and space necessary. Such wonder¬ 
ful octaves and chords as well as tone qualities in 
melody I have never heard as in the playing of Rubin¬ 
stein; and he accomplished these things by a freedom 
of the arm. The same may be said of Rubinstein’s 
most eminent pupil, Josef Hofmann. The technic of 
Harold Bauer, Leopold Godowsky, Gabrilowitsch and 
Novaes is built along the lines outlined; and Madame 
Carreno owed her great strength and endurance in her 
playing of List’s 6th Rhapsody and the March Mili- 
taire of Schub?rt-Tausig to this principle. Many other 
artists have acquired the arm control to a greater or 
less extent; but on the other hand there are those who, 
although quite accomplished along many lines, yet have 
not been liberated from a strained condition of the mus¬ 
cles. Let us however be grateful that this idea has 
really taken root, and that great and small are profiting 
by it. 
The Old and the New 
You will observe in the Toccata and Fugue in D minor 
of Bach that the piano arrangement by Tausig (one of 
Liszt’s most brilliant pupils) has octave and chord pass¬ 
ages which are not in the original composition as written 
for the organ. We have here an example of what has 
been said regarding the differance between antiquated 
and modern technic; or Bach, like other composers of 
his time, knew more of the style in which finger technic 
was employed. By doubling of the parts, Tausig has 
given the piano arrangement the sonority necessary to 
imitate the great organ effects conceived by Bach. A 
Toccata is a composition to show the resources of the 
instrument for which it is written. Bach was a genial 
as well as a learned musician; and it is said that some 
or his compositions as played by him in church were so 
brilliant as to cause disturbance in the congregation, 
which probably consisted somewhat of members who 
wished no innovations. In fact some members thought 
Bach made too much noise in his postludes. But gener¬ 
ally he was appreciated in his day much more than many 
of the famous musicians since his time. The style of 
polyphonic music does not appeal to every one for there 
is so much activity in the various voices that one is apt 
to become bewildered. The development of rhythm in 
modern music has given musical expression more variety 
from this standpoint. To appreciate the works of any 
great composer, however, we must listen for that which 
is the finest expression of the age in which they were 
created. In other words, we should try to catch the 
spirit of the composer. 
Four-fifths Mind, One-fifth Fingers 
It would seem that this discussion of piano technic 
has been more from a physical than from a mental as¬ 
pect. No doubt what Leschetizky said is true, that 
“Piano-playing is four-fifths mind and one-fifth fingers.” 
We should however include this thought, that there is 
no physical effort until there is the mental impulse. 
So relaxation must first come from mental poise. 
The four most prominent nations pianistically at the 
present time are Russia, Germany, France and America; 
and the most representative names are Rachmaninoff, 
Busoni, Cortot and MacDowell. Their art is either 
directly or indirectly founded on the principles as set 
forth by Franz Liszt. Each type has its own individ¬ 
uality, which fact shows how great a teacher Liszt was, 
for there are no two of his disciples who played exactly 
alike, although all are disciples of his principles of 
piano-playing. 
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“ Queen of Night ” 
By Alfredo Trinchieri 
Beethoven disliked his brother’s wife 
so much that he dubbed her “Queen of 
Night.” 
In our study of music how often we 
come up with disagreeables. So many 
things must be endured, like Beethoven’s 
sister-in-law, simply “because they are in 
the family.” 
Why not make of them friends? Noth¬ 
ing is really good or bad; thinking makes 
it so. The thing we most dislike in a 
personality often completely vanishes on 
closer acquaintance with the individual. 
So it is with the unpleasant phases we 
encounter in study. Even the erstwhile 
dull scales take on interest when they 
become a part of the game of getting 
that pretty passage in the piece you like. 
Work and cultivation of her good quali¬ 
ties will turn the “Queen of Night” to 
smiles. 
The Musical Scrap Book 
Anything and Everything as Long as it is Instructive 
and Interesting 
“It is Nature who forces us to break 
forth into singing when our heart is moved 
by great and sudden emotions—in the wail 
of grief, in the exultation of joy, in the 
sigh of melancholy.”—Cicero. 
: of the thumb which glides 
Making Your Thumb Behave 
To The Etude : 
In your July issue of The Etude, page 
436, there is a short article entitled Check 
Up Your Hand Position, by Gerald Frazee. 
In this article the writer remarks that the 
thumb falls naturally Into position. Per- 
sonaUy, after many years waiting, I still 
find the thumb the hardest member of the 
Anger family to train Into the "way it 
should go.” It may naturally fall into pro¬ 
per position, but it takes much practice to 
make it stay there. 
In the ease of most pupils it naturally 
points out instead of towards the second 
Angers; the former position tending to 
stiffen it, it drops off the keys pulling the 
hand down, it twists instead of glides in 
making the crossings in scales and arpeg¬ 
gios. Whereby you can readily see that I 
consider the training of the thumb is of 
prime importance. I might add many other 
crimes of the carelessly trained thumb, and 
then contrast them with *' =- 
running 
twists of the wrist, the ease with which tL_ 
arched hand position is maintained when 
the thumb always rests lightly on the keys. 
Very truly yours, 
Mabel Stcntz Holcomb, 
Cleveland, O. 
One Musical Minute with 
Pope 
Some to church repair, 
Not for the doctrine, but the music there. 
Music resembles poetry; in each 
Are nameless graces which no methods 
teach, 
And which a master-hand alone can reach. 
Music the fiercest grief can charm, 
And fate’s severest rage disarm, 
Music can soften pain and ease, 
And make despair and madness please; 
Our joys below it can improve, 
And antedate the bliss above. 
Franklin’s Notable Musical Invention for which both 
Beethoven and Mozart Composed 
In 1762 Benjamin Franklin invented a musical instrument 
which he designated as the Armontca. It was based upon the idea of 
the musical glasses. Prior to that time musical glasses had been placed 
upon a horizontal board but Franklin’s invention provided a series of 
bowl-like glasses fixed upon a revolving spindle operated with a foot; 
treadle. The fingers moistened with water touch the revolving glasses 
and according to Dr. Franklin himself, produced tones “incomparably 
sweet beyond any other,—tones that are swelled and softened at pleasure 
by stronger or weaker pressures of the fingers and continued to any 
length. The instrument being once tuned never again wants tuning.” 
The original name of the instrument was the Glassy-chord. Dr. 
Franklin in 1762 wrote for an Italian friend a minute description of the 
way in which the instrument was manufactured. Both Beethoven and 
Mozart wrote pieces for this instrument. 
Franklin tells how each one of the thirty-seven glasses was disting¬ 
uished by a special color for the convenience of the performer. The 
semi-tones w ere painted white and the other tones of the C scale painted 
according to the colors of the prismatic, C Red, D Orange, E Yel¬ 
low, F Green, G Blue, A Indigo, B Purple, C Red. 
A specimen of the instrument is to be seen in the Metropolitan Mu¬ 
seum of Art in New York. 
The reason given for the discontinuance of the instrument after 
some sixty years of popularity is that it was said to have been very try¬ 
ing for the nerves of the performers and to have caused nervous 
breakdowns. 
This picture is reprinted by the courtesy of The Music Industries 
Chamber of Commerce of New York. 
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Beethoven and Capricornus 
Beethoven liked nothing better than 
a joke, but often his humor showed his 
lack of breeding. The poor master was 
bothered from morning to night by peopie 
imbued with the very human trait of se 
curing mementos of the great. Once 
the wife of a Vienese pianist arranged 
with one of Beethoven’s friends to ask 
the master for a lock of his gray hair. 
The friend was a little afraid to approach 
Beethoven upon so sensitive a subject, 
but decided to get out of it by suggesting 
to the composer that he send a lock cut 
from a goat’s beard. Beethoven fell jn 
with this hoax and sent the lock. A short 
:ime after the story became the scandal 
of Vienna; the lady was naturally furious. 
Beethoven wrote an apology and sent a 
lock of his hair; it was some time, 
however, before he was forgiven. 
'Benjamin Franklin Playing 
Armonica, which he invented 
Making Music Legal 
It is hard to believe that in enlightened 
New England on the eve of the Revolution 
it was thought worth while to publish a 
book contending that music does not break 
any laws when used in connection with a 
church service. The following amusing 
advertisement is taken from the Essex 
Gazette, of August 13th, 1771. 
To be sold by the Printer hereof 
(Price half a Pistereen) 
A Book Entitled 
The Lawfulness, Excellency and Ad¬ 
vantage of Instrumental Musick 
in the Public Worship of God 
urg’d and enforc’d from Scripture and 
Example of the far greater part of Chris¬ 
tians of all Ages. Addressed to all (par¬ 
ticularly the Presbyterians and the Bap¬ 
tists) who have hiterto been taught to look 
upon the Use of Instrumental Music in 
the worship of God as unlawful. 
One hour of concentrated practice with 
the mind fresh and the body rested is 
better than four hours of dissipated prac¬ 
tice with the mind stale and the body 
tired.—Emil Saueb. 
Unfair Competition 
To The Etude: 
Is it fair that some gifted amateur of 
means should occupy the positions which 
might be basis of support of n worthy pro¬ 
fessional? When I came over from Eng¬ 
land many years ago I was astounded to 
And several of the best church positions 
occupied by skilled men who made no 
charge for their services. There were also 
many volunteer choir masters and choral 
conductors. 
One man I knew ulways demanded a fee 
and then gave it out for one of the church 
charities. I said to him, "My dear sir, 
would it not be better for you to make 
music for your own amusement, and in¬ 
stead of patronizing a charity enable the 
trained graduate to make his living in the 
profession he has worked so hard to learn?'' 
The gentlemen could not reply to this. Let 
ns have amateur musicians—thousands of 
them—but let them keep nway from' the 
tyork which keeps the professional out of 
employment. 
George Curwin Oakev, Ontario. 
"Better have failed in the high aim, as l, 
Than vulgarly in the low aim succeed,— 
As—God be thanked!—l do not." 
—R. Browning. 
Odd Musical Facts for Busy Readers 
In Ancient Ireland and Wales a slave 
was never permitted to play the harp. 
Possibly the oldest Catechism of music 
was written by Alcuin of York about 790. 
An idea of what some of the early 
organs were like is given in a mediaeval 
description of the great organ at Win¬ 
chester, England, in the writings of the 
monk Wulstan (963). 
This organ had only 400 pipes but it 
required seventy men to blow the 26 hel- 
ows. It was played from two different 
keyboards by two performers 
King Henry VIII 0f England left thirty- 
three compositions of which eighteen are 
with words. He wrote two complete mass- 
2 !°i' thl Chapc! R°ya1' Aside from 
the ladies ,t is said that his chief interest 
in life was music. He employed seventy- 
nine musicians. 
Is the Piano Hurting Welsh 
Choral Music? 
“Pianos have done more harm to Welsh 
singing than any other instrument, be¬ 
cause people become so dependent upon 
the piano that sooi) they will not be able 
to sing without it,” said Mrs. Herbert 
Lewis, at Llangollen County School 
speech-day recently. Mrs. Lewis added 
that she hoped the next generation in 
Wales would learn to sing without the 
piano. The old generation had neither 
harmonium nor piano, and their congre¬ 
gational singing was much better. They 
had the harp, but were always ready to 
sing without. It is hardly possible to take 
a country walk on a Sunday in the Welsh 
mining districts without coming across a 
group of colliers, all in their “Sunday 
best,” singing hymns or part-songs for the 
sheer love of the music. They squat on 
their heels, usually under the shelter of 
a hedge, and sing for hours, and their 
singing is a real revelation to the visitor 
who hears it for the first time. It has 
been said of late years that instrumental 
music is rapidly ousting the part-singing 
for which Wales has been famous, the 
violin being especially blamed. It will be 
a Pity if the piano helps on the downfall 
°f ^ Particularly delightful art, in which 
the \\ elsh people naturally excel.—Music, 
London. 
All painting in instrumental music, if 
pushed too far, is a failure. * * * People 
wil not require titles to recognize the gen¬ 
eral intention to be more a matter of feel¬ 
ing than of painting in sounds.”—Bee¬ 
thoven (from his sketch-books). 
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A DAY AT THE BEACH WALLACE A.JOHNSON 
THE ETUDE DECEMBER 1921 Huge 793 
Light finger work with a stationary position of the hand. Useful for acquiring strength and elasticity. Grade 2. 
.Copyright 1921 by Theo.Presser Co. British Copyright secured 
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An ornate drawing-room piece in Mr. Kern’s best manner. Grader4. 
Moderato rubato m.m.J. 64 
THE SWALLOWS’ FLIGHT 
CARL WILHELM KERN, Op. 444 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co. Iritish Copyright secured 
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STORY AT TWILIGHT 
In narrative style, simple and direct, with singing tone. Grade 2Mj. 
Andante m.m. J. = 54 
5 Plaintively 5 
MILTON D. BLAKE 
4 - B -—• 4 1. * rf ■ »• =1 
tempo 
l-» 
a# 
i ft 
3gg 2 J 
Play chorda detached 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co. * From here go back to Trio and play to Fine of Trio, then go to the British Copyright secured 
beginning and play to Fine. 
British Copyright secured 
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GAVOTTE 
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8- 
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RONDO CAPRICCIOSO sari0,i0 0i oij 
In semi-classic style; a true rondo with three distinct themes,the first theme recurri-ig regularly. Grade 
DECEMBER 1921 Page 801 
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BIRDS OP SPRING 
INTERMEZZO E SABATHIL 
A clever characteristic piece in the style of a polka caprice. The grace note employed in this piece is the genuine acctaccaturalcrush note);Su calJed 
because it and its principal note are played almost together. Grade 4. 
Moderate m.m.J=108 _ 4? SB 3 
Ji ji i i km*. ' ^pi *•» *. i Kf a 3 4 1 ,t«V i .4 1? ^ A A 
* An upward sweep with the back of the third finger. 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co. 
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THEODORE PRESSER CO., Music Publishers and Dealers, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THE GEMS OF CZERNY ARRANGED AS 
A GRADED COURSE OF STUDIES 
Selected “Czerny” Studies 
Revised, Edited and Fingered, with Copious 
Annotations, by EMIL LIEBLING 
IN THREE BOOKS PRICE $1.00 EACH 
A VALUABLE and noteworthy addition to the technical litera¬ 
ture of the pianoforte. This work represents a diligent sift¬ 
ing and careful selection of material from the entire works oi 
Czerny including all the popular opus num¬ 
bers together with 
equally meritorious studies. Mr Liebling 
?. . /„ i L-.u-n mt Wlk of the most exact and 
mg arranged in pro- JgW.iW* f second to thesev- 
m difficulty from the 7 of technical de- 
enth grade. Czerny s musical expression are 
tail and his mastery of d most voluminous 
truly remarkabe;he czerny present compila. 
ST,' Jpt.senffi. very best studies of all grades^ attractive a^d 
convenient form for general use. The success of this work has been 
Of the most flattering character. It is the 
ever offered. It is printed from beautifully engraved special plates 
and substantially and thoroughly bound in heavy paper. 
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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When she reaches 
C ft/ctaUc %unsu)kk> %cotds 
(December Release) 
Any phonograph can play Brunswick Records 
30019 f Liebestraum (A Dream of Love) (Liszt) Piano- 
mot forte Sol° .Leopold Godowsky 
30021 1 Meditation—From Thais (Massenet-Marsick) 
stwi Violin Sol° Max R°SCn 
I Then You'll Remember Me—From Bohemian Girl 
j3029 1 Act ni (Balfe) Tenor.Thco. Karle 
$125) Love’s Garden of Roses (Rutherford-Wood) 
l Tenor .Theo, Karle {Mighty Lak’ a Rose (Stanton-Nevin) Soprano 
Irene Williams 
Lullaby—from “Erminie” (Jakobowski) Soprano 
and Chorus .Irene Williams and 
Brunswick Light Opera Company 
...AOn the Campus March (Sousa) jJW Walter B. Rogers and His Band 
85c] Legion of Honor March (Sousa) _ 
l. Walter B. Rogers and His Band 
...A Herd Girl’s Dream (Labitzsky) 
K-ta J Violin-Flute-Harp . Gondolier Trio 
Sic)Love’s Dream After the Ball (Czibulka) 
1 Violin-’Cello-Harp Riviera Trio 1 Ain’t You Coming Out, Malindat (Sterlmg- 
Moran-Von Tilzer) Tenor 
Billy Jones and Male Trio 
Ten Little Fingers and Ten Little Toes (Pease- 
White-Schuster-Nelson) Tenor and Baritone 
Billy Jones and Ernest Hare (Don’t You Remember the Time? (Williams) 
Soprano and Tenor . 
Irene Audrey and Charles Hart 
Love Sends a Little Gift of Roses (Cooke-Open- 
shaw) Baritone.Ford Palmer 
Swanee River Moon (Clarke) Tenor and Ban¬ 
jul*1) tone.Chas. Hart and Elliott Shaw 
85c j Gone, But Not Forgotten (Grant) Baritone 
I Ernest Hare 
!I Wonder If You Still Care For Me?—Fox Trot 
(Ted Snyder).I sham Jones’ Orchestra 
June Moon—Fox Trot (Magine-Straight-Lyons) 
I sham Jones’ Orchestra 
I One Kiss —Fox Trot (Burnett-Amheim) 
Sehin's Orchestra 
Love Will Find a Way—Fox Trot (Sissle-Blake) 
Sehin’s Orchestra 
.... [Yoo-Hoo!—Fox Trot (A1 Jolson-Burnett-Janis) 
jqW | Carl Fenton’s Orchestra 
85c \ Second Hand Rose—Fox Trot (Hanley) 
( Carl Fenton’s Orchestra 
(L'o—Fox Trot (Black) .Windsor Orchestra 
10-in.\ Sweet Man o’ Mine—Fox Trot (Robinson) 
85c ( Bennie Krueger’s Orchestra I Say It With Music—Fox Trot (Irving Berlin) 
Rudy Wicdoeft’s Californians 
South Sea Isles—Fox Trot (Gershwin) 
Rudy Wiedoeft’s Californians 
.... ISiveet indy—Fox Trot (Crumit-Zoob) 
nJJJJ ) Carl Fentons Orchestra 
85c )Bimini Bay—Fox Trot (Whiting) 
\ Carl Fenton’s Orchestra 
Note: New Brunswick Records are on advance sale at all 
Brunswick dealers on the 16th of each month in the East, 
and in Denver and the West on the 20th 
Hear These Brunswick 
Super-Feature Records 
n 
:sp 
_ delafleur (Flower Song) (from Carmen) Act 
II (Biset) (in French) Tenor 
Mario Chamlee. 
i d’arte (Love and Music) (from Tosca) 
II (Puccini) (in Italian) Soprano 
Florence Easton, 
dogue (from Pagliacci) (Leoncavallo) (in 
lian) Baritone 
Giuseppe Danise. 
THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO., Chicago 
Manufacturers—Established 1845 
B R U 
PHONOGRAP H S 
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18, Mother, 
European educators are prone to comment upon the 
“woeful neglect of American parents in failing to 
bring their children to a proper appreciation of good 
Italian child of 6 has a broader 
there is grave danger of spoiling a child’s “ear” for 
music by false tones—that the instrument must pro¬ 
vide true reproductions, and the records correct inter¬ 
pretations. 
For that reason we, from a purely commercial 
standpoint, as makers of Phonographs and Records, 
publish this article. For greatest musicians, critics 
and educators, both in Europe and America, have 
chose The Brunswick for their own homes. A con¬ 
dition which speaks for itself. 
Will she have the broader understanding 
of musical art which society expects of a 
cultured person? 
The “Learning by Listening” System 
Adopted by foremost educators 
Exclusive methods the reason 
Due to exclusive methods of Reproduction and of 
Interpretation, Brunswick achieves perfect rendition 
of so-called “difficult” tones-the piano, the harp, 
the human voice; attaining even soprano High “C” 
without “metallic” intrusion, “chatter” or vibration. 
Methods which apply to no other phonograph or records. 
The Brunswick Method of Reproduction is exclu¬ 
sively Brunswick. The Brunswick Method of Inter¬ 
pretation, in producing records, has not been success¬ 
fully imitated. 
For a demonsration, at which you will not be 
urged to buy, call on your nearest Brunswick dealer. 
The Brunswick Phonograph plays all makes of rec¬ 
ords. And Brunswick records can be played on any 
phonograph. Hear, compare—then judge for yourself. 
NSW 
AND 
I C K 
RECORDS 
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A Bulletin of New Music Publications 
A Wealth of New Material is Monthly Offered Musicians by the Theodore Presser Co. 
This Selected List Offers New Suggestions for Teachers, Pianists, 
Singers, Organists, Violinists, Choirs and Choruses 
When Ordering Any of These Publications it is only Necessary to Mention Prosser Publication and give Catalog Number 
PIANO SOLOS 
it. No. 
AMBER, FLORENCE 
17760 A Walt. Idyl 
ANDRUS. H. J. 
1780S Dreaming Lake . 
ANTHONY. BERT R. 
17839 Lore’. Re.ponse 
1772] Salute to the Colors 
BECHTER. KARL 
BERWALD. W?’ 
17788 Apparitions. 
17890 Berceuse. 
BOEHNLEIN, VICTOR C. 
17815 My Dream in Venice . 
BROUNOFF, PLATON 
17813 Gymnastic Drill 
CHR1STIANI, EMILE FOSS 
17863 Sabbath Calm. 
CONTE, PAOLO 
17801 A Merry Life. 
CUMMINGS, J. C. 
17498 Moon agic. 
17882 My/ 
SIX LITTLE STORIES 
Told by Five Fingers 
and Five Keys 
for the Pianoforte 
GRADE ONE 
By THEODORA DUTTON 
17731 Come 
17730 The Windmil 
FARNSWORTH, H. A. 
1 Meeting in the Pasture. 
FERBER, RICHARD 
6 Gay and Graceful. 
5 Une Miniature. 
GEBHARDT, REINHARD W. 
1 Second Valse De Concert, Op. 15 .. 
GREENWALD, M. 
9 Spring’s Awakening. 
KARGANOFF, G. 
5 Adieu, Op. 20, No. 1 
9 By the Brook, Op. 25, No. 6. 
KERN, CARL WILHELM 
5 Falling Raindrops. 
i The Gypsy Fortune Teller. ) Slavonian Song 
? The Three Funny Men. 
LAWSON, PAUL 
lieurInce'thurlow l From An Indian Village 
MORRISON, R. S. 
I An Auto Ride. 
17877 I Boating in the Moonlight. 
- in the Rustic Swing. 
17840 Lakeside Fancies 
17842 Racing. 
17841 Rambling in the Woodlands 
17670 Under Marching Orders 
MOTER, CARL 
17820 Cherished Dreams. 
17785 To My Native Land. 
MUMMA, ARCHIE A. 
17803 The Old Pioneer 
17802 Revolutionary March. 
NERUDA, F. 
17910 Slavonic Cradle Song, Op. 11 
OEHMLER, LEO 
17809 On Moon-Enchanted Waters.... 
REINECKE, C. 
17886 Alpine Echoes. 
RISHER, ANNA PRISCILLA 
17810 Dancing School. 
17812 Firefly March. 
17811 Merry Brook 
SABATHIL. F. 
17705 The Good Comrade 
17708 In Church. 
17704 In the Barnyard . 
17709 Boys at Play 
17703 In the Shadows 
17706 Playmates 
1 7707 Swallow’s Return 
17702 The Toy Horseman 
PIANO SOLOS 
SARTORIO, A. 
1 Angelic Harps. 
7 Memorial March . 
SCARMOLIN, A. LOUIS 
1 Whispers of Love. 
SCHATZ, L. 
1 Love’s Reproaches. 
SCHICK, HANS 
> On the Nile. Ill 
SCHUTT, EDWARD 
4 Toreador’s Song, from “Carmen” . VII 
THE COSTUME PARTY 
Characteristic Piano Pieces 
GRADE llbfe 
By WALTER WALLACE SMITH 
17423 Lillie Indian.40 
17741 Lillie Chinaman.50 
17871 Lillie Cowboy.41 
17872 Lillie Italian.30 
III .50 
IV .60 
Levee>CapershUnib 
SOUGHTON, R. S. 
7880 SongofArcady. 
Valse de Ballet. 
WEYTS, HENRY 
7688 Golden Spurs. 
WILLIAMS. FREDERICK A. 
7891 Beneath A Cottage Window. Op. 10 
7892 The Humming Bird, Op. 102. 
7893 Waltz of the Flowers, Op. 102. 
ZECKWER, CAMILLE W. 
PIANO DUETS 
17864 Love’s Sweet Longing. 
FEDERLEIN, GOTTLIEB 
17775 On Tin-Toe. 
STRELEZKI, A 
Gr. Price 
.. Ill.60 
PIANO STUDIES 
WARD. HERBERT RALPH 
17831 Ten Studies 
PIPE ORGAN 
GAUL. HARVEY B. 
17848 Hallelujah Chorus, from “Me 
LIEURANCE, THURLOW 
17860 By the Waters of Minnetonka 
17859 By Weecing Waters 
17861 Farewell! Cabin Mine 
17858 From Ghost Dance Canyon . 
17856 Wi-unh * Indian Lullaby 
MOS7.KOWSKI-B ARNES 
17767 From Foreign Lands No. 2. ( 
VIOLIN AND PIANO 
HAHN, FREDERICK 
(97* Scherzo Fantastique.... 
VOCAL SOLOS 
BARRELL, ALDEN 
! Evening Song. 
BEDFORD, HERBERT 
r On the Back of a Bee. 
HOSMER, E. S. 
i I Am Trusting Thee (high voice) 
r I Am Trusting Thee (low voice).. 
LEHMANN. LIZA 
I In Some SuM.mer Star. 
LIEURANCE, THURLOW 
i Star of Mine. 
ROMILLI, G. 
1 The Daisy’s Wish. 
> Love’s Token. 
RUEBUSH, WILL H. 
1 Dreaming in The Twilight. 
STOUGHTON, R. S. 
Z There is a Road that Lovers Know. 
TATE, ARTHUR F. 
7 That Cottage By The Sea 
7 When You Come To My Heart Agan high 
) When You Come To My Heart Again (low 
TERRY, ROBERT HUNTINGTON 
I Seek the Lord in Prayer. 
WOLCOTT, J. TRUMAN 
SACRED DUETS 
STULTS, K M. 
17876 How Sweet the N; (S. and A.). 
ANTHEMS 
t a L’Antique.. Ill .60 
WOMEN’S VOICES 
TWO-PART SONGS 
MARCHANT, A. W. 
20076 The Brookle 
20077 Butt J ercuos and Daisies.. 
3 Sons el Winter. 
MARZO, EDUARDO 
20097 Dak;. 
20099 Forget-Me-Not.,. 
20098 Rosebud . , . 
THREE-PART SONGS 
FOUR-PART SONGS 
20086 My Collie Boy 
7790 Somewhere in the Land of Dreams (low 
Visionsjof You (high voice)'... 
MARTIN, GEO. C. 
20102 Holiest, Breathe An Evening Blessing. . . 
MORRISON, R. S. 
20104 O Zion, that Bringest Good Tidings 
ret,.:.,-,..; 5 
STULTS, R. M. 
20112 The Herald Angels (Christmas). 
20103 He Shall Be Great (Christmas). . . 
20100 Triumphant Sion, Lilt Thy Head . 
I WITH THESE NUMBERS, ANY OF WHICH MAY BE HAD F 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
Music Publishers and Dealers 
Mail Order Music Supply House 
1710-12-14 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
IN 
W SANTA 
c.n CLAUS 
LAND 
A CHRISTMAS 
PLAT FOR GIRLS 
AND BOVS 
WORDS AND MUSIC 
Gertrude Martin 
Rohrer 
THEO. PRESSER Cl 
A LITTLE play admirably adapted for 
amateur use in Sunday School or day 
school entertainments. There is the 
suggestion all through that the children’s 
happiness depends largely upon their own 
efforts to help others. 1 h* properties, scenery 
and costumes are easily arranged and the 
dialogue is delightful. There are nine musical 
Sutor’s 
Note Spelling Book 
A Writing Book for f.earning 
the Notes 
By Adele Sutor 
Price, 50 cents 
This delightful little study and writing 
book deals with the notes only. It is 
the work of a successful teachei of many 
years’ experience. Children invariably 
have original ideas, and with a little en¬ 
couragement, find great delight in self- 
expression in making words, 
stories or tunes. 
Teaching Material 
Cheerfully Sent for Examination 
A LIBERAL PLAN EVERY TEACHER 
MAY PROFIT BY 
If you do not have in mind specific pieces j ust 
tell us on a postal how many pupils and the 
grades you desire to care for and our experts 
will send material with return privileoes. 
Details of our "On Sale” plan sent on request. 
Theodore Presser Co. :: Philadelphia. Pa. 
dream 
VOYAGE 
SONG BY 
Victor Young 
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LA DANSE DES LUTINS 
DANCE OF THE ELVES HERBERT RALPH WARD 
To be played alia breve, ill double time,two counts to the measure; very lightly and delicately. Grade 3. 
Tempo Rubato m.mJ = 108 5 , „ 5 4 
(Alfa brem) ?• A- At. • ? 1 S 2 . l . . L* 1 • 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co. British Copyright secured 
DECEMBER 1021 THE ETUDE Page SOS 
POMEGRANATE 
Copyright 1921 by Theo.Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
MARCH 
Copyright 1921 by Theo.Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
DECEMBER 1921 Rage 811 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co. 
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PETITE MAZURKA 
In semi-classic style neatly, harmonized and lying; well for small hands. Grade 2 JOSEPH J. Mc.GRATh 
the etude 
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TRIUMPHAL MARCH 
In .he breed end flowing 50 well 8oited „f ^ ^ ^ 
._—J 
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0HAB.au** WHERE CEDARS RISE thurlow LIEURaNcf 
From Mr. Lieurance’s new cycle of the great west entitled Green Timber. In this set of songs the thematic material is chiefly origin j 
dial) motives being introduced only occasionally for the sake of color. 
Andante moderato 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co. 
Note : The Echo may be omitted. 
British Copyright secured 
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SANTA CLAUS IS HERE F. JOSEPH BAYERL 
* Triangle „,,0—ot can p.ayed Ur.nghon, ». -M. an given in th, ln.roduc.ioni 
behind the stage. British Copyright secured 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co. 
Purge 818 DECEMBER 1921 THE ETUm 
w„IbyRB YOCJ CAME TO ME WITH LOVE 
An artistic love song: to be sung in a smooth and flowing manner, but with declamatory emphasis. ROBERT BRAlRg 
MnrlPT.ntrt ^vdolce 
it to yours and joy came from a - bove. You brought a mes-sage sweet,_ that held such joy di- vine,_And then I 
showed me then how sweet rould life be come to me. How won . hJI. L. 
And rare could all this wide world be. 
Copyright 1921 by Theo. Presser Co . 
British Copyrightsecured 
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letter Christmas ©ift? 
REMEMBER the delight you found when you 
first discovered The Etude? 
Why not give the same delight to some musi¬ 
cal friend this Yuletide? 
The Etude has influenced thousands of musical 
lives,—helped countless young folks. 
Send us two dollars now and we 
will announce your gift to your 
friend on Christmas morn with a 
beautiful card. 
The Music of the Moslem Maid 
Oriental music, as far as I see and un¬ 
derstand it, is a different thing entirely 
from the imitations of it which are given 
and accepted as “the real thing” over here. 
In the first place, the mentality of Orien¬ 
tals is entirely different from that of 
Europeans. Art is not encouraged by 
Islam, the religion of Egypt; the houses, 
even of the better class Egyptians, are 
noticeable for their almost entire lack of 
pictures, books, or ornaments. A few 
modernized and artistic spirits set at 
naught, it is true, those precepts of Mu¬ 
hammad which forbid the introduction of 
carved or pictorial images into their 
houses; but the greater part of the follow¬ 
ers of Islam strictly obey the injunctions 
of their Prophet. Music has no place in 
the Moslem religion; there is no singing 
or playing in the mosques. Love is al¬ 
most the entire theme of the Arabic 
words to which Egyptian music is set. 
And therein lies a very curious paradox. 
Love, as we understand it, is entirely 
unknown among the Egyptians; their 
marriages are arranged for them by their 
parents, and the contracting couple never 
see, or at least speak to, each other until 
the actual night when the marriage is con¬ 
summated. Family life among them is 
non-existent; if a man calls at an Egypt¬ 
ian house he is shown into the selamlik, 
or gentlemen’s reception-room; he does 
not see a woman; the servants themselves 
are men. The women live in the harem, 
or woman’s part of the house. Women 
are not allowed the same freedom as men, 
neither are they considered to be on an 
equality with them. 
I had a good many Egyptian lady piano 
pupils of high family, and always gave 
my lessons without supervision of any 
kind. No other man of any nationality, 
1 believe, has ever been allowed such priv¬ 
ileges. These ladies generally practiced 
well, and were much less stodgy and 
quicker to understand what was required 
of them than a great many European 
ladies. Some of them played Bach, Beet¬ 
hoven, and Chopin quite well, the latter 
composer being the general favorite. Of 
course, they never studied any Arabic mu¬ 
sic with me; but some of them took les¬ 
sons on the ‘ood,’ the favorite national in¬ 
strument—a kind of large mandoline or 
guitar and played with a plectrum—from 
native musicians. I had to give my les¬ 
sons in French, which they all speak ill 
addition to their native Arabic; very few 
of them understand English. Several of 
them confided to me their disgust with 
the present narrow existence of women in 
Oriental countries. One, a fine specimen 
of a lady in every way—young, striking- 
looking, elegant, well read, speaking four 
or five languages fluently (she Had two 
splendid grand pianos and a fine Bliithner 
upright)—told me that she had a horror 
of marriage with an Egyptian, as it 
would mean the entire curtailment of even 
as much liberty as she then possessed. 
Only this year she broke off the engage¬ 
ment which had been arranged for her by 
her relatives, and I should question if she 
ever marries at all.—Frederick Kitchener 
in the Monthly Musical News. 
“When You Do It, Mean It” 
By Sidney Bushell 
I came across tnat in a book the other 
day. It is certainly a fine slogan for the 
piano student; and I have adopted it for 
ray own use with excellent results, so pass 
When you are doing finger exercises, 
"mean it,” that, and nothing else. When 
you sit yourself down for your daily prac¬ 
tice, “mean it.” Let nothing else intrude 
during the whole hour, or whatever period 
you have determined upon. 
Did it ever strike you how significant is 
that corner-stone of musical endeavor— 
Perseverance? 
Not only does it mean stick-to-itiveness, 
but look again—Per-Severance—the shut¬ 
ting out of all but the thing in hand. 
That’s what Perseverance in music means— 
“When you do it, MEAN it.” 
IVERS & POND 
PIANOS 
If You Plan to Buy a Piano Send 
For Our Catalogue 
Without obligation or expense, 
this will put you in touch with 
one of the world’s largest fac¬ 
tories devoted exclusively to the 
production of high-grade pianos. 
Ivers & Pond pianos are pre¬ 
ferred and used in over 500 lead¬ 
ing educational institutions and 
nearly 70,000 homes. In tone- 
quality, durability, and design 
our latest models embody the 
experience of half a century and 
surpass all our previous achieve¬ 
ments in their appeal to cultured 
musical taste. 
The Rental Purchase Plan 
available with shipment direct from our factory wherever m the United States no 
dealer sells the Ivers & Pond, gives all the advantages in price and choice of a cash 
transaction with twelve, twenty-four or thirty-six months in which to complete pay¬ 
ment. For catalogue and full information, sign and mail the coupon now. 
IVERS & POND 
PIANO CO. 
141 Boylston Street 
BOSTON, MASS. 
A Definitely Effective 
Educational Toy 
That Builds MELODIES 
just as Alphabetical Blocks 
MELODY BLOCKS are neither a system nor a method, but an 
aid to the pleasant acquisition of knowledge by the child and a 
help in lightening the teaching.responsibilities of parent and teacher■. 
Under proper guidance m the beginning, MELODY BLOCKS help to 
a knowledge of sight reading, time, transposition, and frequently in¬ 
spire original composition. Being identical in width with the white key 
of the piano, the blocks representing the scale of C, with clef sign 
before, may be placed upon the piano keys, thus synchronizing the 
sight and sound impressions in the child’s mind. 
DESCRIPTION 
A set of MELODY BLOCKS contains 120 reversible, two-sided 
blocks, printed in black on white, wh.ch are capable of more 
than 1400 expressions. The symbols on the blocks include seven 
• s, in both clefs, five denon' 
of rests and fou 
spaces. They are pack 
box which contains i 
MELODY BOOK. Thi 
suggestions for the 
gayly dec ■ated cardboard 
I John Martin’s 
Price, post-paid, $2.50 
JOHN MARTIN’S BOOK HOUSE, 31 West 49th Street, New York City 
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Department for Voice and Vocal Teachers 
Edited by the Well-Known Voice Teacher 
KARLETON HACKETT 
“Thank You for Your Most Sweet VDices'"—SHAKESPEARE 
The Art of Making a Beautiful Tone 
[The following article has been arranged 
for the “Etude" from the far too little 
known work by Albert B. Bach entitled 
“The Principles of Singing.’’ The author 
in addition to being a successful bass 
baritone soloist at La Scala, in Milan, 
and at the Court Opera in Budapest, 
channels than the ordinary way of super¬ 
ficial breathing. Accordingly, by the 
first method a larger quantity of oxygen 
is introduced into the organism, we widen 
our chest, we strengthen our lungs, and 
we improve our digestion. The inspiration 
must be an imbibing, and the expiration 
distinguished as a lecturer upon Vocal a gradual flowing out rather than a rush- 
Physiology and on the History of Music, in Jn and puffing out of the 
His works upon the voice are regarded 
as classics because of their scholarly 
character and their practical usefulness. 
Editor of “The Etude.’’] 
Simple Breathing Exercises 
Life depends on breathing; singing on 
artistic breathing. The first breath is the 
beginning, the last, the end, of our life. 
The breath is like the oil in a lamp: just 
as the lamp ceases to give light when the 
oil is consumed, as in the same way the 
sound ceases whenever the breath is ex¬ 
hausted. In ordinary life we breathe in¬ 
voluntarily, for we breathe while we 
sleep; but for artistic singing we must 
study the art of breathing, so that .we 
may become able to sing a great deal 
with a small volume of breath; and the 
old Italian masters justly said, “The vir¬ 
tuoso in breathing is nearest to the vir¬ 
tuoso in singing.” The student should, 
above all, first distinguish between super- 
The best and simplest way to accustom 
one’s self to deep breathing is to stand 
upright, and, folding one’s hands on the 
top of the head, to draw in the air as 
gently and as deeply as possible, retaining 
it well down by the diaphragm for from 
ten to twenty seconds. I may also recom¬ 
mend the following as being to the pur¬ 
pose: Pass a stick through the bend of 
both the elbows, taking the arms well for¬ 
ward, and in this position breathe gently 
and deeply. By this procedure diaphrag¬ 
matic breathing is induced to a remark¬ 
able degree, whilst it is also conducive to 
a good carriage. 
The following two exercises are also 
advisable: Join the hands behind the back, 
carefully maintaining an erect posture, so 
that the shoulders are drawn well down, 
and breathe deeply. The second is, breathe 
deeply and slowly through the nostrils, 20 
to 40 times, during inspiration bring the 
the level of the shoulders, and 
ficial and deep breathing, and avoid the during expiration let them fall slowly 
former. We may occasionally use the na- down, 
tural light breath, if the nature of the What not to do 
The student should, as often as posible, 
breathe quietly through the nose, and re¬ 
tain the air in the lungs by contracting the 
diaphragm. The shoulders must never be 
composition allow it. This light breath 
the Italians call mezzo respiro, but this 
method of breathing requires no special 
study for its acquisition. 
Superficial or light breathing consists drawn up, only the chest is to expand and 
in the elevation of the upper ' ribs to arch out forward, and then the air 
and the breast-bone and collar-bone, and should be allowed steadily to stream forth 
is therefore sometimes called collar-bone for the formation of the tone. The expir- 
breathing. In this way but a small por- atory muscles must never force the air 
tion of air is taken in, and it goes, of against the vocal chords, but should allow 
course, no great distance beyond the it to flow out gradually, otherwise the voice 
windpipe. The breath remains constantly will tremble. If we force the air against 
close to the larynx, and makes the sing- the vocal chords they are disturbed, and 
ing strained and breathless, with an un- their regular wave-like vibrations are in- 
gainly heaving of the chest; and breath- terrupted; by this a shaking and trembling 
ing in this way makes one tired after a is produced, resembling that in an organ 
very short time. when the influx of the wind into the 
Instead of this injurious mode of mouthpieces of the pipes is too sudden and 
breathing, deep breathing is to be persis- vehement. We often hear amateurs who 
tently cultivated. To this end the lungs sing forte without producing a full or 
should be allowed to expand most freely pleasant tone, while with an artist even 
in the lower part of the chest, the dia- when singing piano, his tone is full and 
phragm being energetically contracted. In round. The secret is, that the latter allows 
this way a far greater amount of air no waste air to escape through the vocal 
rushes down into the lower lobes of chords without producing sound The 
the lungs, which then rest flat on the dia- amateur loses a great deal of breath with- 
phragm, than by the. gasping for air with out bringing the air into sounding vibra- 
the mouth which accompanies superficial 
breathing- 
Let the student diligently practise the 
art of firmly retaining, by the deeply de¬ 
pressed diaphragm, the breath thus ob¬ 
tained, and allowing as little as possible 
to escape upward. This healthy way of 
breathing, which strengthens not only the 
lungs but also the organs of digestion, 
should be practised daily in pure and 
fresh air, particularly in' the morning, 
n when one is not singing. 
One part of the air thus needlessly 
escapes, and the tone is consequently 
weak. If the singer, therefore, in producing 
a tone, uses too much air, his tone will lose 
in fullness and body, just as an oil-picture 
loses in beauty and clearness if the artist 
uses too much oil. 
The middle notes of our voice require 
the least air; the lowest and the highest 
notes require more. The ability to pro¬ 
duce a beautiful rich tone with the most 
moderate expenditure of breath betokens 
It is a matter of course that calm deep the artist, and every singer must aspire to 
breathing conveys more air into the air- this accomplishment. Methodical singing, 
since it effects an increase of the respira¬ 
tory capacity, is the best muscular exercise, 
and, in a relatively short time, does more 
for the invigoration of the lungs and for 
the increase of their volume than any form 
of athletic exercises- 
The singer’s first care must be for a 
constant and liberal supply of fresh air in 
the rooms he occupies; and still more at¬ 
tention ought to be paid by teachers in 
large schools to constant ventilation* and 
to the liberal supply of pure oxygenated 
An Enemy of Tuberculosis 
It has been proved that, in the case of 
singers, by the energetic and more com¬ 
plete ventilation of the lungs, not only is 
an increased oxygenation but also an in¬ 
creased decarbonisation of the blood 
effected. A larger percentage of carbonic 
acid has been discovered in a volume of 
air in which respiration by deep breathing 
had been kept up, than was found in an 
equal volume of air affected by respiration 
in shorter inhalations. 
Portamento, legato, and the messa di 
voce• (crescendo and decrescendo), require 
particularly quiet and deep breathing. 
These styles of singing, accordingly, in¬ 
crease both the oxygenation and the decar¬ 
bonisation of the blood. 
The regular daily practice of singing 
strengthens not only the lungs and the 
voice, but the whole constitution. The 
deaf and dumb have therefore a defective 
development of the thorax and the voice 
and are disposed to consumption, and the 
greater part of them depart from this life 
in their youthful days, after the breaking 
of the voice. Dr. Meissner gives a list of 
fifty-one pupils who died at the Leipzig 
Deaf and Dumb Institution; in forty-nine 
the cause of death is given, and in not less 
than thirty-two of these the cause was 
disease of the lungs. 
Not only for technical but also for sani¬ 
tary reasons should children from their 
seventh year sing daily vocal exercises 
within the compass of a sixth or an octave. 
The earlier in life a child begins to sing, 
the more easily and the sooner does he 
widen his thorax, the parts of which are 
in childhood cartilaginous, and therefore 
specially capable of expansion. The organ's 
of the voice have also at the early age the 
greatest flexibility and pliancy: through 
deep inspirations and full expirations they 
strengthen the inner parts, and the de- 
velopment of the inner organs is as im- 
portant for the health as that of the ex¬ 
ternal ones. Physicians have therefore re¬ 
commended singing at an early age as a 
remedy against consumption. 
Breathing-exercises should be engaged 
in also by persons troubled with phlegm, 
and a tendency to congestion of the lungs, 
these breathing-exercises do not only 
effect a thorough ventilation of the lungs 
and a clearing of the bronchial tubes from 
phlegm, but they also facilitate expectora- 
tion, and give the sufferer a peculiar feel¬ 
ing of relief and comfort in the cavity of 
the chest. 
The following results were obtained by 
Professor Monassain from an examination 
at the St. Petersburg hospital of 222 voca¬ 
lists. The relative as well as the absolute 
circumference of the chest in singers is 
larger than in those who do not sing, and 
it increases with the age and with the'time 
devoted to singing. The expansion of the 
chest and the vital capacity of the lungs 
are greater in singers than in other per¬ 
sons, and they likewise increase with age 
and practice. While catarrhal affections 
of the larynx are of frequent occurrence 
among vocalists, they arc seldom attacked 
by bronchitis. Very few vocalists die of 
consumption. Singing being, as it were, 
a gymnastic exercises of the lungs, is thus 
an excellent prophylactic for those who 
have a tendency to pulmonary diseases. 
The Correct Position of the Mouth 
A correct position of the mouth is one 
of the first conditions of the production of 
tone in singing. If the position Is faulty 
the timbre is muffled and obscured, the de¬ 
velopment of a refined tone is rendered 
impossible, and the voice is made unfit for 
artistic purposes. The cavity of the mouth 
might appropriately be called the “vowel- 
cavity," for we know from Helmholtz that 
the vowels are constituted by the harmonics 
peculiar to the cavity of the mouth, accord¬ 
ing to its different shapes, and that these 
harmonics are produced by the current of 
breath from the windpipe, and pitched at 
different heights by the different degree of 
tension of the vocal chqrds situated in the 
larnyx. Accordingly, what we call vowels 
is the timbre of the voice as resulting from 
the shape of the sounding vibrations in 
the cavity of the mouth in that peculiar 
form which it assumes for each vowel. It 
is impossible to fix upon a definite measure 
for the height of the aperture of the 
mouth, for this differs according as the 
mouth is small or large. The height of 
the cavity depends partly on tire structure 
of the mouth and partly on the different 
vowels we sing. Under no circumstances, 
however, should the mouth be opened 
either too much or too little; and if tye 
consult the laws of beauty respecting the 
appearance of the mouth, we should hay'e 
an eliptical opening . This position 
is best achieved if the lips are distended 
toward each side as if for a smile, and this 
condition can be most completely realised 
in singing the vowel a (ah). 
The upper teeth should become visible 
to about half their size, while the lower 
teeth should be almost completely cov¬ 
ered. The upper lip should accordingly 
be somewhat raised. We should guard 
against allowing the lips to cover and rest 
on the teeth, because they would then ab¬ 
sorb the tone like sponges, and make it 
sound dull. It is though the medium of 
the teeth that the metallic ring is imparted 
to the tone, and through the smiling posi¬ 
tion of the mouth that brightness and 
grace is lent to it, and this smiling posi¬ 
tion of the mouth at the same time gives 
an agreeable expression to the features. 
The position of the mouth here described 
is correct according to the rules of the 
art: the old Italian school made it one of 
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its axioms, and the best singing-schools of 
all countries have adopted it. 
The Different Modes of Attack 
A beautiful tone—I mean a tone fit for 
artistic purposes—must be free from all 
faulty sounds, and must therefore not have 
a guttural, palatal, nasal, noisy, or uncer¬ 
tain quality. Every note must ring out by 
itself, independent and clear, .and should 
never be pushed or forced. 
The old Italian masters used the phrase, 
“flare il tuono” (to spin the tone). Just 
as the spinner draws the thread off the 
spindle, so must the singer take or draw 
off the tone softly and carefully, and never 
force the air against the vocal chords. If 
the voice is exercised in a natural and ar¬ 
tistic way, it will remain fresh, soft, and 
flexible for a very long time; and there¬ 
fore the Italians used the phrase, “la voce 
ha buona pasta" (the voice is paste-like) 
—meaning, that just as from a good soft 
paste one can evolve every plastic form, 
so can a singer with a soft and flexible 
voice give form and life to his representa¬ 
tion of every vocal style. 
We have three different modes of attack, 
but it is advisable to begin with one of 
these, the soft attack, and only later should 
the pupil exercise the other modes. _ 
All vocal studies should begin with the 
improvement of the middle notes—those 
notes which everybody has received from 
nature, and which every one uses in con¬ 
versation. 
All voices should begin on the vowel o 
(ah), chiaro-oscura. In voices where the 
middle notes are too dark, it is advisable 
to let them sing the vowel a (ah) first 
chiaro and later on chiaro-oscuro. The 
vowel “ah” remains for ever the best foun¬ 
dation, the primary basis of all tone cul¬ 
ture. A fine and pure tone can thus be 
best produced, as all parts of the vocal ap¬ 
paratus are, while that vowel is being 
produced, in a natural, easy, and uncon¬ 
strained condition. The voice sounds on a 
(ah) fullest and most sonorous, because 
the tone-waves can move freely and easily. 
One should try to keep the tongue flat and 
quiet, and the soft palate raised. It is 
quite understood that we must also prac¬ 
tise the other vowels; but we should al¬ 
ways begin our studies on1 a (ah), because 
all faults and defects of sound are ob¬ 
served best on this vowel. 
Sing on the Edge of the Lips 
; The air must strike the hard roof of the 
mouth (the hard palate) above the teeth, 
as all notes should be formed in the front 
r of the mouth. 
• The old Italian masters said, "Bisogwa 
cantarc sul fior della labra”—“One must 
form the tone at the edge of the lips,” by 
which they meant that the tone should 
never lie formed in the back, but always 
in the front of the mouth. Formed in this 
way, the tone even in piano commands a 
greater range of distance. The principal 
singing-schools of France have also 
adopted this method, and they say, “II font 
avoir la voix sur le bout des levres.” As 
a proof, I mention only the great artists 
Faure, Lasalle, and DeReszke. Every 
country must adopt this method thac 
wishes to cultivate artistic singing. 
The theory of attack was first intro¬ 
duced by Pistochi (born 1659), and de¬ 
veloped by the school, of Bernacchi (born 
1690, died 1759) at Bologna. His pupils 
afterwards propagated his method- Caselh, 
pne of his latest pupils, taught this theory 
to the Court singer of Saxony, Johannes 
Miksch, who in his turn gave instructions 
to the celebrated Wilhelmina Schroder 
Devrient, Agnese Schebest, and the well- 
known teachers of singing, Mannstein, Sie- 
ter, etc., who have rendered great services 
jo vocal art. 
In the vowels o and u, the air takes a 
somewhat higher direction; in the vowels 
i and e, on the other hand, the air is di¬ 
rected somewhat nearer to the teeth. In 
other words: for the dark timbre the air 
is directed to the higher parts of the hard 
palate; for the clear timbre it is directed 
forwards, more towards the teeth. The 
method of attack is at the foundation of 
tone-formation, and on it depend all the 
conditions of beautiful tone; we should 
therefore regard it as the centre of the 
whole technique of singing, around which 
are grouped the different variations, “as 
in a drama the subordinate actors sur¬ 
round the hero.” 
When the pupil has acquired the right 
attack on “ah,” he will have no difficulty 
in directing the air for o and u somewhat 
higher, for i and e a little deeper. 
If the air is not concentrated and not 
carefully brought forward, or does not 
strike the hard roof of the mouth, but, on 
the contrary, is divided in the mouth, and 
partly directed aginst the soft palate, the 
nose, or the pharyngeal walls, then we per¬ 
ceive the faulty guttural, nasal, and pala¬ 
tal sounds. 
Proper Attack 
The art of attacking a note properly is 
to some individuals very easy; to others, 
again, it is very difficult: it depends on 
the formation and the whole structure of 
the organs used during singing. A singer . 
with a favorably constructed voice-appar¬ 
atus will have less difficulty than one with 
a faulty apparatus. A thick tongue, a long 
uvula, a less arched palate, makes it more 
difficult to produce a fine tone. But 
through careful study the student may ac¬ 
quire the power of governing the air, and 
can learn to concentrate and direct it in 
such a way that it will on all vowels strike 
at the right place, and never go astray- 
The right attack will in time become the 
pupil’s second nature so, that in perform¬ 
ing he will no longer think how to direct 
the air, and how to produce a pure tone; 
he will be only inspired and animated by 
the poet’s and composer’s high ideas, his 
soul will be full of celestial fire, and then 
he will sing with poetic rapture, with live¬ 
liness of imagination, and with enthusiasm. 
Three different modes of attack were 
taught in the old Italian schools, and these 
have been adopted also by the masters of 
the more modern Italian schools. The prin¬ 
cipal German and French schools, too, 
cultivate these three modes of attack, the 
grounds for their distinction having been 
established scientifically by German sa¬ 
vants. these determine the three modes, 
according as the glottis is either completely 
closed, or partly closed, or completely open 
previous to the act of forming the note. 
A note may be attacked in the following 
ways:— 
(а) It may be given well marked, vig¬ 
orously, and with determination, as if 
with a blow (com/> de la glotte) : this is 
effected by the perfect closure of the glot¬ 
tis previous to the act of forming the note, 
and the instantaneous opening and vibrat¬ 
ing of the glottis in that act. The glottis 
being suddenly opened, the vocal chords 
are caused to vibrate to the extent required 
for the production of the intended note. 
This mode of attack is called kehlschlag 
(coup de la glotte). Even in the use of 
this mode of attack, one must not force 
the air against the vocal chords, but should 
only cause a relatively larger and concen¬ 
trated amount of it to issue forth, the 
whole volume of which is to be put into 
sounding vibration, and none allowed to 
escape as waste air. 
(б) The second mode of attack is the 
breathed or aspirated one, somewhat like 
the sounding of the Greek vowel with the 
spiritus asper (’), or like an h prefixed to 
the vowel. This aspirate attack is effected 
by the perfect opening of the glottis pre¬ 
vious to the formation of the note, and by 
its assuming the shape demanded for the 
production of the note only during the is¬ 
sue of the air from the lungs. This mode 
“Laughing Roses” 
Words and Music by James Francis Cooke 
‘“The Last Word’ 
in Concert Songs” 
What the Lyceum Magazine 
has to say of this |song in a 
recent review by Clay Smith. 
“LAUGHING ROSES” (Pierrot’s 
Morning Song), words and music by 
James Francis Cooke, published by the 
Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
This is the last word in concert songs. It 
is of a good length and is sufficiently pre¬ 
tentious to grace the program of the 
biggest artist. The swinging melody 6 
melodious, and brings out every beauty 
of the poem dear thru to the strikingly 
brilliant climax. The setting for the 
most part is in a spirited 3-4 allegretto, 
changing to a few bars in a 6-8 allegro, 
then returning to a 3-4 presto for the last 
eight bars of the finale. Not since the 
day of Carmena has there been such a 
this type on the market. John Philip 
Sousa’s soloists are singing it this season. 
Mr. Cooke, the composer, is the writer 
of “Ole Car-lina,” which Galli-Curci has 
made famous, and I predict “Laughing 
Roses” will prove even more popular 
with the better singers. 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT ST., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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p throughout. 
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SIEGER 
rJ''HE gift of gifts—prized by all the family 
—is the superb Steger. It becomes a 
real part of the home, its lovely voice echoing 
the glad Christmas message all through the 
year. The Steger’s musical superiority—its 
beautiful tone and guaranteed durability— 
make it the ideal gift—the piano of greatest 
value. 
Write for the Steger Piano and 
Player-Piano Style Brochure and 
convenient terms. Steger dealers 
everywhere. 
STEGER & SONS 
Piano Manufacturing Company 
The Dolls 
Three Characteristic Pieces for 
the Piano 
BY 
CONSTANTIN STERNBERG 
—-- field and after a - 
graceful gamboling she plays upon her shepherd pipe. 
Very effectivewhen proper attention is given to the 
JACKEY—The Sailor Boy Doll 
Catalog No. 15871—Grade 3—Price, 40 cents 
of longing for home. In the allegro parts the left hand 
maintains a sharp staccato and some excellent teach¬ 
ing points come up in the andante part when the right 
hand should play with a round ringing tone while die 
left is judiciously supported by pedalling. 
CHING LING—The Chinese Doll 
Catalog No. 15372—Grade 3—Price, 40 cents 
A clever contrast between the Oriental and the 
Occidental. The melody adheres to the Chinese scale 
while the accompaniment is Occidental The doll is 
invited to change from the Chinese Dance to die 
American way and the gracefulness of the waltz is 
introduced for a few measures. 
Any of the Above may be had for Examination. 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
A Phonograph Recording Laboratory 
has added a new department to 
their activities and can offer to mu¬ 
sical artists a personal phonograph 
record of their own work for a 
nominal charge. $35.00 will cover 
recording and one dozen records 
For particula s address Personal 
Phonograph Record Dept., care of 
Electric Recording Laboratories, 
Inc., 010 Fifth Avenue, New York. 
of attack may be employed by voices of 
every class, but especially by tenors and 
high sopranos- It is used chiefly in fal¬ 
setto; but it may also be resorted to with 
great effect in singing chest-notes, if the 
character of the piece to be sung admits 
of its application. 
(c) The third mode of attack is the one 
employed in mcssa di voce. Here the at¬ 
tack is effected neither by the instantan¬ 
eous opening of the glottis, nor by the 
sudden and powerful expulsion of the air, 
but by the glottis having assumed the shape 
requisite for the formation of the note a 
moment before the air begins to issue 
gently from the lungs. The notes are 
started very softly and delicately, and are 
sung in a gradual crescendo. This third 
method is called the soft attack. The sing- 
ger has to practice all these three modes of 
attack,—for in rendering a slumber-song, 
he must not sing with a firm and marked 
attack; nor must he employ the aspirate 
one when he wishes to give full effect to 
a martial melody. 
Annoying Accessory Sounds 
These arise from a diversion, at some 
point, of the tone from its proper and di¬ 
rect course, whereby it is deteriorated 
and marred in its beauty. The commonest 
of these accessory sounds are designated 
from the region at which the tone is 
diverted from its course; thus we have nasal 
natural and palatal tone. 
Nasal sounds arise from the insufficient 
elevation of the soft palate and uvula, and 
the consequent imperfect closure of the 
choanae (internal nasal cavities),by which 
imperfect closure a part of the air is al¬ 
lowed to escape through the nose: a nasal 
sound may also arise from an undue eleva¬ 
tion of the tongue towards its root, by 
which the tone is diverted into the nasal 
cavities. This fault is best cured by exe¬ 
cuting before a looking-glass, and with a 
moderately open position of the mouth, 
the operation of raising the soft palate, 
and at the same time maintaining a level 
position of the tongue, so that it gently 
touches the lower teeth. Subsequent to 
this exercise, which may be repeated be¬ 
fore the glass a few times daily, let the 
syllable di di di be sung from ten to 
twenty times on notes of the middle reg¬ 
ister. We choose this syllable because 
the consonant d promotes a forward di¬ 
rection of the tongue, and the i (ee) in¬ 
duces the most effective raising of the 
soft palate. 
Gutteral Sounds 
Guttural sounds have two causes; either 
the wind-pipe is pressed and strained by 
forcing the breath and using it too vio¬ 
lently, or the epiglottis is not sufficiently 
raised, owing to which the tone rebounds 
from it, and is thrown back into the wind¬ 
pipe. In most cases an unsteady position 
of the tongue or an insufficient restraining 
of the breath creates the mischief. The 
guttural sound very often occurs with 
singers possessing a low voice, when they 
are anxious to give particular power to 
their lowest notes, and they imagine they 
can effect this by an unnatural depression 
of the larynx; this, however, produces a 
contraction and compression, of the throat, 
which deprives the tone of all beauty and 
freedom. Though the low notes may 
thereby gain in power and depth, the tone 
will always be unlovely, and will remind 
one of the lowing of certain domestic ani¬ 
mals. Besides, this unnatural forcing of 
tone in a short time affects and spoils the 
notes of the middle register, and ultim¬ 
ately the higher notes also. 
A guttural sound arises also in the pro¬ 
duction of high notes, when the epiglottis 
too closely approaches the windpipe, so that 
it deadens the tone at its very formation, 
and prevents its forward progress. This 
mostly occurs when the vowels are not 
taken open enough, and the fault is only 
to be remedied by giving the tongue as 
much as possible a forward direction, by 
which the raising of the epiglottis is pro¬ 
moted, especially if, instead of the close or 
obscure timbre, one more of the nature of 
chiaro is adopted. It is further very con¬ 
ductive to the purity of sound to sing 
exercises on words like glad, sad, etc.; as 
it will be remembered, from the chapter 
treating of the anatomy of the larynx, that 
the epiglottis is raised highest in the pro¬ 
duction of the vowel a, and that it is only" 
in this position that it permits the vocal 
chords to be seen in their entire length. . 
An unnatural position of the head likewise 
mars the tone, and bending unduly forward 
is apt to make the notes sound as if 
squeezed out. 
The old Italian school held an incorrect 
management of the breath to he the cause 
of the guttural sound; yet I think Garcia 
gives the truest explanation when he 
maintains that the epiglottis is too much 
depressed, and thus presses on the wind¬ 
pipe. 
Palatal sounds arise from an upward 
arching of the tongue, by which the tone 
is diverted towards the soft palate, and is 
prevented from striking the proper part of 
the hard palate close above the teeth. 
Here, again, the want of a quiet position 
of the tongue is the cause of faulty tone; 
and the unpleasant palatal sound must here 
also be prevented by keeping the tongue in 
a level position, with its point gently 
touching the lower teeth, and thus allow¬ 
ing the concentrated jet of tone to strike 
the hard palate alone. 
Palatal Sounds 
The palatal sounds may also he occa¬ 
sioned by a sideward pressure of the ton¬ 
sils on the larynx, which impedes the 
muscular action and free vibrations of the 
vocal chords; and this fault may be ob¬ 
viated by singing exercises alternately on 
loo and loh, by which the throat may be 
gradually widened. To understand the 
nature of this process, we should observe 
the following: too clear a timbre is apt to 
induce a squeezed sound, because it is con¬ 
nected with a contraction of the posterior 
cavity of the mouth, owing to the tonsils 
to _ closely approaching the larynx. In 
voices of every description, too clear a 
timbre is the result of an open position of 
mouth and the contraction of the lower 
cavity of the throat. If, on the other 
•hand, the’ aperture of the mouth is con¬ 
tracted aiM the cavity of the throat is ex¬ 
tended, the obscure timbre is produced— 
as, for instance, on the vowels oo and oh. 
A palatal enunciation makes singing an 
exertion, and soon fatigues even the most 
powerful voice; besides, it makes it ab¬ 
solutely impossible to pronounce the 
words with even moderate distinctness. 
But its worst consequence is the loss of 
the voice after very few years. All un¬ 
natural muscular action impedes singing 
and ruins the voice. Only that method is 
correct which renders singing gradually 
more and more easy, and makes it a 
pleasure both to the singer and to those 
listening to him. 
Harriet’s Vacuum Cleaner 
By Rena I. Carver 
E when addressing 
Harriets father was a contractor and pitted. Our recent task of installing 
builder and she was very much interested suites of furniture and rugs (Harriet1! 
h'S w°rk' At Ha,rnet s ,fir.t,p!ano, ,es" repertor-v of Pre«y Pieces) brought up the 
sons we drew up a plan and laid the foun- subject of sweeping, dusting i e brush 
dation for our permanent musical home, ing up and polishing the little mistakes 
Such progress has been made that the that will creep in. So now we use the 
i- vacuum cleaner regularly. 
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A VALUABLE CHRISTMAS 
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Thousands of Dollars 
are spent on singing lessons. There are 
thousands of teachers, but very feu) teach 
how to produce a correctly placed tone. 
GET THIS NEW BOOK! 
Practical Natural 
Common Sense 
Voice Technique 
By GUIDO FERRARI 
Teacher of Singing 
"a'SBfBBBW 
A BEAUTIFUL NATURAL FREE TONE 
understood by any one. the development of'a 
good, clear and resonant voice. A complete 
study of tone production. Illustrations and 
explanations show fully and accurately the 
correct position of the mouth and tongue. 
Fully explains breath control. It teaches how 
^CHRISTMAS CASH PRICE $5.00 
GUIDO FERRARI 
Presser Bldg., 1714 Chastnul St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Arthur de Guichard 
TEACHER OF SINGING 
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Graded Studies 
IN 
Sight Singing 
By G. VIEHL 
A Graded and Progressive 
Method Leading to a De¬ 
velopment of an Ability to 
In terpret and Mentally Hear 
Printed Music, Without the 
Aid of an Instrument. 
This work is suitable for individual or class 
instruction. The studies are arranged in a 
progressive manner leading one through all 
the phases of Sight Singing in a thorough 
and interesting manner. The latter part of 
the book ia devoted to mircellaneous part 
songs that make this work ideal for class work 
in schools and colleges. 
Price, 75c 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
1710-1712-1714 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 
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Question and Answer Department 
Conducted by Arthur de Guichard - 
Always send your full 
been neglected. 
Only your Initials 
Make your questlo 
and address. No questions will be answered when this has 
chosen nom de plume will be printed. 
to the greater jr of ETUDE readers will n. 
q.—May I use the pedal when practising 
scales and arpeggiost How fast should I 
play these! Which are harder, scales or ■ arpeggios—I mean which require more 
practice !—Gertie, Phila, Pa. 
A._Leave the pedal severely alone when 
practising scales and arpeggios; you will 
thus acquire greater clearness and precision 
_.whereas the use of the pedal would but 
tend to obscure and confuse sounds. For 
the arpeggios, however, when you have them 
mechanically correct, you might use the 
pedal, playing legato and pp. as delicately 
as possible, hut taking care to release the 
pedal with each change of harmony. Ar¬ 
peggios require more practice. 
Metronome in Studies. 
Q.—I find it almost impossible to play my 
studies and pieces up to the time as indi¬ 
cated for the metronome, especially in 
Czerny and Cramer. What must 1 do!— 
Ernest. Pensacola, Fla. 
A.—Do not attempt to play at the speed 
indicated, until you have completely mas¬ 
tered the technic. The best way to succeed 
the MM. time, is to begin 
the I 
and' then, as you gain precision and speed, 
gradual!v iner'ease the pace to the required 
time. For instance : a Cramer study mark¬ 
ed 126 should be practised at 100, then at 
101, then 108 and so on, until you have at¬ 
tained the speed indicated. 
Chromatic Scale. 
Q.—What is the correct manner of writ¬ 
ing a chromatic scale! Ida A., Plainfield 
St. 
A,—There is a great difference of opinion 
among composers as to the writing of this 
scale. For the purpose of easy reading, It 
is best to make ascending chromatic altera¬ 
tions with sharps and the descending alter¬ 
ations with flats. It is therefore fiuite cor¬ 
rect to use a sharp for each ascending 
chromatic half-step, and a flat for each de¬ 
scending half-step. Sir Charles IT. Parry 
recommends the following, in order to keep 
within the key : C, Dh, D, Eb, E, F, Ft. G. 
Ab, A. Eh, B, C. This is very good, but it 
is not on aid to the singer who, when he 
s§es a sharp or a flat, is inclined to go up c* 
Sound Rapidity. Q.—How fast does sound travel! What 
is the highest note possible to be heardt— 
Chbistne, Back Bay, Mass. 
A.—Sound travels through the air at 
1100 feet per second, much faster in water, 
and some sixteen times faster through other 
media. The pitch of a note depends upon 
the number of its vibrations per second. 
The lowest note that may be heard vibrates 
about 16 times per second: less than that, 
no note is heard. The highest audible note 
is four octaves higher than the highest Eb 
on the piano. The greatest range of sounds 
i|| p may hear is from 16 vibration" 
tal interlude between verses of a song o 
other vocal composition. 6 
N. Y. 
UAA’T7Fra?ii 5™fla (1709), born at Star# Benatky, in Bohemia, was the head of a 
remarkable family of musicians which en- joyed good reputation and popular vogue 
all through the 18th centnry down to the 
JC5Lii36, FranZ TP8 a violin virtuoso and a fertile composer for his instrument. He 
is said to have been one of the most re¬ 
markable representatives of the so-called 
Berlin school. His brothers Johann ▼iolintat, Georg (1722) and Joseph (1724) all born m the same city and all 
remarkable as musicians, musical directors 
and composers. Friedrich Wilhelm Hein¬ 
rich (1745), son of Franz, born at Pots¬ 
dam, was an excellent musician, violinist, 
pianist and organist, musician to the king 
until 1810, when he died. Friedrich Lud- 
wtg (1746), son of Georg, born at Gotha, 
violinist and composer; finally, Karl Her¬ 
mann Heinrich, son of Friedrich Wilhelm 
Heinrich and grandson of Franz, also born 
at Potsdam, was a prolific composer, born 
in 1748 and did not die until 1836. Truly 
p.—Will you, please, explain to me the 
difference between the various categories of 
voices: soprano and mezzo-soprano; con¬ 
tralto and mezzo-contralto; tenor and bar¬ 
itone and bass, etc!—Professional, Pitts¬ 
burg, Pa. 
A.—That which determines the difference 
between voices is not a matter of compass, 
range (difference of pitch—high notes or 
low notes), but it is a matter of quality (timbre), color (klang-farbe), weight. 
Soprano (high or lyric or coloratura) has 
the thinnest, lightest quality—range from 
middle C to C in alt, two octaves, and even 
up to F and Fjf In alt; Mezzo-Soprano is 
heavier fuller in quality than the soprano— 
range from B|? below middle C to Bb two oc¬ 
taves higher (this voice is practically the- 
same as a Dramatic soprano) ; the Contral¬ 
to is the fullest, heaviest of the female 
voices—range from F of the bass clef to A,, 
first leger line above the G. clgf; the Mezzo- 
contralto may have about the same range, 
but it Is lighter in quality and It lacks the 
captivating mellowness of the contralto ;the 
Baritone is heavier than the tenor and 
lighter than the bass—range from Ab (first 
space F clef) to G of the G clef—the real 
baritone approaches nearer to the tenor 
than the bass, though his tones are more 
virile; the Basso-cantante (singing bass) is 
much heavier than the baritone, the same 
difference existing between it and the tenor 
as between the contralto and high soprano 
—range from F below the bass stave to F, 
first space in G clef; the Basso profundo. 
the heaviest of all voices, has a range from 
D below the bass stave, or even lower (Rus¬ 
sian and African voices go to the A below 
low C), to D above the stave. 
Harmony and Counterpoint. 
Q.—Which is Older, Harmony or Count¬ 
erpoint! Or were they not simultaneous in 
’ - and growth!—Edward F., St. Louis, 
d and Orchestra. 
—What is the chief difference between 
‘—Elmer C., Flint, 
. A.—A band consists of wind and percus¬ 
sion instruments; to these are added 
stringed instruments for the orchestra. 
The band consists of flutes, piccolos, oboes, 
Clahnets, bassoons, sarrusophones, saxo¬ 
phones, trumpets, cornets, horns, trom¬ 
bones, tubas, drums, cymbals, triangle, 
l.XtCPht°oB 
Q,—Please state the meaning of over¬ 
ture, prelude, postlude, symphony.—Dwight 
New York City. 
A—Overture, from the French ouverturc, 
opening, is the opening movement of an op- 
sra or other composition; prelude (latin, 
Pre before, and ludere to play) to play be- 
a„"d Postlude (latin, post, after) to 
after are compositions played before 
ter a work or ceremony; symphony 
t tireek, symphonia, simultaneous sounding) 
*..a*sonata for foil orchestra—the word 
was formerly used for the brief instrumen- 
Mo. 
A.—Counterpoint is much older than Har¬ 
mony. Harmony as we understand it, be¬ 
gan to be cultivated about the year 1600: 
its many changes and developments date 
from then. Counterpoint goes back to the 
existence of the Organum, which was the 
oldest manner of making music in several 
parts or voices. Hucbald, a monk of Tour- 
nay (840 to 930 or 932, lived about 92 
vears), was the first to establish a parallel 
movement between different voices,-—pro¬ 
ceeding in parallel 4ths, 5ths, or 8ves. The 
term counterpount (contrapunctus) appeared 
for the first time about the year 1300, grad¬ 
ually taking the place of the ancient Organ- 
dim and preferring the use of sixths and of 
thirds to fifths and octaves. It is worth 
nothing as the great difference between the 
two. that counterpoint is considered and ex¬ 
amined horizontally (that is, melodically) 
and as between voiees, while harmony is con¬ 
sidered perpendicularly - *- «■" — 
a of chords. 
Q.—What is the i 
"pause!’’ Is ■>» 
Reginald, Detroit, Mich 
s to the construe- 
wgi . en. 
4_The meaning depends upon the lang- 
ace you employ. “Pause ’ in German 
Italian, “pausa”) means silene^or rest; AiaiACA , n- “nBllfift” IS a Sign 
Style F Grand 
The quality of its tone enraptures 
the heart as its beauty of con¬ 
struction delights the eye. 
SCH0MACKER PIANO COMPANY 
ESTABLISHED 1838 
Philadelphia, - Pa. 
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THE ETUDE 
If is true beyond question that every 
organist should obtain an all-round prac¬ 
tical knowledge of the instrument. It 
ought to be included in his regular train¬ 
ing, and there should be some way of 
giving him credit for it. This knowledge 
will help him in two ways. He will learn 
much from what can be seen and heard 
at the keydesk, but still more by exam¬ 
ining the internal structure and the system 
of both mechanism and pipes. There is 
no substitute for the first hand informa¬ 
tion thus acquired, for without it the organ¬ 
ist will be unable to decide many impor¬ 
tant matters which may be submitted 
to him from time to time. 
What does such practical knowledge 
imply? What information must he se¬ 
cure? I wish to consider the different 
problems to be mastered, merely indi¬ 
cating them and suggesting some of the 
conclusions he may reach, — and avoid. 
Wind 
First of all, he should trace the pro¬ 
cess of supplying and using air in the 
organ. “Air” and “wind” are not strictly 
synonymous. Wind is air under pressure' 
— and this is true in nature as well 
as in organs. Is the air supplied by 
feeders in the organ chamber, or is it 
forced in by a rotary blower, and if so 
where does it come from? When it is 
obtained how is it stored? What regu¬ 
lates the supply? How is the wind dis¬ 
tributed to the various divisions of the 
organ? How do we keep the wind steady? 
Key Action 
The organist will naturally follow his 
study of wind by some inquiry into the 
key action of the organ. Here he should 
employ the historical method, and master 
the exact principle of the direct tracker 
action, where there is mechanical con¬ 
nection between the pipe valve (in this 
case called a pallet) and the key. The 
earliest development of pneumatic action 
was directed- toward the lightening and 
equalizing of the touch, thus reducing the 
pressure on the key required to open a 
large pallet. Later on, the pneumatic lever 
was applied to ^he far larger problem — 
that of avoiding an increase of the touch 
when coupling one manual to another, and 
finally electricity has lent its magic and 
now all things are possible in the way of 
key control. With this marvelous develop¬ 
ment of the action of the organ the 
organist must be entirely familiar. He 
must know how modern pneumatic and 
electro-pneumatic actions work, — where 
the contacts are in the latter, and also 
how • the electric current is supplied for 
their operation. He should also learn the 
system of the various coupler actions. 
Are they entirely electric or are they 
partly pneumatic; are they always “on” 
unless disconnected or are they operated 
by a positive motion? In other v^ords, 
are cyphers or silent notes more to be 
feared ? ** , 
The next department is the chest, which 
is the structure on which the pipes stand. 
In organs with mechanical control the 
chest is entirely open, and above it each 
note has its own channel partitioned off 
from the front to the back of the chest, 
and shut off from the chest by the pallet. 
The organist should be able to sketch 
this structure diagrammatically. He will 
thus learn why a slide or tracker chest 
cyphers in every stop, when one note 
continues to speak. 
The use of pneumatic mechanism made 
it possible to separate each stop on the 
chest from the others and to give each 
pipe a small separate pallet operated 
pneumatically. On a ten-stop chest ten 
small pneumatics, would do the work of 
the large pallet, and these would be con¬ 
trolled through pneumatic ducts or 
“grooves” by an intermediate or primary 
pneumatic at the front of the chest. The 
connection from this point to the keydesk 
was at first mechanical, and this system 
was developed in the early Roosevelt 
organs, which had pneumatic chest' with 
tracker action. The separate stop chests 
enabled the wind to be on or off each 
stop as the organist used it or not, and 
also gave much steadier wind under all 
conditions. 
Ventils 
While in most chests of this type each 
stop was controlled by admitting or shut¬ 
ting off its own wind supply separately, 
there were some in which the advantage 
obtained from this separation was ignored 
and the wind was always “on” as soon 
as the power was turned on. This sys¬ 
tem is in use in many organs today. 
Here the speech of a stop is controlled 
by interrupting the pneumatic action be¬ 
tween the pallet and the groove. It has 
the disadvantage that 61 motions control 
the stop, instead of one, and as mentioned 
above, any accident to one stop would 
disable the entire chest. 
Pipes and Acoustics 
In order to obviate this some organs 
have been provided with “ventils,” which 
independently cut off the wind from a 
group of stops. While not common here 
these ventils are an integral part of the 
French organs. There the changes in 
registration are prepared by drawing al¬ 
most all the combinations you are likely 
to want, and bringing them into oper¬ 
ation by means of a series of ventil 
pedals. For example, you may have drawn 
the Great reeds for future use. When 
you actually want them you press the 
appropriate pedal, which opens the ventil 
admitting wind to those stops. It is 
interesting to notice that in the separate 
stop chest where the wind is not on un¬ 
til the stop is drawn the action of the 
stop is exactly that of the French ventil. 
It is most important that the organist 
become thoroughly familiar with chest 
structure, particularly in view of the 
great increase in the use of duplex or 
compound chests. 
The organist should also make a study 
of acoustics — so that he may under¬ 
stand how an organ pipe produces tone. 
The following questions will be sug¬ 
gestive. 
(a) What is a sound wave? How does 
it differ from light and heat waves in 
form? How does the ear detect it and 
catch differences of pitch? What are 
“upper partials” ? How do they affect 
tone color? How are different upper 
partials induced in organ pipes? 
(b) Why is a stopped pipe approxi¬ 
mately one-half the length of an open 
pipe of the same pitch? Why is a large 
scaled open pipe shorter than one of 
small scale of the same pitch? Where 
are the nodes in an open and stopped pipe ? 
What is the principal of a harmonic pipe? 
What stops contain these pipes? Why 
are they used? 
(c) Of what materials are pipes con¬ 
structed? What is the influence of scale 
and material on tone? 
(d) What methods and materials are 
employed in completing the basses of 
open stops? This should be studied his¬ 
torically, so that the stopped, grooved 
or common basses formerly employed 
may be well understood. How is the 
normal scale influenced when a bass is 
extended on the Pedal organ? Is the 
manuel use of such a stop interfered with? 
(e) Suppose you are standing on a 
passage-board. What stops can you rec¬ 
ognize? How are the pipes planted or 
arranged on the chest? In what order 
are the stops set? Are the reed stops 
well placed, and are they accessible? 
(f) If you are in a swell box other 
. problems come up relating to the amount 
of tone absorbed by it. How large is the 
area of the shutters? How are they 
operated? Locate the connections. Are 
your swell boxes or chambers effective 
or not? What can you do in case of 
greatly restricted height? 
It so often happens that while the 
area for the organ is no greater than 
it should be, the height is not sufficient 
for one chest to be placed above another, 
unless the swell boxes can be made much 
lower than usual. Until the last few 
years this made it necessary either to 
employ stopped pipes or to miter the open 
pipes, thus spoiling the resonance of the 
box, and making it very hard to reach 
any pipes that require attention. 
Open Toned Basses 
By a recent invention both these expe¬ 
dients are rendered unnecessary, and you 
can secure open toned basses in about 
one-half the height otherwise needed, of 
an extremely prompt speech, and with 
the additional advantage of not requiring 
any considerable head-room over them. 
Credit for this is due to Wm. E. Haskell, 
who has developed a large number of 
applications of it, even to the treatment 
of reed bodies so' that a Cornopean pipe 
of 8 ft. pitch stands in a box 5 ft. 6 in. 
high, without the usual mitering. 
Organ Tone 
This knowledge of the physical con¬ 
ditions of pipe speech will greatly assist 
you in the keener discrimination of 
organ tones. You will be helped by con¬ 
stant hearing and analysis of orchestral 
music. In what tone colors is the organ 
supreme? Did the old organs satisfy 
our modern requirements? Take for ex¬ 
ample some fine old instrument which 
you and your people cherish. Tear away 
the sentiment and associations, and the 
influence of perfect familiarity, apd 
what is left? Surely there are many 
points to copy and avoid. Its founda¬ 
tion tones certainly blended. There were 
no extreme solo stops, and no biting 
strings — indeed there was nothing we 
should now recognize as a string. Great 
care was put into the voicing of the 
various stops — due partly to the low pres¬ 
sure used — the mechanical accessories 
were of course crude, but the pipe total 
was large, and so were many of the 
scales employed. 
You will miss the lesson of the large 
amount of mutation and mixture work to 
be found on such organs if you cut out 
all such stops from the modern schemes. 
To make the full organ tone brilliajrtt, 
without being screamy as were the older 
organs, is a great responsibility. As far 
as pressure and weight of scale goes the 
problem is being met magnificently in the 
diapasons and heavy flutes and reeds, but 
it would be a mistake to rely entirely on 
multiplicity of couplers for the desired 
effect. 
A Special Science 
The making of a fine organ specification 
is a special science. It requires the co¬ 
operation of a skilled organist and an 
artistic builder. Just as the same cooking 
recipe may be given to several cooks, who 
will however produce quite varied re¬ 
sults from it, so the same organ scheme 
will sound very different as planned and 
constructed by various builders. Hav¬ 
ing laid out the scheme in general, there¬ 
fore, you should be willing to modify it 
on final consultation with the builder, 
making use of the best features of his 
system of voicing. 
This leads to the most important point 
that whatever else your organ builder can 
dc he must be an artist in voicing. He 
must have a complete and practical know¬ 
ledge of the production of tone, and he 
must treat your problem individually with 
the idea of producing a normal and proper 
result under the best conditions you can 
give him. You will reach your goal only 
with the aid of such an artist. In judging 
of him see how he values care in voicing. 
See what original work he has done in 
tone production. See what he is proudest 
of in his work, and determine if his sym¬ 
pathy with your ideals will enable him to 
carry them out. Above all, trust him 
fully, give him your confidence, for in this 
way will his services be of the greatest 
value. 
One Common Mistake 
One mistake about the modern organ is 
to suppose that “full organ” is obtained 
by using every stop. Not all our solo 
stops are useful in combination, particu¬ 
larly the keener strings, celestes, etc. On 
the other hand, we must frame our organ 
schemes so that they may “build up” well, 
as no organ can afford'to fail in this re¬ 
spect. 
THE etude 
(AUSTIN ORGANS) 
'“1 /CONTRACT for the 145 stop * 
massive organ for the East¬ 
man Conservatory at Rochester 
came to Austin after a thorough 
and patient investigation by an 
expert committee. This contract is 
one of the highest encomiums ever 
bestowed upon the Austin Com¬ 
pany. 
AUSTIN ORGAN CO. 
156 Woodland St. Hartford, Conn. 
It is much easier to obtain a fine family effectively controlled would out- 
Organ Students 
may obtain 
FREE SCHOLARSHIPS 
at the 
Guilm&nt Organ Scbool 
Write for Information 
Competition October 7th 
17 East Eleventh St., New York 
cendo with our increased use of expressive strip the older organ, and would take up 
divisions. All organists require a far far less space. 
larger proportion of the stops enclosed But, as seen above, the tendency of mo- 
than formerly, though most of us are not dern organ building is toward character- 
ready to abandon the “direct action” ob- istic voicing, and as long as artistic voices 
tained by the retention of some stops 
open chests. We may note that the exuv. uuu, ..... «...——-- - - 
proportion of expressive to non-expressive scheme will not allure. The purchaser will 
stops varies greatly according to the size, weigh carefully what tones he wants to 
conditions of installation and purpose of buy, and then see what duplication of 
the instrument. In concert and chamber stops can be legitimately avoided through 
organs the situation may be quite different duplication of mechanism, 
from that in certain churches. I would add that the fact is often lost 
The use of swell boxes has been aided by sight of that all these borrowings cost 
our improved mechanism. It used to be money,— the unit system by far the most 
the boast that our electric swell pedals —but an appreciable amount in any event, 
were actually the equal of the mechanical The organist should know just how much 
pedals—but the truth is that they greatly they cost, so that he may decide intelli- 
excel them, and by means of electro-pneu- gently how. to spend the money at his dis- 
matics we can move swell shades of such posal. I hope that these remarks may sti- 
weight and area as could not be controll- mulate him to a very searching inquiry, 
ed at all without its aid. Having suggested some of the general 
May I add in passing that every organ- facts about the organ and its history that 
ist should know how his organ sounds in the organist ought to know, we will now 
the building, both in solo work and when consider three situations when he will be 
accompanying the choir. The only charit- aye to apply this knowledge to his own 
able explanation of some church organ instrument. They are when he is entrust- 
playing is that the organist does not rea- e(; with its purchase, when he is respons- 
lize how it sounds. Nothing can be of ;b]e for its care, and when he is urging its 
greater help to him than to get some rebuilding or renovation, 
friend to play the various stops and 
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The Emmons Howard Organ Co. 
WESTFIELD, MASS. 
binations and then hear their effect from 
the back of the church, especially when it 
is well filled with people. 
Duplex Chests 
Every organist should thoroughly r 
Purchase 
The purchase of 
every opportunity to show what he has 
learned. The chance may come at any 
time,—unexpectedly. The night is dark, 
and the old organ holds out forever, but 
what is involved in the principle of the jay will dawn, and a new one will 
duplex mechanism. Where can we “inter- come j,js way | How glad he will be that 
change” to advantage? Where is it dan- hf doeg not have to hurriedly < 
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of what my quick Wrinkle-Method 
as accomplished tor myself and hundreds of women 
ow admired and beautiful. I have thousands of letters 
•om women In every walk of life, actresses, society 
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_I _1 Up 
gerous? Where is it misleading? What about the elements 0f organ construction, 
does it actually cost? Is its mechanism ^ that he can discuss these matters ;n_ 
reliaMe? How are the special features of with those in charge, 
its construction applied to each of the well- this ;tion there are three 
known forms of chest? , . J , < i 
The principle of duplication has several h«ts whlch helP „ .. . _ 
applications. For example, a group of Conspire with or against *e architect so 
stops may be used on two manuals. Thus as to avoid a freak organ chamber, and to 
or a small three manual organ the Choir secure proper conditions for housing and 
organ may be derived from a modified blowing the instrument. I dare not enlarge 
Great. Again, the Pedal organ may be on this point, important as it is; but ob- 
given greater variety (but not more pow- viously the area, the form of the roof, the 
er) by borrowing from several manual shape and size of the tone openings, and 
units; or else the manual duplication may even the surface of the walls of the cham- 
also be augmentation, usually in single her should be thoroughly determined. Then 
stops. the organ builders will not discover when 
Lastly we arrive at the Unit system; jt js t00 jate tbat tbe architect has provid- 
where, so to speak, everything can be ed a cbamber twelve feet each way for 
played everywhere and in any pitch—with 
_ K.w_its in the privacy of your own room. 
of™3 BeaJrty^M*ethoda an^HOw"f<£usV TH||h 
also my own book “Stepping Stones to Beauty FREE 
—without cost to you.—Lucille Young. 
ab?v°e"ie S."-““ 
LUC,RLoLoEmY^,NLGuc,..e Young Bldg., Ch.cago. 
Please send complete Information, also “Stepping 
Kill The Hair Root 
slight illogical concessions to the tradi- C)econa. ue[ OI1 
tional character of the manuals This idea are acting. 
‘ only applied to a limited extent ™“- 
organ of sixty stops. lng again. Easy, palnl 
Second. Get on the right basis with ffigleTfe 
Convince - 
acting as their agent, 
Faust School of Tuning 
Piano. Year *Book Free 
27-29 Gainsboro Street 
is d, num u CAIU11 iit-fYv c* , Ai _f 
days though it has had a large influence them that you 
on modern organ building, both by way of a«d if possible make them pay you for 
example and warning. Its method is the yo“r.labo£ , , . 
careful selection of a few characteristic Third. Be an active member of the so- 
stops of large scale—perhaps only a dozen ciety for the supression of side issues. _ Is 
—voiced on high pressure, and controlled it some special advertising concession, 
in very effective swell boxes. These stops which is only another way of placing you 
are connected with the console through a under obligations to the builder? Has he 
vast electrical exchange station, which has discovered a most flattering exchange 
about the same function as a central tele- value for that old worn-out organ? 
phone exchange, 
drawn 
o that each stop c 
Arranging and Correction of Mss. 
A SPECIALTY 
A. W. BORST, 3600 Hamilton St., Phila., Pa. 
TINDALE MUSIC CABINETS 
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have been wantinj 
Will keep your music 
in order, free from 
damage and where you 
can easily find it. Va¬ 
rious sizes.holding 200 
to 1200 pieces or more. 
,Oak or Mahogany. 
Send for Catalog 1 
TINDALE CABINET CO.. 159 W. 57lh St., N«i 
_„ , the specification thickly strewn with con- 
every manual in almost any oc- cealed talking to be artiessiy re¬ 
vealed by a smart guide,— (who by the 
way, is possibly willing to distribute 
gratuities instead of collecting them) ? 
But distracting elements are also intro¬ 
duced by the purchasing committee. Its 
The Unit System 
This whole development is not new in 
theory, but its practical application is of 
course conditioned on modern mechanism. . 
The organist must examine the advantages members are fond of listening to all sorts 
of manipulation conferred by this system, of inside tips given secretly by interested 
It it saves the addition of other stops persons, whose ignorance is not realized, 
which would be very similar to those al- Local conditions of rivalry with other 
ready selected it is obviously helpful. The churches or institutions often influence 
doubt sometimes arises why these stops -t ;n var;pUs ways. In these matters you 
should be so similar, after all. It may be Tnust steer tbe committee back to the 
that the demand for unit and compound reaj qUestj0n, _ that of the character of 
chests was suggested by the sameness of 
the older organs where each diapason was 
. _i nil 4-1-ia fliifpc wprp 
the organ it is purchasing. 
The committee will naturally look Uic 1UV. w-o— - , 11 a 4-no „TOra A l5UIIUllIll.e WALL HO.LL41 CLUJ ‘DU.x ^ 
alike in quality, and for guidance regarding the specifica- 
onlv melodias of varying scales, and the J * knowledge of only elodias ------ , , 
few strings were mild, and the reeds were 
whatever you liked to call them 1 It is ob¬ 
vious that one or two fine stops of each 
Only an intimate knowledge of 
organ building will enable you to weigh 
one specification from a certain builder 
THE ETUDE 
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How long will your 
boy’s Christmas last? 
In a month most of a boy’s presents have lost 
their first charm and Christmas is only a haDoy 
memory. Why w 
present this year 
and one that you will take a real satisfaction in 
giving him. 
A year’s subscription to THE BOYS’ 
MAGAZINE—twelve months of clean, virile 
stories and intensely interesting articles, will 
stir his ambition and inspire his imagination. 
A special feature is the award of liberal cash 
prizes for the best amateur work in many sub¬ jects. There is no reason why your boy should 
not win some of these prizes. 
What better Christmas gift could you give 
your son than a year's subscription to this inter¬ 
esting and instructive periodical? Tear off the 
coupon below and solve the Christmas gift prob¬ 
lem now for that boy! Only $1.50 for a whole 
year. If you are not completely satisfied we will 
return your money without question. 
THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO.. Inc. 
7025 Main St., Smethport, Pa. 
lhecB^M^azine 
-TEAR OUT HERE-— — 
Find $1.50 enclosed, for which send THE BOYS* 
MAGAZINE for one year, beginning with December, 
1921, Christmas issue, to 
at a certain price with another scheme you will not only endeavor to inspect 
from another builder at another price, organs by the builders you are considering 
You will thus avoid the blunder of which have given excellent service for 
regarding the organ merely as a collec- some yearS) but you w;n afso look forward 
tion of so many stops for so much money. future and consider what your 
You will also be able to compare various . 
organs by different builders which are proposed organ may be w 
placed in similar buildings. Moreover 20 years time. 
(A second section of this excellent address devoted to care and repair of the 
organ will appear in a later issue.) 
Who Gave the First Organ Recital? 
By Orlando A. Mansfield, Mus. Doc. F. R. C. O., F. A. G. 0., etc., etc. 
If by the expression “organ recital” is 
meant a solo performance upon the organ, 
distinct and separate from a service, our 
question would be difficult to answer. 
The first solo organ playing of note, 
however, was that of Girolamo Fresco- 
baldi (1583-1644) who, after traveling 
ill Flanders, and occupying a position at 
Mechlin, became, in 1608, the organist 
of St. Peter’s, Rome. With the ex¬ 
ception of five years spent at Florence 
(1628-1633), Frescobaldi held his Rom¬ 
an appointment until his death. He was 
undoubtedly the greatest organist of the 
earlier part of the 17th century. Some 
•if his works are actually performed to¬ 
day, particularly his Fantasia upon the 
notes of the cuckoo, and another founded 
upon the notes of the major scale. Upon 
being appointed to St. Peter’s, his first 
performance there, according to Baini 
(1775-1844), sometime chapel-master of 
that celebrated edifice, attracted about 
30,000 people. Whether this performance, 
given by a young man of 25 years of 
age, was associated with or distinctly a- 
part from the church service, we cannot 
say, although our opinion is that it was 
not a separate event. But, at any rate, 
its fame, like that of David, “went out 
into all lands.” 
The performance, however, was not 
called a recital. We are not aware that 
it received any definite name at all. 
Indeed it was not until about half a cen¬ 
tury ago that the word “recital” super¬ 
seded the cumbersome term “organ per¬ 
formance.” The first occasion at which 
this was done is also yet to be discovered. 
There is, however, a strong probability 
that it was at a solo performance given 
in Union Chapel, Islington, London, by 
that greatest organ virtuoso of the 19th 
century, Mr. W. T. Best (1826-1897), for 
40 years organist of St. George’s Hall, 
Liverpool. 
Returning to Frescobaldi we must not 
forget that, in all probability, he was 
not only the first organ recitalist, but 
the man who has commanded the largest 
audience of all the ages. Many modern 
organists would be delighted to secure 
one thirtieth of his audience. Others 
would be gratified with even a hundredth 
part. At the same time it is well to 
remember that few countries possess 
buildings (with adequate organs therein) 
of the size of St. Peter’s. Moreover 
in Frescobaldi’s day an organ solo, al¬ 
though rendered upon an instrument which 
would be the scorn and derision of any 
modern organist, was more or less of 
a novelty. To-day such a thing is a 
commonplace. Which is but one more 
reason why we should follow the advice 
of that old Roman, Pliny the Elder, 
who said, “Let not things because they 
are common enjoy for that reason the 
less share of our consideration.” 
The Beginning of Hymn Tunes 
WE furnish our accurate teaching device with 
'’tools, action model, lessons, and analysis of 
business advertising which makes you a master 
of the tuner’s art. Diploma given graduates. 17 
YEARS’ EXPERIENCE in teaching the most 
independent and lucrative profession by corres¬ 
pondence. SIMPLER AND BETTER THAN 
ORAL INSTRUCTION. Write to-day for 
FREE illustrated booklet and guarantee plan. 
NILES BRYANT SCHOOL of PIANO TUNING 
1309 Bryant Building AUGUSTA, MICHIGAN 
By Murr 
How did we get our hymn tunes? Un¬ 
doubtedly one of the chief sources was 
Martin Luther, (1480-1546), who was 
determined that his followers should 
praise God, not only with a language, but 
with music which they could understand 
and sing. As early as 1531 a collection 
of hymns in the German language, with 
music, was published by the followers of 
John Hus, known then as the Bohemian 
Brethren, and later as the Moravians. 
This collection contained the original of 
what we know as Ravenshaw (6-6-6-6), 
sung to the hymn Lord Thy Word Abideth. 
We are much indebted to Martin 
Luther, (1480-1546), who heard a beggar 
in the street sing a hymn, the hymn which 
the beggar sang was to the tune we call 
Dettnigen: Mr. J. T. Lightwood in his 
Hymn tunes and their story says that 
both words and music were by Paul 
Speratus and Dr. Frere, one of our great¬ 
est hymnologists, says, in the historical 
edition of H. A. M. that it is of pre¬ 
reformation origin, but he mentions no 
composer’s name; while the Methodist 
Beethoven’s 
Few musicians realized the need for out¬ 
door exercise as did Beethoven. At one 
time in his life he excited a great deal of 
amusement in Vienna by his mode of taking 
his daily constitutional. It was his custom 
to rise at earliest dawn and write, or play, 
at the keyboard constinuously until dinner 
time. So eager was he for the exercise, that 
it is said he could hardly wait until the 
t Ramsey 
Hymn-book calls it Melody of XX century 
arranged by Bach. 
Whoever wrote it, it may be taken as 
a specimen of the kind of tune which 
Luther used, either his own Compositions, 
or those of other writers adapted by him, 
which are known to us as Chorales, and 
which we know so well in elaborated 
forms in Bach’s Passion Music. They 
became in a real sense popular, Sir George 
Macfarren says of them: “A pause is 
made at the end of each line. Such 
was the case in the singing of metrical 
psalms and hymns in the church of Eng¬ 
land, and such must be, if the original 
broad and massive effect is to be preserved.” 
The pause was sometimes lengthened, and 
filled up with continued movement in the 
harmony. Mendelssohn arranged Dettingen 
for male voices with the last bar of the 
accompaniment of each line repeated as 
an echo. Sometimes the whole was sung 
in unison, and organists vied with each 
other in supplying free extempore accom¬ 
paniments. 
Constitutional 
meal was over. Then he would start out 
running as thaugh the police were after 
him and keep on until he had circled the 
city, often going around twice. This 
would continue during the freezing 
weather, blizzards, thunder and lightning, 
often bringing the composer home drench¬ 
ed to the skin, but happy by his refresh- 
1 ing experience. 
VOLUMES OF 
Standard Piano Mush 
SPECIALLY SELECTED FROM THE 
PRESSER COLLECTION 
As Suitable for Gift Purposes 
Presser Holiday 
Collection Title Cash Price 
Number Postpaid 250 Beethoven Selected Sonatas_ 1.5c 
A real gift for pianists. The 14 
best sonatas. Regular price, $2.50. 
41 Beethoven, Selected Works ... $0.50 
The best of Beethoven’s lighter 
lpositions. Regular pr * — — 
Bohm, Favorite Compositions.. 
An excellent selection of Bohm’s 
most popular compositions. Regu¬ 
lar price, 75 cents. 
”-“e Compo- 
Reguia. „„ 
’ Wagner-Liszt Aibum 
rctory to the classios 
!, $1-50. 
r popular 
Regular price, $1.50. 
fOverture Album for Four Hands 
lost popular of the standard 
s, including “Poet and 
“Lustspiel,” etc. Regu- 
180 Chaminade, 
sitions 
2 Chopin Waltzes, Complete. 
A splendid edition of this work. 
72 pages. Regular price, $1.00. 
2 Chopin Nocturnes, Complete .. 
These are among the most beauti¬ 
ful pieces ever written. 94 pages. 
Regular price, $1.25. 
0 Chopin Polonaises, Complete... 
Among the most important of 
Chopin's works, and should be in 
the repertoire of every concert 
pianist. Regular price, $1.25. 
3 Chopin Preludes . 
Op. 28 and 45. Twenty-five 
shorter compositions of the master. 
Regular price, $1.00. 
i Chopin Etudes (Sternberg)_ 
The twenty-seven Etudes, Op. 10 
and 25, carefully edited by a promi¬ 
nent pianist and teacher. Regular 
price, $1.60. 
D Chopin, Selected Works. 1 
A comprehensive and well-bal¬ 
anced collection. Regular price, $2.00. 
1 Haydn, Sonatas, Vol. 1. 
2 Haydn, Sonatas, Vol. 2. 
A standard classical work. 206 
pages of music. Regular prie- of 
complete without tins volume. *' 
pages. Regular price, $1.75. 
I Moszkowski, Favorite Composl- 
The best piano numbers of this 
contemporary Polish writer. Regu- 
I Mozart, Favorite Compositions. 
A noteworthy compilation of 
Mozart’s piano numbers. Regular 
price, $1.00. 
I Mozart, Sonatas, Vol. 1. 
I Mozart, Sonatas, Vol. 2. 
1 Mozart, Sonatas, Complete. 1 
iarlier grades. Regu- 
good pianists. Regular price, 75 
cents. 
! Russian Album  
Enjoyable numbers by Russian 
composers. Regular price, $1.00. 
I Schubert. Fantasias, Impromp¬ 
tus, Moments Musicales.... 
A monumental work, containing 
all of Schubert’s best piano pieces, 
with the exception of the Sonatas. 
162 pages. Regular price, $1.50. 
I Schumann, Selected Works. 
The best Schumann collection to 
be found in any one volume. 34 
pieces. Regular price, $1.00. 
Sonata Album, Vol. 1, Kohler.. 
I Sonata Album. Vol. 2, Kohler.. 
Favorite Sonatas from Haydn, 
Beethoven and Mozart. Vol. 1 "con¬ 
tains 15, and Vol. 2, 11 Sonatas. 
Regular price for each volume, $2.00 
> Sonatina Album, Kohler. |H r* ” t popular o* 
dramas, transcribed for concert 
1 Italian OverturesforFour Hands 
■nfi 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. :: PHILA., PA 
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As a means 0} contributing to the development of interest in opera, for 
many years Mr. James Francis Cooke, editor oj “The Etude." has prepared, 
gratuitously, program notes for the productions given in Philadelphia by The 
Metropolitan Opera Company of New York. These have been reprinted 
extensively in programs and periodicals at home and abroad. Believing that 
our readers may have a desire to be refreshed or informed upon certain 
aspects of the popular grand operas, these historical and interpretative notes 
on several of them will be reproduced in “The Etude." The opera stories 
have been written by Edward Ellsworth Hipsher, assistant editor. 
Verdi’s “Rigoletto” 
Between March 11, 1851, and March 6, 
1853, Verdi, already a popular hero in 
Italy, stepped up just one more rung in 
the ladder of fame. On the first men¬ 
tioned date Rigoletto was produced in 
Venice, and on the latter La Traviata 
was performed in the same city, while in 
January of 1853 ll Trovatore was given in 
Rome for the first time. The production 
of three masterpieces of opera in so short 
a time is nothing less than sheer genius 
of a high order. Verdi was at the time 
thirty-eight years of age and at the very 
zenith of his melodic fecundity. 
His fascinating melodies had endeared 
him to his countrymen but he realized 
that, in order to hold a higher position in 
his art than his contemporaries, he would 
have to develop greatly his technique. His 
efforts enabled him to enter what many 
regard as the second period of Verdi’s 
creative li fe. Professor Niecks, in the 
London Monthly Musical Record for Feb¬ 
ruary. 1909, gave a very good definition 
of Verdi’s composition at this time. He 
says it was in “the traditional Italian 
style, but, compared with his earlier 
operas, those of this period are more 
refined in manner, more strikingly 
dramatic, more pointedly expressive, and 
formally more perfect.” 
Victor Hugo’s Lc Roi S’Amuse is gen¬ 
erally conceded to be one of his most 
sensational melodramas. Produced upon 
the theatrical stage in this day, the work 
would have scant chance with critics 
brought up on Shaw, Barker, Galsworthy, 
to say nothing of Ibsen. It is frank melo¬ 
drama from beginning to end, but with 
many lines, scenes and episodes charac¬ 
teristic of the great French genius. The 
libretto of Rigoletto was taken from Le • 
Roi S’Amuse by Francesco Maria Piave. 
In its operatic garb it makes ideal mate¬ 
rial along the old-fashioned, conventional 
lines. In any event it seemed to inspire 
the Italian master with a really astonish¬ 
ing series of interesting melodies as well 
as some exceedingly strong numbers. We 
are willing, even after a fare of Wagner, 
Strauss, Debussy et Cie, to forget some 
of the commonplace seconds in the work, 
for many of the glorious minutes. After 
the production of the work in Venice in 
1851 it was given in London in 1853, in 
Paris in 1857, and in New York in the 
same year. The singers who took the 
leading roles at the premiere are now 
well-nigh forgotten. However, it has 
served as the vehicle for the debut of 
many singers at the Metropolitan and at 
Chicago. It was this opera that intro¬ 
duced Caruso to the American public, 
as the Duke,'in 1903, and Galli-Curci as 
Gilda, at Chicago, in 1916. Although sev¬ 
enty years old, the work ranks with II 
Trovatore and Aida as among the most 
popular of all Verdi’s works. 
The character of the court jester is in 
great demand by dramatic baritones, as 
it was by great actors in former days. 
In the English version by Tom Taylor 
the role was a very great favorite with 
Edwin Booth. Among famous Gildas 
have been Patti, Melba, Tetrazzini and 
many others. 
The opera was at first known as Vis- 
cardello, and because the Hugo drama in 
its original form was prohibited in France 
because the original of the Duke was 
Francis I, the librettist cleverly (?) 
altered the geography and the history to 
Mantua—a slight license in grand opera. 
The Story of “Rigoletto” 
The story ls the world-old one of retribution Incidents, 
revolting in their baseness, arc made presentable only by Verdis masterrnl mus . 
Act I, Scene 1. Ballroom in the Palace of the Duke of Mantua. The licentious Dukt 
sings a boastful song of his questionable conquests.^ Count Monterone forces a b uisnonor. mucked by Rigoletto, the court jester and 
n n fervid “malediction,” the pivot of the plot. 
ylda. The Duke, has watched suspicloasly RigoletUJs abseace^ th® bai, the 
S Sstwsa! JJS& =£ 
Uuke, presents herself at the door of the cottage in ns » which he is about to 
throw1 into“yS tbe aEreed bHhe; rfro^Dwkc’rvoice? tears open the sack and discovers Gilda 
breathing her lastf1 The'“malediction’’ has fallen. 
(fill 110 
SUMMY’S CORNER 
The value of piano study as a factor in education is be¬ 
coming generally recognized by public school teachers. 
THE GRADED STUDIES 
Compiled from many sources—classic and modern by MRS. CROSBY 
ADAMS—are being used in many schools as a basis of study for school credits, be¬ 
cause as KARL W. GEHRKENS, Director of Music in Oberlin, Ohio, 
says; “They fit exactly the modern scheme of education, arousing interest 
through attractive material.’’ 
GLFN H. WOODS, Director of Music, Public Schools, Oakland, Calif., 
says: "They fit the needs of all conditions.” 
Both these educators use the Graded Studies as a basis for school credits. 
The “Graded Studies” are published in Seven Books for Grades 1-V., Two Hands 
each $1.00—Three Books for Grades I-III, Four Hands $1 00. Including everything 
necessary for a Complete Course. 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publishers 
4?9 SOUTH WABASH AVE., CHICAGO 
Ei stern Agency, HAROLD FLAMMER, Inc., 57 West 45th Street, New York City 
Send for the Study Service Sheet. No. 16 gives leaching Helps by Glen ’Dillard Gunn. FREE 
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Department for Violinists 
Edited by ROBERT BRAINE 
“If All Would Play First Violin We Could Get No Orchestra Together.”—R. SCHUMANN 
A Lesson with Jacques Thibaud 
How the French Virtuoso Teaches Without Touching the Violin 
[Translated expressly for the Etude by Arthur de Guichard.] 
Jacques Thibaud, admittedly the great¬ 
est of French violinists, is now forty- 
one years of age. As a youth he studied 
with Marsick, and once was so poor that 
he was obliged to play for some time 
in a Paris cafe. Colonne heard him play, 
and made him a member of his great 
orchestra. Since then he has toured ex¬ 
tensively always with increasing success. 
Recently he has been teaching in the 
Normal School for Music founded by 
A. Mangeot, editor of the Monde Musi- 
cale, one of the foremost of French mu¬ 
sical papers. Because of the presence 
in the faculty of such artists as Thibaud, 
Alfred Cortot, Wanda Landowska,- Rey¬ 
naldo Hahn, Pablo Casals, Marcel Dupre, 
and Isidore Philipp the school has been 
called L’Ecole des Maitres (The Master 
School.) 
In a recent issue of the Monde Musicale 
the following account is given of Thi- 
baud’s lessons: 
“Monsieur Jacques Thibaud has ac¬ 
complished a real pedagogical feat by 
giving six lessons in interpretation and 
technic, without touching a violin, and 
without the students’ interest being les¬ 
sened by being deprived of the magnifi¬ 
cent examples that he might have 
given them. 
“The illustrious violinist justified his 
manner of teaching by saying that, when 
lie was a student taking lessons from 
a master, he could not help trying to 
imitate him, ‘to ape him,’ and that he 
realized that the endeavor to copy was 
always bad for the one who tried it. 
He added that he did not pretend to 
systematize his manner of teaching, but 
that it seemed to him that in a few 
meetings the best he could do would be to 
make those who heard him understand 
him and, consequently, to understand 
themselves. 
“It is easy to imagine what mastery 
and what authority one must have, and 
what clearness and precision are neces¬ 
sary for words to take the place of 
example. It must be said that Monsieur 
Thibaud frequently sang the phrase or 
played it on the piano in order to make 
it better understood.” 
“Does nothing remain of all that in¬ 
struction, which may be retained, wrilten 
down, preserved and utilised for every¬ 
one’s good? Judge by the following notes: 
General Technic 
Bowing 
“What can an artist do whose fingers 
must always be ‘up to the mark,’ who 
has but little time and who has to reserve 
the greater part of his work to the de¬ 
velopment of his musical culture? ‘Every 
morning,’ says Jacques Thibaud, ‘you wash 
your hands. Thus, in order that your 
technic may be kept ‘clean,’ wash your 
fingers every morning as follows: Play 
4 ordinary scales, four in thirds, four in 
sixths, four in simple octaves, four in 
tenths and four in fingered octaves, prac¬ 
tising them well detached and also re¬ 
peating each note four times. By “well 
detached” is understood: from the ex¬ 
treme point to the extreme heel, the bow 
always passing over exactly the same 
part of the string and the quickest possible, 
so that only one sound is heard, like the 
crack of a whip. Wait a beat before play¬ 
ing another detached sound. 
“This daily exercise, which does not 
take more than an hour, helps one to 
acquire and to preserve great precision of 
bowing. 
Left Hand 
“Think of the note before playing it. 
The fingers should be placed on the string 
before the bow. The finger must strike 
the string, like a little hammer, quite 
close to the nail, so as to feel the con¬ 
tact of the bone; a tone full of life is 
thus obtained; playing with the more 
fleshy part of the finger gives a dull, bad 
lone. The articulation should proceed 
from the third joint and not from the first. 
The strength should be in the entire hand. 
If the position of the finger is bad and 
the note wrong, do not correct it; begin 
again from the preceding note. 
“The left arm must be completely held 
down and under, the elbow close to the 
body, in such a manner that the left 
hand may always be in the same po¬ 
sition and that the fingers may act as 
hammers striking on the strings. 
Placing the Violin 
“Once the violin is placed under the 
chin, it must remain as if it were clamped 
there, without moving one thirty-second 
of an inch. 
Practising a Phrase 
“In order to practise a phrase or a 
difficult passage, all its ornaments must be 
discarded to find its skeleton. Each dif¬ 
ficulty must be practised entirely detached, 
repeating each note four times, the pas¬ 
sage to be repeated IS times for 15 con¬ 
secutive days. If it is not beyond the 
player’s power, he will have it in his 
fingers all his life. 
Staccato 
“The staccato is a stroke of the bow 
which only needs conviction. If you 
believe you can do it, you have it; if 
you doubt it, you fail. 
“In this connection, M. Jacques Thibaud 
relates that, when in Vienna, a violinist 
asked him his ‘secret’ for staccato. ‘Come 
and see me to-morrow,’ he replied, ‘and 
I will teach it to you in an hour.’ The 
next day the violinist came, overjoyed, 
full of faith. Thibaud dissimulated his 
own embarrassment, saying with much 
assurance: ‘Now, all you have to do is 
to play for one hour this Kreutzer study, 
fortissimo throughout. The violinist set 
to work at once, and it was most comical 
to see the efforts he made. After half- 
an-hour, he was dripping with perspir¬ 
ation, so M. Jacques Thibaud thinking 
the joke had lasted long enough, stopped 
him saying: ‘That is enough; you will see 
i tomorrow that you can play staccato as 
well as I.’ indeed the next day he re¬ 
turned triumphant, supremely happy, ex¬ 
claiming: ‘I’ve got it! How did you do 
it? Thete’s nothing easier! How very 
grateful I am to you!’ And the maestro 
adds: ‘The surprise was all for me!’ 
A phenomenon of auto-suggestion. 
Tone 
“Always play with all the hairs of 
the bow, even in pianissimo. You can¬ 
not excite emotion with a thread. In soft 
Jacques Thibaud 
passages the bow must always pass over 
the same place. 
“Each of us has his own personal tone; 
it is for us to find it, with our heart 
or with our physical means. Before be¬ 
ginning a singing phrase (cantabile), in 
order that the first note shall have as 
much feeling (emotion) as the others, 
place the finger on its string before play¬ 
ing, then place the bow and first of all 
hear mentally the quality of tone that 
we wish to produce. 
“Do not abuse the glissando. It is 
acceptable occasionally in ascending, nev¬ 
er when descending. 
“The more warmth you wish to impart 
to vour .playing, the more you must place 
your left elbow under the violin. 
“When strength is desired, make use of 
the 4th string or the first. The third 
string is sentimental; the 2nd string is 
wanting in brilliancy and it is hard in 
the upper notes. 
“Avoid changing strings or useless po¬ 
sitions; do not seek to complicate 
the violin. 
Interpretation 
“Before even reading the violin part 
of a composition, we must have an idea 
of it, know its harmonies and form, the 
ideas or visions it expresses, make a hu¬ 
man idea of it, and seek the state of 
mind and the motive which activates the 
composer. Then only may the technical 
practice be begun. 
“Technic is quite as much a work of 
the intellect as of the hands. 
Sing several times in succession each 
of the passages of a composition in order 
to seize their beauty; do not play them in 
any other way then you would sing them. 
When a crescendo is very long, in 
order to achieve it, bring it back to a 
pianissimo from time to time. The phras¬ 
es must be made musical. In a phrase, 
seek those notes on which you can rest 
so to speak, both in the interest of the 
player and of the auditors. 
“He who plays the quickest is he who 
has practised the most slowly. 
“Do not be a slave of traditions. Seek 
traditions in your own mind and heart. 
"In classical compositions use the stac¬ 
cato only to give meaning to the passages 
which require it, and not to show off 
your technic. 
“You must have so much technic that 
it may not be seen. 
“There are compositions of such breadth 
that they can be interpreted only after 
25 or 30 years, after one has lived, suf¬ 
fered and struggled. 
“Mozart is the most difficult composer 
to interpret. 
“M. Jacques Thibaud cautions v iolinists 
against their tendency not to study their 
technic far enough. In their execution 
of great compositions, inexcusable weak¬ 
nesses arc noticed, for which the masters 
who formed them are wrongly held re¬ 
sponsible and which occur because their 
advice has been too much neglected, in 
the desire to gain speedy success. 
“The young virtuoso must know all the 
great schools of composition. M. Jacques 
Thibaud constantly alludes to his sou¬ 
venirs of Ysaye, Joachim, and all the 
great masters he has associated with. He 
tells violinists to ‘go and hear Casals.’ 
(the ’cellist). 
“We must never keep behind, therefore 
we must not lose contact with those who 
are in front.” 
Is It Genuine? 
The majority of letters addressed to 
violin department of the Etude are from 
the owners of supposed valuable old 
violins, who wish to know if they are 
genuine. This cannot be ascertained with¬ 
out seeing the violin. It is no use to 
send a copy of the label, for this may 
be a counterfeit, a photograph, or a 
description of the violin, no matter how 
minute and elaborate.' It is sometimes 
difficult enough, in the case of an imita¬ 
tion Cremona made by an artist violin 
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II yVouwun!uTwm«Ud“rre 
STUDENTS’ VIOLINS, from $1ELOO to$60.00.^o ^ 
$75.00°to $3,000.00, 
Used Violins, from $25.00 to $100.00. 
The World Famous "OnjUNDER^ART’^ Violin*, from 
BUGU5T GEMONDER 22 50N5 
Estab. 1846 141 West 42nd St., N. Y. 
Subscribe to THE VIOLIN WORLD A Monthly, E«tab- Ulhed 1892, $1.60 per your, Tho Inotructlv. Magazine 
VIOLINS BUILT IN OUR OWN 
WORKROOMS 
Of Finest Material and Workmanship 
AKADEMIE & ETERNELLE 
Silk Strings 
LA FAVORITA & ELITE 
Gut Strings 
For Sale by Leading Importers ind Jobbers 
SoleDistribulor, M. E. SCH0ENING CO., Inc. 
SAXOPHONE S 
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maker, to give ap authoritative opinion 
with the violin actually in hand, let alone 
trying to guess if it is genuine without 
seeing the violin. The only course is for 
the owner of the violin to submit the 
instrument to an expert judge of violins. 
There are a number of dealers in old vio¬ 
lins who advertise in the Etude; anyone 
will give an opinion on instruments sub¬ 
mitted to them, and appraise them at their 
present market value. 
It is only by the rarest chance that 
violins containing Stradivarius, Guarner- 
ius, Amati, Stainer, Bergonzi labels, and 
labels by other famous makers prove gen¬ 
uine; the violins of such makers have 
been the most frequently copied by artist 
violin makers, and by manufacturers of 
cheap violins. Many of the manufacturers 
of cheap factory fiddles put the names 
of these makers in their violins, not so 
much with the intention to deceive, as 
to specify the model upon which the vio¬ 
lins are built. Quite a number of the 
present day mandfacturers of cheap vio¬ 
lins, instead of putting an exact fac¬ 
simile of the labels of famous violin ma¬ 
kers in their violins, have adopted the 
custom of making the label read, “Copy 
of Stradivarius,” “Copy of Amati,” and 
so forth. This is much better, for no pur¬ 
chaser or owner of such a violin can pos¬ 
sibly be deceived. 
A violin containing a label of one of 
the lesser violin makers is much more 
likely to be genuine then if it contained 
the name of Stradivarius or Guarnerius. 
For instance, violins with labels by Chap- 
puy, Albani, Landolfi, Perry, Silvestre, 
and dozens of more or less obscure mak¬ 
ers, are fifty times more apt to be genuine 
instruments made by the men whose la¬ 
bels they bear, than if they bore the name 
of Stradivarius or other famous makers. 
Playing Double Stops 
By T. D. Williams 
There are certain elements in violin 
playing with which a performer must be 
acquainted if he would be proficient in 
the playing of double stops. The most 
important of these is ability to adjust 
automatically (without thought) each 
finger separately. The ear will detect 
which note is out of tune, and the finger 
must move to place without the mind 
having anything to do with it. The trou¬ 
ble generally lies in the fact that the 
ear hears one note while the finger at¬ 
tempts to adjust the other. I have found 
it best, generally, to listen to the top note 
and when that is right, adjust the 
other one to suit. 
The primary element of successful 
Double Stopping lies in the ability to 
adjust two fingers at once. Now, to 
develop this faculty, I have prepared a 
series of studies which, if followed per¬ 
sistently, will result in the student be¬ 
coming master of this phase of violin 
technique. The object of these studies, 
which are in thirds and sixths, is eithei 
to spread or contract the fingers in going 
from one position to another. To ac¬ 
complish this I have selected keys which 
will make these thirds and sixths Major 
in one position and minor in another. 
In examples: A-E-F-G-J the fingers 
must be spread apart in shifting from 
the first to the third position; but, in 
examples: B-C-D-H-I the fingers will 
be drawn together. This continual spread¬ 
ing and contracting will soon develop an 
automatic relationship between the fingers 
and the ear which will solve most of 
the difficulties incident to Double Stopping. 
The old' time idea of the “hand being 
set to a position” is fast giving way 
to the new principle of instantaneous ad¬ 
justment and automatic relationship be¬ 
tween the ear and fingers. 
In the accompanying studies the fingers 
have to be readjusted every time the 
hand shifts. In other words, each finger 
must be adjusted separately to suit the 
new chord. This is wherein the great 
value of the study lies, viz:-in compelling 
the player to think double. 
To the average student, this will open 
up a new line of thought, which may 
develop into new possibilities. 
Personally, I have found this study tr 
be a great advantage in class work. 
Violin Questions Answered by Mr. Braine 
I.R.—Yo n get a paste put 
at rne music store, especially 
cleaning violins. You can r’~ ’ 
tie of the following made 
gists: Fine raw linseed oil, 
turpentine, 1 part: water 4 p 
bottle weE before using, poui 
mixture on a cloth, anil ] 
Wipe the violin off and polis 
clean cloth. Wipe every. pi 
T the violin before rubbing 
also have i. . 
i up at the drug 
” parts; oil of 
M.H.—Guiseppe Guarnerius, 1670-1730, 
was a famous Italian Violin maker of the 
Gremonese school. Next to his cousin. 
Joseph Guarnerius, he was the greatest of 
the Guarnerii. His varnish is usually dark 
red sometimes having a bit of orange 
shade There is probably not one chance 
in 50.000 that your violin is genuine. Show 
it to an expert. 
— tv.—Ruggeri, Francesco 1630-1720, 
violin maker, of the Cremonese 
scno.,1 probably a pupil of Nicolas Amati. 
Followed the Amati model. Genuine Rug- 
cevi violins are extremely valuable, but F,elL many counterfeits. Send 
expert for examination. 
B.—Translations of the labels you 
i are as follows: Nicolas Amati, Cre- 
a son of Hieronymus, and nephew of 
-inv (Amati) made 1679.-2—John Bap- 
3£!iJeitzer made ( this violin) at Bud- 
until the student is able to play in reason¬ 
ably good tune in the first and third posi¬ 
tions. My experience has been that when 
the pupil attempts the vibrato too early he 
is apt to unsettle his intonation and the 
position of the left hand. 2—Eberhardt 
has written a work entirely devoted to the 
vibrato, with illustrations. You will also 
find a good practical chapter on how to ac¬ 
quire the vibrato, in the little work by 
Honeyman, The Violin and How to Master 
its “pick up” the vi- 
aught. They feel « 
^"’v 
ato wlthou 
aving for : 
W.-Z oon cap¬
er
t There were two H-mf’s, David 
' Quittenbach (near Klingenthal), 
1788 and Christian Donat Hopf, 
genthnl. 1736. -The Hopf violins are 
especially valuable even if genuine, and 
> are millions of imitations, either bnv- 
a “Hopf" label inside, or else branded 
M. 
violin . _ _ 
large number of violins of very unequal 
quality. Some of them are excellent, and 
some of little value. Your violin is more 
likely to be genuine than if it bore the name 
of one of the more famous makers. The 
only way you can find out its value is to 
send it to one of the violin dealers who ad¬ 
vertise in The Etude : they will be able to 
tell you if It is genuine, and what its value 
-= ... —-- Stainer is worth a 
large sum, but there are hundreds of thou¬ 
sands of cheap imitations, worth very lit¬ 
tle. Write to one of the violin dealers who 
advertise in The Etude, and arrange for an 
examination of your violin. 
G. H. J.—In commencing the study of the 
higher positions begin with the third posi- 
“—, first because the positions run in pairs 
most passages 
condly, because th( 
2-4-6-S. .. , 
fingerboard, 
r»atest am-uint of vi 
first and third position 
you say if has. it would be worth $200 
even though it is an imitaton. A first rate 
genuine Gagliano is worth over $1,000. 
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It is, moreover, very nu¬ 
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essentials of a 
perfect food. 
Itisjustasgood 
for the older 
people of the 
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SPECIAL! 
Great Offer to Teachers 
and Musicians 
An ounce of proof is worth a pound of promise. Making claims is easy— 
“making good” is the real test of merit. Hundreds of Music Teachers and 
Successful Musicians claim that they have been greatly benefited by the Siegel- 
Myers Correspondence Courses. They write us to that effect and we cheer¬ 
fully accept their enthusiastic statements as sincere and truthful. You’re 
welcome to these letters. We will send you as many as you care to read. But, 
after all, we realize that this is merely “hearsay” evidence to many readers 
of this publication who have as yet no direct personal knowledge of what it 
really means—for example—to study 
Sherwood Normal Lessons 
for Piano Teachers 
They contain the fundamantal principles of successful teaching—the vital 
principles—the big things in touch, technic, melody, phrasing, rhythm, tone 
production, interpretation and expression—a complete set of physical exercises 
for developing, strengthening and training the muscles of the fingers, hands, 
wrists, arms and body, fully explained, illustrated and made clear by photo¬ 
graphs, diagrams and drawings. 
Sherwood Piano Lessons 
for Students 
Contain complete, explicit instruction on every phase of piano playing. No 
stone has been left unturned to make this absolutely perfect. It would sur¬ 
prise you to know that Sherwood devoted to each lesson enough time to earn 
at least $100.00 in teaching. It is possible for you to get all this time and 
energy for almost nothing, compared to what it cost. The lessons are illus¬ 
trated with life-like photographs of Sherwood at the piano. They are given 
with weekly examination papers. 
HARMONY 
t it you limp along on the crutch oi 
af weekly Harmony Lessons at small 
prepared by Mr. Adolph Rosenbecker, f____ 
;er, and Dr. Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Director 
A knowledge of Harmony is absolutely 
essential to round out your musical educa¬ 
tion. It adds wonderfully to your equip¬ 
ment both as Teacher and Performer, 
^preparedness.” We offer you a complete 
Teacher, can be 
n the privacy of y< 
eh lesson is an orderly step in advance, clear, thorough and correct; not the mere mechan 
lication of dry-as-dust rules, but an interesting, intelligent, thoroughly practical metho 
ips your attention and stimulates your ambition to succeed from the very beginning, 
i examination on each lesson, in connection with ample original work, develops your know 
Ld firmly fixes the important principles in your mind. 
Harmony Teaches You To 
History of Music 
J 1 musician. This Histoy Course includes Analysis 
Advanced Composition 
[erbert J. Wrightson, inguished theorist and composer. This 
lis publication we have During the many years that our anno had splendid results. Hundreds of readers.__ 
of our courses. Yet there are many friends of this publication wno nave never responded ever 
the extent of inquiring for full information about our school. 
We feel that the readers of this publication are doing themselves—as well as us—an in jus 
by remaining “mute.” And it is to this class who little realize the wonderful worth of these less 
that we have decided to make the following 
Unprecedented Special Offer! 
Will you take advantage of our offer of 6 lessons which we offer to Etude 
readers without charge or obligation on their part? We will send you 6 les¬ 
sons from the Normal Piano or Harmony Course or 6 lessons selected from 
some other subject, if you prefer. We have courses in Piano (one for 
students and one for teachers), Harmony, Choral Conducting, Public 
School Music, Violin, Cornet, Guitar and Mandolin. Select the course 
you are interested in and write now for 6 lessons and catalog. You will 
receive full details of the course and be under no obligation to us. 
University Extension Conservatory 
Dept. A 144, Siegel-Myers Bldg. Chicago, Illinois 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
a ix —The personal equation—as to 
talent_enters into the question so^largetx, as 
violin^student11 to Master the "Kreutzer 
Etudes ” with a given amount of practice, 
that no set rule can be laid down. One very 
gifted scholar might master them in one tniru 
the time it would take another. 2—Scale 
studies are designed to lie used in connection 
with other material. As your letter fails to 
at your present state of advancement 
. -ou a8 to what to take up 
inieally capable of study- I cannot advi 
• “Studies,” you cannot dev 
ice to them. If they seem w. 
' ’ ' ■ ir study Kayser, three 
- ‘1 e liegining in difficult, Villi UttU 1IVL1V1 mi'v books Op. 20, first. 3—For m oe imu m 
harmony, you had better take up an easier 
work than Front's. Write to the publisher (Theo Presser, 1712 Chestnut St,. Phil- 
“delphia. Pa.) for an elementary work 
M. P.—Many violinists prevent steel E 
strings from cutting into the bridge, by in¬ 
laying a small piece of ebony In the bridge 
at the point where the E string notch comes. 
A very small piece of ebony should be used, 
not over 3/32 of an inch wide, as a large 
piece would affect the tone of the violin 
unfavorably. The inlaying must be very 
neatly done by a professional violin maker, 
as the in-laid piece must fit perfectly the 
opening made in the bridge to receive it. 
Other players use a small piece of parchment 
G. A. S.—Berlioz, the great French com¬ 
poser, is the author of a treatise on the 
The Orchestral Conductor—the Theory of 
His Art, in which the principles of conduct¬ 
ing are clearly explained. A very good late 
work on conducting is The Technio of the 
Baton, by Albert Stoessel, the preface of 
which was written by Walter Damrosch. 
C. H. C.—As your letter fails to state just how far advanced you are, and what 
you have previously studied, it is imposs- 
ble for me to advise you what to study 
next. Possibly you would find the Hermann 
Violin School, Vol. 11, what you need. This 
contains good studies for the various 
positions, as well as the scales and arpeggi. 
You can get a musical dictionary and pro¬ 
nouncing biographical dictionary from the 
publisher. 
B. R.—The constant breaking of your 
cello A strings is no doubt caused by a 
poor quality of strings. However this string 
breaks the most frequently of the four, 
because it Is the thinnest and is tuned the 
highest. 2—Your tendency to strike two 
strings where only one is called for, is 
caused either by the fact that your bowing 
is not sufficiently accurate, or that your 
bridge is not curved enough. The G string 
t lie above the 1< 
and the D must lie ab 
and A. 3—Every be 
produces many bad toi 
of the C and D 
the cello 
e the 
THE ETUDE 
ing while learning. It takes a long nerioa 
of practice with wrist flexible, and joints 
supple, to be able to produce, a good, smooth 
sonorous tone. Here is where in learning 
to how, some good lessons from an exnor 
ienced teacher would come in good. 4_Th' 
slight difference In pitch of the same note 
In different keys, in violin playing comes 
from.the employment of the natural scale 
Iri^music^ scales are not ^played^exactly half 
intervals are not strictly 1--| 
tones, This causes the difference you refer 
to. 5—Starting at 35 you can no doubt 
learn enough on the cello to afford a great 
deal of pleasure, but you can hardly hope to 
play difficult compositions. 5—Get Rummer's 
Violoncello School, Hegner's Studies for 
Yoimg Cellists, and Broadleys’ Chats to 
Cello Students. 
ltury, made some fairly good in- 
itruments, but was not in any sense a 
amous violin maker. Still these obscure 
trike and produce a few violins of very 
F. L.—As you wish to take up another 
instrument besides the violin, your best 
course would be to study the piano, a knowl¬ 
edge of which is necessary for every musician. 
It is not too late to take up the cello or flute, 
since you have already a good foundation on 
the violin, but why scatter your forces ? 
The time you would spend on these instru¬ 
ments had better be spoilt on the violin. This 
is an age of specialists. 2—Flutes cost from $20 up. 3—The cheapest cello which would 
be fit for serious study would cost $50 up 
unless you had a chance to get one second¬ 
hand or below price, from a private party. 
4—There is no such thing ns a "little 
symphony orchestra." The picture show 
orchestras of 12 or 15 pieces, you refer to 
are not symphony orchestras at all. 5—Quite 
a few women violinists are employed in 
picture orchestras. They are paid ai a rough 
average from $15 to $50 per week, according 
to' their ability, the size of the town, the 
number of hours they play, and whether 
the orchestra Is unionized. 
H. G.—The passage you send from 
Arthur Hartman's Dance Grotesque marked 
“ponticello,” ineansi that the passage is 
to be bowed very close to the bridge, which 
gives it a peculiarly metallic sound, quite 
different from the ordinary tones of the 
violin. The word "ponticello” means bridge 
in Italian. 
ought to have your bow re-haired every 
three months at least. 
How to Arrange for a Small Orchestra 
By Edwin HalCPierce 
PART VI. 
Editor’s Note.—Thousands of musicians and music lovers want to know more 
about the orchestra, particularly the small orchestra. The vast attention being 
given to orchestras in public schools and high schools has prompted us to publish 
the following article, the first of a series which will run for several months. Mr. 
Pierce, former Assistant Editor of “The Etude” has had long practical experience 
in this subject and has conducted many small orchestras. He explains everything 
m such a simple manner that anyone with application should be able to understand 
his suggestions without difficulty. “The Etude” does not attempt to conduct a 
correspondence in any study, but short inquiries of readers interested in this series 
will be answered when possible. 
In the preceding articles we discussed 
the treatment of the stringed instruments 
—first and second violins, viola, violon¬ 
cello and bass, the student using a piano 
copy of Moszkowski’s Serenata as a prac¬ 
tice piece for orchestration. We now take 
up the wind instruments, beginning with 
the flute, and referring as occasion re¬ 
quires to certain measures in this same 
piece. 
The Flute 
The flute is one of the most agile of 
instruments. Players of any degree of 
skill appear to rejoice in rapid passages, 
and feel themselves almost defrauded if 
they are not given occasion to show how 
very lively they can be^ Nevertheless it is 
equally beautiful in sustained tone, having 
a pure, distant, impersonal effect, so to 
speak, less expressive than some instru¬ 
ments, yet charming in its way. Its com¬ 
pass is as follows: 
Its lowest octave is rather weak, and 
easily drowned out by other instruments 
except in soft passages. Besides being 
useful for occasional genuine flute solos, 
it has the following functions: 
1. To double the first violin at the 
unison, or better at the octave above. 
2. To enrich the harmony by sustained 
tones, often above the principal melody. 
3. To double the clarinet in the octave 
above. 
4. To play lively scales, arpeggios, etc., 
in the upper register to increase the 
brilliancy of the total orchestral effect 
(See the latter part of Sousa’s Stars and 
Stripes Forever.) 
Most flute players also own and play a 
piccolo. This is simply a small-sized and 
very shrill flute, sounding an octave above 
the notes ‘written. Its written compass is 
as follows: 
THE etude 
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ranging Send manuscripts.. .T. Rode Jacob¬ 
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mandolin instruction—Personally 
MissUVirginiaieMorreufncare oMMrs. John 
Mvers, 5322 Xowhall SC. Phila., Pm_. 
Simple 
and practical. Writ. for information. 
Reginald Martin, composer, o03 Frost Bldg., 
It is of fine effect in noisy and brilliant 
music, if not heard too long at a time, but 
soon becomes tiresome and vulgar if 
overdone. 
The student should now arrange a flute 
part for the Serenata. The first eight¬ 
een measures the flute could either double 
the first violin, or better still, have an 
eighteen-measure rest. From the nine¬ 
teenth to the thirtieth measure inclusive it 
- is most industriously occupied, having the 
upper line of notes throughout. From the 
thirty-first to the thirty-eighth measure, 
inclusive, it could either rest or double, 
but, in the latter case, would need either 
to go up an octave in the last few mea- 
r sures (the violin part running below the 
compass of the flute), or adopt one of the 
other alternatives mentioned. In the 
thirty-ninth to forty-second measures it 
will sound well striking in on the after¬ 
beats with the high A. The four closing 
measures may be left to the students own 
ingenuity and taste, as sufficient hints have 
already been given. 
The Clarinet 
The clarinet is the most varied and 
versatile of wind instruments, and de¬ 
mands more than ordinary study on the 
part of the arranger. It is what is Called 
a “transposing” instrument, and sounds in 
a different key from that written. The 
player is provided with a “B flat” clarinet 
(often spoken of simply as a “B"), which 
is used generally for flat keys, and an “A” 
clarinet, which is used generally for sharp 
keys. Up to twenty-five years ago a “C” 
clarinet was also common, but is now 
obsolete. 
In writing for the “B flat” clarinet, there 
will be two less flats in the signature than 
would represent the key of the piece; and 
every note will be written one step higher 
than in the piano copy. Thus, suppose the 
real key of the piece is E flat (signature 
three flats), the clarinet part will be 
written in the key of F (signature one 
flat). . ... 
In writing for the “A” clarinet, there will 
be three less sharps in the signature. 
Every note which is on a line will be 
written one line higher on the staff and 
every note which is on a space will be 
written one space higher than in the piano 
copy. Thus, suppose your piece is really 
in the key of E (four sharps), your A 
clarinet part will be in the key of G (one 
sharp). The key of C and the key of 
G may be taken equally well on either 
clarinet. On the “B flat” clarinet they will 
be written as D and A, respect.vely On 
the “A” clarinet they will be written as 
E flat and B flat respectively. It is by 
no means a difficult art to master these 
transpositions, only you must keep 3'Otir 
head level, especially when you deal with 
accidentals. The compass of the clarinet, 
as written, is 
The character of the tone differs in 
the different registers. The low register 
has somewhat the character of the violon¬ 
cello, and is often used to replace that 
instrument where the latter is missing in 
very small orchestras. The middle 
register is beautiful, full and clear, like a 
rich dramatic soprano. The upper register 
is noisy and piercing. The extreme com¬ 
pass extends several notes beyond that 
here given; but the uppermost notes are 
seldom used, being difficult and not of so 
agreeable a quality. The uses of the 
clarinet are almost unlimited, but we 
enumerate the most important: 
1. It plays an effective solo in any part 
of its compass, but most of all in its 
middle register. 
2. It doubles the violin at the unison, 
greatly strengthening and enriching the 
tone. 
3. It doubles the violoncello at the 
unison, strengthening and enriching the 
t04S It makes a good alto for the flute,' 
playing in thirds or sixths. 
5. It blends well in chords with the 
cornets, or makes a good duet with a 
cornet. 
6. It sounds well in arpeggio figures, 
especially in the lower part of its compass. 
7. It doubles the flute effectively, play¬ 
ing an octave below the latter. 
8. In the absence of a flute, it often 
plays rapid runs, trills, etc., after the 
style of that instrument. 
9. It makes a good duet with the violin, 
viola or violoncello. 
10. It often plays sustained notes (in 
any part of its compass except the highest 
register) to enrich the harmony. • 
The students next task will be to ar¬ 
range a clarinet part for the Serenata,. 
This piece being in D, we advise the “A” 
clarinet, which will accordingly be written 
in the key of F. The first two measures 
will be a rest; the next sixteen measures 
will be in unison with the first violin 
(though apparently written in a different 
key) ; the next twelve measures will be 
largely in thirds below the flute, though 
some times doubling it in the octave below. 
One or two possible exceptions to this 
statement, also the last sixteen measures 
of the piece, we leave to the student’s own 
taste and invention. 
(To be continued) 
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Chopin—Complete Waltzes. 
Haydn—Sonatas, No. 1 to 10. 
Haydn—Sonatas, No. 11 to 20. 
Liszt—Concert Album. 
Mozart—Favorite Compositions. 
Russian Album—For the Pianoforte. 
Schubert—Fantasies, Impromptus ana 
Moments Musicals. , 
Schumann—Album of Selected Works. 
Schumann—(fo. IS Scenes from Child¬ 
hood and Op. 68 Album for the Young. 
Tschaikowsky—Album of Piano Com¬ 
positions. 
W agner-Liszt—Album of Transcip- 
tions from the Wagner Operas. 
THE ETUDE 
1712 Chestnut Street 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
The Conceit of Smartness 
By George Henry Howard * 
The prevalent American conceit is smart¬ 
ness. Out of this grows a laziness of the 
intellect which is fatal to all possible habtts 
of reflection or contemplation. Most 
students in our music schools are asking: 
"How much intellectual work (analysts 
thought, reflection, writing, self-testing) 
can I get rid of?” or “How soon can I get 
m diploma?” “Can’t I get along faster 
•and get through earlier? they say I 
guess I can play well enough, even if i 
don’t work up to the highest standard. I 
think I am smart enough to teach and 
secure a large list of pupils and make a 
cood living.” So this conceit of smartness 
detracts much from scholarshtp and genu¬ 
ine musical ability. 
Instead of a five years’ coursethccon- 
servatories should require an eight or ten 
years’ course. This would admit of one 
most desirable element which the big busi¬ 
ness machine called a conservatory every¬ 
where in this country, so far as may be 
easily discovered, leaves out of its calcula¬ 
tions—time for growth and mental assimil¬ 
ation. Otherwise teachers and so-called 
artists are manufactured, not educated. 
Many of the very persons who would 
scout the idea of an eight or ten years’ . 
course in a conservatory will have their 
children take lessons in a more or less 
desultory way from the age of seven to 
the age of nineteen or twenty (twelve or 
thirteen years, instead of eight or ten). 
A curriculum of eight years would dis¬ 
count the conceit of smartness and place a 
premium on good scholarship instead. We 
need conservatories that are not in a 
hurry. 
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Gentle on Hosiery 
With the All-Rubber shrewdly 
fash’oned Oblong Button the 
HOSE SUPPORTER 
holds the stocking in place 
securely—but without in¬ 
jury to the most delicate 
silk fabric. Sold Everywhere 
GEORGE FROST COMPANY, Boston 
Makers of the famous 
Boston Garter for Men 
Harmony Book 
for Beginners 
By PRESTON WARE OREM 
Price $1.26 
AN ADMIRABLE 
IMMEDIATE FOR 
SUCCESS SELF-HELP 
Brief, Simple, Vital, 
Practical, New 
and Distinctive 
Lays a strong foundation for 
future musicianship by giving the 
main essentials of the subject in such 
simple, understandable and interesting 
manner that it will prove invaluable in 
the class or for self-help work. 
Read this letter from JOHN 
PHILIP SOUSA, Famous 
Composer and Conductor: 
The system adopted in your 
Harmony Book is admirably adapted 
for the student who requires an 
instruction book that is “as plain as 
a pike.” The text is so lucid that 
he “who runs may read”—a decided 
virtue in any" text book. 
I congratulate you on your 
work and commend it to the student 
of harmony. 
THEO. PRESSER CO. 
SHEET MUSIC 
MUSIC BOOKS 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing 
our advertisers. 
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NEW WORKS. 
Advance of Publication Offers - 
December, 1921 
Carnaval Mignon—Schutt . 
Wohlfahrt, Op. 87. 
Child's Own Book—Grieg, Tapper. .. 
Child’s Play—Tompkins . 
Class Method for the Violin—Oscar J. 
Lehrei 
For Beginners—Hamilton. 
Mrs.* Curwen’s Pianoforte Method (1st 
Step) with Duets for Teacher and 
Pupil—John Kinross—Op. 11. 
Evangelistic Plano Playing—Schuler. . 
From the Yellowstone—Dramatic Sketch 
—Lieurance . 
In All Keys—Greenwald. 
Melodies for Teacher and Pupil (4 
Hands)—Mrs. H. B. Hudson. 
Modern Violin School—Lindberg. 
Mother Goose Fantasy—Nevin. 
Original Four Hand Pieces. 
Preparatory School to Bach—Liftl. . . . 
Preparatory School to the Sonatina— 
Liftl . 
Prince of Peace—Wolcott. 
School of the Pianoforte, Vol. Ill— 
Theodore Presser . 
Secular Duets  
Selected Violin Studies in Fourth, Half 
and Fifth Positions—Levenson. 
Short Melodious Exercises in Touch and 
Tone—Corbett. 
Technical Exercises for the Violin—H. 
van den Beemt. 
Tiny Tunes for Tiny Tots—Scarmo) 
Transcriptions for Organ—Stewart. 
Twelve Well Known Nur 
M. Greenwald . 
Violin Studies—Kreutzer . 
Wedding and Funeral Music for the 
Organ—Kraft .60 
The Thirty-third Annual 
Holiday Offer 
As is our custom, we present this year 
on other pages, a list of musical Christ¬ 
mas gifts. This year is presented a 
fuller line than usual. There is nothing 
more suitable or acceptable to a music 
lover than something along the musical 
line. 
Possibly the very best musical gift 
that could be given would be “Grove’s 
Dictionary of Music” in six volumes. The 
next one that appeals strongly to musi¬ 
cal people is a year’s subscription to 
The Etude. Another gift that is very 
popular is the musical calendar. These 
are sold for one dollar a dozen and 
many teachers distribute to each pupil 
one of these calendars. The 1922 Cal¬ 
endars are unusually attractive and pre¬ 
sent portraits of the great composers. 
There is not nearly enough attention 
paid to musical literature for Christmas 
gifts. It is unfortunate that the music 
people, and especially those in the pro¬ 
fession, are not readers of musical liter¬ 
ature as much as they should be. 
We have one of the largest libraries 
of musical literature that may be found 
anywhere. We aim to keep one copy 
of every book on music that is published 
the world over, and it is surprising how 
few of this line of musical works go- out 
to the profession. In other professions 
it is the ambition of every member to 
have a good professional library of their 
particular calling. This is the way it 
should be with the musical profession; 
there should he more pride taken in col¬ 
lecting books on music, and this is the 
time of the year when they can be pur¬ 
chased at extremely low prices. 
We trust that every one reading this 
notice will take a glance at what we 
have to offer in musical Christmas gifts. 
Hundreds Give The Etude 
as a Xmas Surprise 
■ Possibly the very easiest and most de¬ 
lightful mode of Christmas shopping is 
r to make a list of your musical friends, 
decide to give each a twelve-time gift and 
send their names and addresses to us 
with two dollars for each subscription. 
Then on Christmas morning we will de¬ 
liver to them a neat, two color, appro¬ 
priate announcement of your gift. Aside 
from saving all the rush and bother of 
Christmas shopping you have the satis¬ 
faction of knowing that The Etude will 
prolong your Christmas thought for 365 
days, bring musical enjoyment, know¬ 
ledge, and edification in generous measure 
every day, and, who knows, possibly be 
the means of pointing a whole career 
successward. If you have never given 
The Etude at Christmastide you will find 
it a very gratifying experience. 
You Can Never Make a 
Mistake in Presenting a 
Music Album 
If you are hunting for a great deal at 
very little expense for the purpose of 
a Christmas gift, the musical album is 
what the merchants call “a good buy.” 
There are sure to be some pieces among 
a number that will please and the general 
attractive appearance of an album makes 
it stand out among the other gifts on 
Christmas morning. But best of all it 
will be a source of delight to your friend 
for years. The following selection of 
albums at special low holiday prices are 
attractively bound and contain excel¬ 
lent selections. 
Crown Collection, elementary teaching 
pieces, technically classified, for 40 cents. 
Album for the Pianoforte, by Spauld¬ 
ing, containing the favorite compositions 
of this writer, for 50 cents. 
■ Celebrated Pieces in Easier Arrange¬ 
ments, pianistie masterpieces brought 
within reach of the average performer, 
for 50 cents. 
For the advanced player we would 
suggest the following: 
Rachmaninoff Album, the favorite 
piano numbers of the celebrated virtuoso, 
Russian Album, a wonderfully success¬ 
ful album of modern piano compositions 
by Russian composers, 60 cents. — 
American Composers’ Album, a variety 
of interesting piano pieces, 65 cents. 
Celebrated Compositions by Famous 
Composers, excellent piano numbers to 
delight the lover of music, 50 cents. 
Four-Hand Exhibition Pieces, piano 
duets for concert, recital or the home, 65 
cents. 
The friend who sings will appreciate 
any of the following three albums: 
Songs from the Yellowstone, by Thur- 
low Lieurance, a cycle of western songs, 
50 cents. 
Seven Songs from ’Way Down South, 
by Lily Strickland, genuine art songs of 
the Negro Mammy and Spiritual type, 65 
cents. 
Celebrated Recital Songs, a superb 
compilation of master songs, edited by 
David Bispham, $1.00. 
And for the organist we suggest: 
Organist’s Offering, pipe organ com¬ 
positions and arrangements suitable for 
church or picture playing, 90 cents. 
For the small price mentioned these al¬ 
bums will be delivered to any address, 
anywhere, postpaid. Order early.! 
Musical Literature for 
Christmas Gifts 
There is something about an attractive 
book that is like a treasure box—lift the 
cover and there is always the delight of 
surprise and new interest. The very 
feel of it, the appearance of crisp new¬ 
ness, the smell of the fresh paper and the 
ink, the expectation make it the safest 
kind of a Christmas gift. In The Etude 
you will find listed elsewhere many of the 
most fascinating and helpful musical 
books published. All make welcome pre¬ 
sents. Here are just a few excellent 
selections for Christmas remembrances: 
Under the Christmas Tree, by Mildred 
Weston, a cute little piano suite for wee 
tots, 40 cents. 
The First Violin, by Fothergill, a mu¬ 
sical novel, 70 cents. 
Old Fogy, His Musical Opinions and 
Grotesques, by Huneker, 85 cents. 
Descriptive Analyses of Piano Works, 
by Perry, $1.35. 
Stories of Standard Teaching Pieces, 
by Perry, $1.35. 
History of Music, by Baltzell, $1.35. 
Great Singers on the Art of Singing, 
by Cooke, $1.50. 
Music Appreciation by Hamilton, $2.25. 
Standard Operas, by Upton, $2.75. 
Violin Playing, As I Teach It, by Leo¬ 
pold Auer, $3.00. 
New Christmas Solos 
The church music department of our 
catalog is second to none. Our sacred 
solos in particular, have been remark¬ 
ably successful. We have a splendid list 
of Christmas songs suitable for church 
use from which selections may be made 
and we are constantly adding to this 
list. Three new numbers this season are: 
Immanuel by Bochau, While Shepherds 
Watched by H. C. Jordan, and Sing, Oh 
Sing by Risher. Immanuel, is an in¬ 
spiring setting of the Christmas story 
with a real organ accompaniment, open¬ 
ing in pastoral style but working up to 
a fine climax in the refrain after each 
verse. In tiie second verse, “Adeste 
Fideles” is introduced in the organ ac¬ 
companiment with independent voice 
part. While Shepherds Watched, is a 
flowing and singable setting of one of the 
grand old hymns. The voice part is 
melodious with a swinging 12/8 refrain 
and the accompaniment is easy to 
play. Sing, Oh Sing, is a simple but 
very effective number, almost in carol 
style. All three songs are suitable for me¬ 
dium voice but Immanuel has alternative 
notes which render it adaptable for high 
Artistic Musical 
Calendars for 1922 
This year our musical calendars are 
made quite attractive. Each one carries 
with it a good portrait of one of the 
twelve great masters. The size is 
6%xl0. 
The portraits have been imported from 
Europe and they are set off with a rich 
brown border upon a Rembiandt 
brown mat, making a calendar that is 
a very attractive and inexpensive gift. 
Every teacher can have one of these cal¬ 
endars as a modest gift for every pupil. 
The price is only one dollar a dozen as¬ 
sorted, ten cents a piece. We sell every 
year about fourteen thousand calendars 
and this year we expect the number will 
be much higher, so get your order in as 
early as possible, as the mail will be 
very much crowded near ithe holidays. 
Our Talking Machine 
Department 
The increased demand for both Victor 
and Brunswick records has obliged us to 
enlarge the stock of these goods, necessitat¬ 
ing additional shelving and floor space. 
During the past two months we have 
received extraordinarily heavy shipments 
and now’ have a most varied and most 
complete line of both Victor and Bruns¬ 
wick records. This means “better and 
still better” service to our many mail order 
patrons who naturallv desire to have their 
orders filled completely and without 
delay. 
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Supplementary lists of new records for 
December issued by these companies are 
now ready, and wiR be sent on request. 
In addition to these we have prepared a 
special list of Victor records of our own 
choice—both popular and classic selec¬ 
tions—records which we believe you can 
order without hearing and not be dis¬ 
appointed. 
Records make a very acceptable Xmas 
Gift and so do the smaller portable Vie- 
trolas which sell for $45.00. These little 
instruments can be carried about like a 
suit case, and possess a tone equal in 
power to the larger styles. Let us send 
you a folder describing this new style 
Victrola, which has become exceedingly 
popular, and at the same time we will 
enclose booklets of other Victrolas, 
Brunswick and Cheney Phonographs' 
showing all the different models and 
prices. If you don’t wish to pay all 
cash, you will be surprised to learn what 
advantages you may secure by plac¬ 
ing your order with the Theodore Pres¬ 
ser Co. Christmas will soon be herewith 
the usual shortage of Victrolas and 
other standard machines, so the wise 
buyer will accept our advice and make 
a selection without delay. 
Beethoven’s “Selected 
Sonatas” in Cloth Binding 
One of the most successful volumes of 
music in our catalog is Beethoven’s 
“Selected Sonatas,” fourteen of these 
master works carefully edited and 
fingered having also many explanatory 
notes. The sonatas in this volume in^ 
elude all those that are usually studied 
or played; those omitted are seldom 
heard. Furthermore in editing this 
volume the difficulty of each sonata was 
intelligently considered and the book 
begins with a sonata (Op. 79) that pre¬ 
sents the least technical obstacles to the 
student; the others follow in the order 
of their increasing complexity and em¬ 
brace all the famous numbers such as 
the so-called Moonlight, Pathetique, 
Waldstein and Appassionato. Thus, in 
this single low priced volume the student 
or lover of Beethoven’s works may ob¬ 
tain in large clear print all his import¬ 
ant sonatas without being compelled to 
purchase two or three equally expensive 
volumes. For the Holidays we have pre¬ 
pared a limited quantity* of Beethoven’s 
“Selected Sonatas” in full cloth binding 
with gilt top and gold stamp title de¬ 
sign on front cover. 
Special Holiday Cash Price $3.00, post¬ 
age additional unless cash is sent in ad¬ 
vance. 
The Prince of Peace: Cantata 
By J. Truman Wolcott 
This new cantata is now ready but the 
special introductory offer is continued 
during the current month. Although 
intended for general use, The Prince of 
Peace is especially adapted for Christ¬ 
mas, since it deals chiefly with the Incar¬ 
nation. It is well suited for use at 
special musical services, as it is of suit¬ 
able length and not too difficult to be 
rendered effectively after a few rehear¬ 
sals. It is melodious and singable 
throughout, the solo portions being well 
divided up between the voices and inter¬ 
spersed with strong and telling chorus 
numbers. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 40 cents, post- 
Technical Exercises 
for the Violin 
By H. van den Beemt 
We take pleasure in announcing this 
new work which we feel will be much ap¬ 
preciated by violin teachers and stu¬ 
dents. It is in the form of daily studies 
for the violin and is intended to develop 
case and surety of technic. The princi¬ 
pal departments of technic are thorough¬ 
ly covered such as, intervals, scales, 
arpeggios, and double notes in all keys, 
together with valuable preparatory work. 
This book may be used in the daily 
practice for a considerable period of 
time with most advantageous results. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents, post- 
postpaid. 
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Heart Songs 
A book that should be in every home. 
We consider this so excellent an offer¬ 
ing that we are devoting space to it de-' 
spite the fact that we ourselves are not 
the publishers of it. In accordance with 
our usual policy of supplying meritor¬ 
ious publications at the lowest possible 
prices we made special arrangements 
with the publishers for the purchase of 
a large edition in order that the book 
could be sold by us at a very nominal 
price. 
“Heart Songs” contains four hundred 
songs dear to the American people and 
in addition to the regular alphabetical 
index they are indexed by classifications 
such as "Patriotic Songs, Love Songs, 
Religious Songs, College Songs, Plant¬ 
ation Melodies, Songs of the Sea, Opera 
and Oratorio Songs, etc. There are five 
hundred and eighteen pages of songs 
bound in cloth, making a volume of great 
value. The songs are presented in me¬ 
dium voice arrangements so that nearly 
everybody can sing them. 
This book wiU make a worth-while 
gift to any music lover or to any mem¬ 
ber of a family possessing a piano. The 
special low cash price at which we offer 
this book is $1.25 and at this price will 
be sent postpaid when cash is sent with 
From the Yellowstone 
A Dramatic Sketch 
By Thurlow Lieurance and 
Charles and Juanita Rods 
This is a dramatic work on Indian 
themes and introduces a number of Mr. 
Lieurance’s famous melodies such as “By 
Weeping Waters,” “Where Cedars Rise,” 
“My Collie Boy,” “A Mountain Madri¬ 
gal,” “A Rose on an Indian Grave,” 
“The Eagle and the Lark,” “Lament,” 
“Farewell, Cabin Mine,” “By the Waters 
of Minnetonka,” and his latest success, 
“The Bird and the Babe.” The work is 
for mixed quartet and chorus. The 
lyrics are by Charles O. and Juanita E. 
Roos. The work is to be produced in 
costume and the story should be printed on 
the program. The only scenery required is 
an Indian camp in the background with a 
cabin in the foreground. The scene is laid in 
the country surrounding the head waters 
of the Yellowstone River. There are six 
leading parts, two of which are speaking 
parts. The lyrics are extremely poetical. 
The work is suitable for colleges or high 
schools and will make a unique and at¬ 
tractive entertainment. There are no 
difficult choruses and the solos are all 
most attractive. We predict for this 
work a splendidly successful career. 
Our special advance price is but 60 
cents postpaid. 
Mother Goose Fantasy 
By Arthur Nevin 
The plates for this work are entirely 
engraved and by the time this issue 
reaches our subscribers the work will be 
on the press and we postively can assure 
copies in the next three weeks, in plenty 
of time to give during the holidays. The 
character of the work has been explained 
a number of times in former issues so 
that it is not necessary to repeat it here. 
The work was given in manuscript form 
at the Musical Club Convention at 
Peterboro, N. H., at the MacDowell Set- 
tlement School. If you arc looking for 
something novel, musical and interesting 
to give during the holidays there is 
nothing better than this work of Mr. 
Nevin. 
Our special advance price is but 50 
Short Melodious Exercises 
in Touch and Tone 
By Ave Corbett 
This book is a new set of second grade 
studies. These studies are short, but 
tuneful, each one being devoted to some 
special point in technic, such as five- 
finger work, rotary touch, two-finger ex¬ 
ercises, scale exercises, wrist exercises, 
singing touch, etc. it will prove a very 
useful book to displace some of the more 
conventional works of which in time both 
teachers and pupils grow weary. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents, postpaid. 
Child’s First Book 
of Melodies 
By W. E. Honska 
Class Method for the Violin 
By Oscar J. Lehrer 
This book is written in demonstration 
of the author’s contention that the violin 
may lie taught in classes provided a 
method is employed which is adapted to 
this style of teaching. As it is deemed 
desirable that pupils acquire indepen¬ 
dence in playing from the start, the 
exercises are written throughout in three 
parts but it is the intention that each 
pupil shall play’ each one of these parts, 
the teacher facing his class, baton in 
hand. The harmonies are all complete, 
and no piano is necessary. It is a book 
that may be taken up from the very 
beginning and used either alone or in 
conjunction with any other method. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 50 cents, post- 
This little book supplies a child’s first 
need in beginning the study of music. 
Three features are prominently brought 
out in this little work. First, is the very 
simplicity of the exercises, they are ab¬ 
solutely the first little efforts of the 
child. The second is, that they teach 
melody from the very beginning, and the 
third is rhythm. It also teaches both 
clefs at the same time. After the first 
three or four pages have been taken up 
there is a part given to the teacher as a 
sort of harmonic back-ground, which 
developes the musical sense of the little 
child. The work is by one of our best 
educators who has had a world of ex¬ 
perience in this field and is a very 
original exposition of elementary mater¬ 
ial We believe this book has genuine 
merit, and will be used in the future by 
thousands of teqphers. 
Our special price to advance gpbscrib- 
ers is only 30 cents, postpaid. 
Child’s Play—Ten Little 
Pieces 
By George Tompkins 
This is a very tuneful set of little 
teaching pieces of the first and second 
grades. Although they are distinctively 
piano pieces in character, each little 
piece has verses which may be sung if 
desired. The pieces are in characteristic 
vein bearing such titles as; Good Little 
Boy, Little Cock Sparrow, There Was an 
Old Woman, etc. The writer is a con¬ 
temporary American composer of much 
promise. , . 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents, postpaid. 
Player’s Book 
School of the Pianoforte Vol. Ill 
By Theodore Presser 
The phenomenal success of the first 
two volumes of Mr. Presser’s “School of 
the Pianoforte” has made it an urgent 
necessity to bring out this third volume 
which will be a continuation in difficulty 
of Volume II. There will be a positive 
design in the book, it will not be a hodge¬ 
podge selection of material without any 
purpose or design. In this third volume 
there will be •>. real purpose from the very 
beginning, and each technical difficulty 
will be presented first in a simple form 
and then developed through exercises 
and pieces, reading exercises, etc. Some 
of the technical difficulties that will be 
taken up will be the trill, turn, octave 
work, arpeggios, repeated notes, memory 
exercises velocity studies, etc. 
The advance of publication price for 
this very valuable work is but 25 cents. 
Tiny Tunes for Tiny Tots 
By A. Louis Scarmolin 
Mr. Scarmolin has been very successful 
in combining material adapted for very 
young students, with musical devices us¬ 
ually found in more advanced pieces. 
In these clever little numbers there is 
present a trace of polyphony, so that a 
certain amount of musicianship is devel¬ 
oped right from the start, and the pupil 
is instructed as well as entertained. This 
is a most attractive little volume. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents, post- 
Mrs. Curwen’s Pianoforte 
Method (1st step) with Duets 
for Teacher and Pupil 
By John Kinross, Op. II 
Our new edition of this valuable little 
work will appear in the Presser Collec¬ 
tion and is now about ready. It is much 
used by teachers on account of the very 
attractive little Teacher and Pupil duets 
by Kinross which comprise the larger 
portion of the volume. But there is much 
that is useful in the introductory or ele¬ 
mentary portion of the book. This vol¬ 
ume may be used to start beginners or 
it may be used to supplement any other 
instruction book. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents, post¬ 
paid. 
In All Keys—Twenty-four 
Study Pieces in the Major 
and Minor 
By M. Greenwald 
This is a most useful book of studies 
suitable for students about ready to be¬ 
gin third grade work. It is written with 
the idea of familiarizing the student in a 
pleasant and interesting manner with all 
the major and minor keys. There is a 
piece for every key. These pieces are in 
characteristic style, each bearing an ap¬ 
propriate title and each well adapted to 
the key in which it was written. In ad¬ 
dition‘to the value in exemplifying all 
possible keys, these studies contain a 
considerable variety of technical material. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 40 cents, post- 
Modern Violin School 
By Theodore Lindberg 
This work is now about ready but the 
special introductory offer will be con¬ 
tinued during the current month. It is 
a good, sound, practical method for the 
violin starting from the very beginning 
and proceeding by logical stages. The 
material is chiefly original and the book 
is exceedingly well made throughout. 
Most of the exercises have a second vio¬ 
lin part for the teacher to play, thus do¬ 
ing away with the necessity of having a 
piano accompaniment. The author is a 
successful teacher and player. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 40 cents, post¬ 
paid. 
Carnaval Mignon 
Ed. Schutt 
Carnaval Mignon, Op. 48 by Schutt is 
one of the new numbers to be added to 
the Presser Collection. It is a suite of 
six pieces as follows: Prelude, SCrinade 
d’Arlequin, Tristesse de Colombine, 
Polichinelle, Pierrot Riveur, SganarelU. 
These pieces either singly or as a whole, 
will make splendid recital numbers for 
moderately advanced players. Taken to¬ 
gether, they form a compendium of 
modern technical devices. They are de¬ 
lightful to play and to listen to. 
The special introductory price in ar- 
vance of publication is 40 cents, post¬ 
paid. 
Preparatory School 
to the Sonatina 
By Franz T. Liftl 
As a general thing, the sonatina is 
almost a stumbling block to the average 
pupil. Many teachers begin this study 
with the sonatinas of Kuhlau and Clem- 
enti but some of the passages in these 
sonatinas approach the sonata in diffi¬ 
culty. This work is intended to prepare 
the pupil; they are the easiest studies in 
this form. The book contains quite a 
number of original little sonatinas, and 
there is nothing so difficult in the work 
that the average pupil could not take it 
after the first year’s study. 
Our special advance price is 40 cents 
postpaid. 
A Musical Gift of Extraordinary Value at a Small Price 
Great Musicians Portrait Series 
Eight portraits in Sepia Rotogravure 
on heavy velvet hoard. Size 6 x 28 in. 
Comes folded in envelope, opens accordion fashion to place on piano, on music-room table or can be framed and hung on wall. 
Special 
Christmas 
CASH 
PRICE 
$1.00 a doz. 
postpaid 
15 cents each 
THEODORE 
PRESSER 
Company 
1710-1712-1714 
Chestnut Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Transcriptions for the Organ 
By Humphrey J. Stewart 
In this compilation Dr. Stewart has in¬ 
cluded his own transcriptions of many 
popular numbers which he has played 
with great success at his various recitals. 
These are pieces of moderate length and 
difficulty such as are not to be found in 
other collections. Originally, most of 
them were piano pieces, a few being vio¬ 
lin or orchestral numbers. As Mr. 
Stewart has transcribed them however, 
all become real organ pieces admirably 
adapted to the instrument and calculated 
to please mixed audiences. In addition 
to their value in recital work, many of 
the pieces will make good church volun¬ 
taries, and a number of them are well 
adapted for picture playing. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 75 cents, post¬ 
paid. 
Original 
Four-Hand Pieces 
In the compilation of this new album 
the wonderful field of original four-hand 
music has been drawn upon exclusively. 
No arrangements or transcriptions have 
been included. Among the modern com¬ 
posers particularly, pianoforte literature 
is rich in examples of original four-hand 
numbers. We have endeavored to incor¬ 
porate into this new volume as many as 
possible of the gems from the various 
composers. The book will be suitable for 
moderately advanced players. 
Tlie special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 60 cents, post- 
Wedding and Funeral Music 
for the Organ 
We are still continuing the special in¬ 
troductory offer on this work. It is a 
splendid compilation of numbers both 
new and standard suitable for the two 
occasions mentioned in the title. In addi¬ 
tion to march movements, it contains a 
goodly number of preludes and postludes 
and also soft movements and slow move¬ 
ments of various types. The entire col¬ 
lection is a most useful one and convenient 
for the busy organist to have at hand. 
We anticipate a great success for it. 
Tlie special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 60 cents, post¬ 
paid. 
Selected Studies for the 
Violin in the Fourth, Half 
and Fifth Positions 
By Charles Levenson 
This volume will be continued on the 
'special offer during the current month, 
although copies are now ready for dis¬ 
tribution. A book of studies such as 
these, occupies a most desirable place in 
tlie violin curriculum. Studies exemplify¬ 
ing the Fourth, Half and Fifth Positions, 
are scarce at the best and must be 
hunted up in the various books. It is 
most convenient to have a good and 
practical assortment of such studies as¬ 
sembled under one cover. 
Tlie special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 40 cents, post¬ 
paid. 
Child’s Own Book 
by Edvard Grieg 
The writer of this publisher’s note has 
just been reading the proof of Mr. Tap¬ 
per’s latest addition to his collection of 
juvenile biographical “cut-out” picture 
books. It can truthfully be said that 
this, the story of Edvard Grieg, is one of 
the most fascinating of the entire series. 
Possibly Mr. Tapper, who has always 
had a deep love for Norway and the Nor¬ 
wegians, put a little more of his “heart" 
in this. If your little folks have liked 
the other Tapper books, they will be es¬ 
pecially delighted with this newest one. Tt 
should'be out now in a few weeks at the 
latest, as it is all up in type and the 
cuts have been made for the pictures. In 
the meanwhile if you desire to take 
advantage of our advance introductory- 
rate you may have copies sent to you 
post paid for 12 cents. 
Twenty-five Melodies for 
Teacher and Pupil (Four Hands) 
By Mrs. H. B. Hudson 
The sooner the beginner has something 
to play the better. It is possible by 
means of using Capital Letters to allow 
the young student to play before even 
Notation is mastered. This device has 
been successfully employed by Mrs. H. 
B. Hudson in her two books, A, B, C of 
Piano Music and Melodies Without 
Notes. In the new book, Twenty-Five 
Melodies for Teacher and Pupil, the idea 
is continued in four-hand form, tlie Pu¬ 
pil’s part being in Capital Letters and the 
Teacher’s part being in the usual nota¬ 
tion. This new book should prove equal¬ 
ly as popular as its two predecessors. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents, post- 
Preparatory School to Bach 
By Franz T. Liftl 
This little work bv this celebrated 
European educator will be ready for 
delivery very soon. It is, as the name 
implies a preparation for Bach. In other 
words, it follows along the line of 
counterpoint. As a general thing, the 
pupils wait too long before they take up 
the polyphonic study; it should be taken 
up much earlier than has been our cus¬ 
tom. It is never wise to begin with 
Bach, because just as soon as a pupil 
approaches Bach he stands before an 
impenetrable stone wall and discourage¬ 
ment follows, so that the best plan for 
educators is to prepare the way with 
some work such as this as an introduc¬ 
tion to Bach. This little work fills a 
very important niche in this line of 
Our special advance price is but 35 
cents prepaid. 
Evangelistic Piano Playing 
By George S. Schuler 
To make the average hymn-tune or 
gospel song into piano music has always 
been a problem. As a bymn appears on 
the printed page, it is merely a composi¬ 
tion for four voices. Usually these voice 
parts do not lie well under the hands 
when played and even if they do, the 
effect is unsatisfactory. The hymns must 
be adapted to the instrument. In the 
new book, Evangelistic Piano Playing by 
Mr. Schuler, full instructions are given 
for making these adaptations, beginning 
in the simplest possible manner and fin¬ 
ally developing into real piano pieces. 
Mr. Schuler has had much experience in 
this line of work and is fully conversant 
with the methods of all the successful 
evangelical pianists. 
Tlie special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 50 cents, post- 
Twelve Well-Known 
Nursery Rhymes 
By M. Greenwald 
This is a novelty in the line of a 
juvenile book. The little pieces may be 
used as piano solos or as vocal numbers 
or they may be performed as action songs 
by a group of children. The traditional 
melodies are used but in a new musical 
dress. The verses are given complete to¬ 
gether with directions for performance 
and appropriate illustrations. 
Tlie special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents, post- 
Violin Studies 
By R. Kreutzer 
Kreutzer, the friend of Beethoven, 
stands in the same relation in the deve¬ 
lopment of violin technic as does Czerny 
to that of the pianoforte. Kreutzer’s 
studies establish a certain standard in 
violin playing and it should be the am¬ 
bition of every player to execute them 
with ease and certainty. Our new 
edition of this work has been prepared 
with the utmost care after comparison 
with all previous editions. It will soon 
be on the market. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 40 cents, post- 
Composition for Beginners 
By Anna Heuermann Hamilton 
We were hopeful that by this time we 
would be able to distribute to our ad¬ 
vance subscribers this work, but many 
revisions have had to be made and little 
improvements here and there are con¬ 
stantly coming to our attention. At this 
writing there are only eight pages to be 
shaped up before the work is entirely 
ready for the printer, and we believe at 
this time next month the work will be in 
the hands of our advance subscribers. 
It is astonishing what the author has 
presented to us in the way of the very 
easiest studies in musical composition. 
There is a positive analogy between 
musical composition for a child and 
essays in literature. In every school the 
little children are required to write little 
original essays. This same thing has been 
attempted by the author in tlie music line 
in this work, and she has succeeded in a 
marvelous way. The book was used as 
a correspondence course with wonderful 
success for many years, and we are 
proud to become tlie publisher of such 
an important work. 
If you have not subscribed for this in¬ 
teresting book you still have time to 
avail youself of the advance of publica¬ 
tion price, which is but 60 cents postpaid. 
It will lie published in book form with 
cloth binding and will contain nearly 
one hundred pages. 
Secular Duets 
Our album of Secular Vocal Ducts 
will contain a choice collection of num¬ 
bers adapted for various combinations 
of voices and chiefly by modern and con¬ 
temporary writers. These duets are all 
of intermediate difficulty. All are sing¬ 
able and attractive, having been tried out 
practically and with success. The volume 
will be similar in style and scope to our 
popular collection entitled, Sacred Duets. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 60 cents, post- 
The Children’s Musical 
Friend—Melodious Four-Hand 
Piano Pieces for Beginners 
By H. Wohlfahrt, Op. 87 
This new volume ini the Presser Collec¬ 
tion is now off the press but the special 
introductory offer will be continued 
during the current month. This little 
volume forms an important part in many 
an elementary teaching curriculum. One 
of the best means of inducing rhythmical 
playing is the use of four-hand pieces 
and these by Wohlfahrt may be taken up 
very early, even in the first grade. They 
are not Teacher and Pupil duets but 
they may be played by two pupils of 
very nearly equal attainments. All of 
the numbers are tuneful and interesting 
to play. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents, post- 
Magazine Prices are Down— 
Buy Now 
Let Us Help You Solve the 
Christmas Gift Problem 
Our Magazine Service Department has 
arranged some excellent offers at remark¬ 
ably low prices. We are better equipped 
than ever to handle subscriptions for all 
magazines published and to render to 
our friends and subscribers, a courteous 
and efficient service. Mailing subscrip¬ 
tions and money to the Theodore Pres¬ 
ser Company carries with it a certain sat¬ 
isfaction and feeling which is best 
exemplified by the thousands of people 
wrho continue year after year to send us 
remittances by mail, to their entire satis¬ 
faction. 
Magazine subscriptions make appre¬ 
ciated gifts. Here are a few sugges¬ 
tions for Christmas. 
The Etude, for the music lover. 
Pictorial Review or Woman’s Home 
Companion for the Housewife 
McCalls’ for the Girls. 
Boys’ Life or American Boy for the 
Modern Priscilla—for the woman who 
likes to make pretty things. 
TEE . ETUDE 
World’s Work, Review of Reviews or 
Scribners for interpretative current his¬ 
tory. 
Select the Magazine you desire us to 
send and it will be a constant memento 
of your thoughtfulness every month for 
a whole year. We will send a card bear¬ 
ing your name and good wishes if you 
make the request with your order. This 
is only a partial list of offers; others 
appear on another page of this issue. 
Our Price Saves Yo 
THE ETUDE. 
McCall’s . 
Our Price Saves Yo 
THE ETUDE. 
Modern Priscilla . 
75c 
75c 
Our Price Saves You 50c 
THE ETUDE. 
youth’s Companion (Weekly) . 
Our Price Saves You 50o 
THE ETUDE. 
People’s Home 
}$2.2S 
| $3.25 
j$4.00 
}$2.75 
Our Price. Saves You 75o 
THE ETUDE. 
Today’s Housewife. | $2.25 
Our Price Sav 
THE ETUDE. 
Colliers (Weekly).. 
Our Pr 
THE ETUDE. 
Mentor . 
Sav 
You 75c 
You 75c 
Our Price S 
THE ETUDE. . . . 
Christian Herald 
Our Prico Sa 
THE ETUDE.... 
Forbes (26 Issues) 
50c 
$1.00 
| $4.25 
[$5.25 
| $3.50 
[$5.00 
Our Price Saves You 50c 
THE ETUDE. 
Boys’ Magazine . 
Our Price Saves You 75c 
THE ETUDE.. 
Current Opinion . 
Our Price Saves Yoi7 85o 
THE ETUDE. 
Pictorial Review .;. 
[$3.00 
| $5.25 
[$3.65 
Christmas Premium 
Suggestions 
Salad Fork—Guaranteed Sterling. F.x- 
quisite design, 3 subscriptions required. 
Tomato Server—Sterling. Has.pleased 
hundreds, 4 subscriptions required. 
Cream Ladle—Sterling. A beautiful 
pattern, 2 subscriptions required. 
Cake Knife—Sterling silver handle, 2 
subscriptions required. 
Berry Spoon—Sterling. A beauty, 3 
subscriptions required. 
Cheese Knife—Makes a wonderful gift. 
Sterling, 2 subscriptions required. 
Bread Knife—Another Sterling pat¬ 
tern, 3 subscriptions required. 
Pie Knife—A ■ splendid addition to a 
silver set, 3 subscriptions required. 
Casserole—Two-pint size, nickel frame, 
Pyrex decorated baker, 8 subscriptions 
required. 
Casserole—Brown crock, white lined, 
nickel frame, 4 subscriptions required. 
Relish Dish—Three partition dish, at¬ 
tractive pattern, 5 subscriptions required. 
Bon Bon Dish—Novel and attractive. 
Silver-plated, gold lined, 2 subscriptions 
required. 
Crumb Set—Nickel-plated or brushed 
brass, 4 subscriptions required. 
If Your Subscription has 
Expired, Take Advantage of 
This Renewal Offer 
During this and next month, many sub¬ 
scriptions will expire. We invite you to 
send your renewal ($2.00) and 25c addi¬ 
tional, only $2.25 in all, and we will send 
you without cost, anv one of the follow¬ 
ing: 
Beginner’s Book, School of the Piano¬ 
forte, Volume 1, by Theodore Presser. 
Student’s Book, School of the Piano¬ 
forte, Volume 2, by Theodore Presser. 
Selected Studies from Czerny by Lieb- 
ling, any one of the three volumes. 
Selections from Piano Works by Bee¬ 
thoven. 
Selected Works by Robert Schumann. 
Standard Vocalist (Fifty Selected 
Songs). 
Send another subscription with your 
own renewal with $4.00 and we will send 
to any address, any of the above men¬ 
tioned works postpaid with no additional 
charge. 
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SKIDMORE 
A woman’s college offering programs in General 
studies. Fine and Applied Art. Home Economics, Music, Physical Education and Secretarial Scienee, 
S&M SS 
th*r,‘Sa»torgya ^hND'V.Pre°ident- ““ 
Schools and CoWeQ&s 
NEW YORK, NEW ENGLAND, OHIO. PENNSYLVANIA J 
and SOUTHERN 
Crane Normal Institute of Music 
Training School for Superritori of Music 
both sexes 
Voice culture, light-singing, ear-training, harmony, 
form, music-history, chorus-conducting, method!, 
POTSDAM, NEW YORK 
Interested in Piano Playing? 
Then you should know of 
The Virgil Method, Vols. I and II 
How When and Where to Pedal 
175 Piano Pieces and Studies (Grades I to VI) 
All by Mrs. A. M. Virgil 
(Graded catalog on request) 
You should know also 
The splendid instruments for Piano Practice called 
The Virgil Tekniklavier) . . „ D. 
. /(Keyboards full Piano size) 
The Bergman Clavier ) 
Four and Two Octave Keyboards in Suitcases 
The Child’s Pedal (A pedal and footrest for the child) 
Also the well known 
VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY 
120 West 72d St. NEW YORK CITY 
3RMmmw 
PIAI^cjjJ^tflOOL 
Carnegie ffali, New York. 
pianists tfachers ACCOMPANISTS 1 Hi/W/l lGlVU 
The SIGHT, TOUCH and HEARING System of Teaching. Write for booklet 
COURSES FOR 
New York School of Music and Arts 
150 Riverside Drive, New York City 
Beautiful location overlooking Hudson River. Day aud Boarding Pupils. 
Ideal home life for refined, cultured girls. 
Europe and America’s Most Eminent Teachers 
. instruments. Dramatic art, dancing, language 
Institute .i Musical Art 
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK 
Frank Damrosch, Director 
An endowed school of music conducted 
solely in the interest of higher musical 
education and providing complete and 
comprehensive courses. 
SPECIAL PREPARATORY CENTRES in different 
parts of New York C.ty and Brooklyn for children 
between *evcn and twelve years of age. 
For catalogues address 
Secretary, 120 CLAREMONT AVE., 
NEW YORK CITY 
=Ithaea Conservatory of Music= 
■cert work. All imtru- 
Jramatic art, languages. Graduate, 
places. Master courses w.th world 
, in all department*. Concert nan 
Piano, Pedagogy, Publii 
\ School Music 
\ Organ, Composition 
R. Huntington Woodman 
Violin, Violoncello 
If 51 \ Theodore Spierinf 
If /. ITV ° \ Nicotine Zedoler 
i//W\V7 \ George K. Raudenbuoh 
W T Jty \ Guslar 0. Hornberger 
\Voice 
36th Season- 
October 4th, 192l\ Ler0J, Tebb, 
Send for Circulars Madde" 
and Catalogue \ 
KATES. CHITTENDEN, Dean\ 
MAY DITTO MURRAY Cor. Secretary \ 
212 West Fifty-ninth Street \ 
New York City \ 
COMBS CONSERVATORY 
PHILADELPHIA 
THIRTY-SEVENTH YEAR 
ly School of unparalleled Facilities for the attain 
A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION 
(Theoretical and Applied Branehea Taught Pmaftly 
Because of its distinguished faculty, 
ideals, breadth of culture, and moder 
Conservatory affords   * — ’ 
_thods, individual instruction, high 
ith efficient management, the Coma 
a complete musical education. 
- Geiger, Mua. Bae., Viulin: Faculty: Gibert Raynold. Comb*, Piano; Hugh A. Clarke Mua. Doc., Tbeorv; William M. 
Nelson A. Chesnutt, Vmce; Russell King Miller, Organ, and 90 assistant teacher*. 
All branches Normal Training Course for Teachers. Four Pupils’Recitals a 
w«k Full brcheetral and Military Band Departments. Two Complete Pup.ls’ 
Symphony Orchestras. Reciprocal relations with University of Pennsylvania. Sy phony 0 
A School of I 
(Dormitories for Women) 
piration. Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Succ 
Illustrated Year Book Free 
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director °r£» S&52*1” 
-HaTn Philadelphia 
Musical Acad-emy 
traTamfrecitals^B^ For prospectus trt<lre«w CHARLTON LEWIS MURPHY, 
Managing Director, 1617 8pruce 8t. 
P.M.1, Over 1300 students last year. Special training for 
Pittsburgh Musical Institute., Inc. 
55th YEAR Founded by CLARA BAUR 
Conducted according to method* of most 
progrenive European conservatories 
Dramatic Art—MUSIC—Languages 
♦ Faculty of International Reputation 
mxt Exceptional advantages for post¬ 
graduates and repertoire work. Department 
of Opera. Ideal location and residence 
department with superior equipment. 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
WARREN, OHIO 
THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL 
BRANCHES OF MUSIC 
Addreae LYNN B. DANA, President De.k E, WARREN, OHIO 
ESTABLISHED 185'. 
nr a dattY conservatory 
lEiADUU I BALTIMORE, md. 
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director 
One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America. 
—College of Fine Arts— 
Syracuse University 
Unc x celled (advantages for the study of musTc. Facul" 
ty of 20 specialists. Regular four-year course leads 
to the degr e of Mus. B. Special certificate couraes. 
Special student* may enter at any time of the year. 
For catalogue and full information, address 
Registar, Syracuse Unirerslty, Syracuse N.Y. 
HtiHoinnai 
rhen addressing our advsrtlsers. 
Atlanta Conservatory of Music 
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS 
IN THE SOUTH 
Advantages Equal lo Those Found Anywhere 
Students may enter at any time. Send for 
Catalog. GEO. F. LCTDNHR, Director 
Peachtree and Broad Street*, Atlanta, Georgia 
The Courtright System of Musical Kindergarten 
Oldest and most practical system. Write for 
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CHICAGO 
Chicago Musical College 
FELIX BOROWSKI, President Dr. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritus CARL D. KINSEY, Vice-President and Manager j 
The Leading and Largest College of Music and Dramatic Art in America 
WINTER TERM NOW OPEN 
Faculty of More than 100 Teachers including the following noted artists: (Alphabetically Arranged) 
PIANO 
MAURICE ARONSON 
MOSES BOGUSLAWSKI 
BARTON BACHMANN 
EDWARD COLLINS 
HARRY DETWEILER 
GLENN DILLARD GUNN 
MAX KRAMM 
ALEXANDER RAAB 
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR 
C. GORDON WEDERTZ 
BELLE FORBES CUTTER 
STANLEY DEACON 
EDOUARD DU FRESNE 
ROSE LUTIGER GANNON 
MABEL SHARP HERDIEN 
JOHN B. MILLER 
ADOLF MUHLMANN 
EDOARDO SACERDOTE 
BURTON THATCHER 
MAURICE GOLDBLATT 
RAY HUNTINGTON 
RUDOLPH REINERS 
LEON SAMETINI 
ERBA SUNDSTROM 
ORGAN 
CLARENCE EDDY 
ERIC DE LAMARTER 
HELEN W. ROSS 
C. GORDON WEDERTZ 
HARMONY, COMPOSITION, COUNTERPOINT, CANON AND FUGUE 
FELIX BOROWSKI LOUIS VICTOR SAAR HAROLD B. MARYOTT LAURA D. HARRIS BARTON BACHMANN 
TEACHERS’ NORMAL COURSES REPERTOIRE AND INTERPRETATION 
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS (Piano) CLASSES 
- - -  - GLENN DILLARD GUNN BURTON THATCHER GLENN DILLARD GUNN (Piano) ..... 
HAROLD B. MARYOTT (Vocal) MAX FISCHEL (Violin) EDWARD COLLINS 
WALTON PYRE (Expression " • > LEON SAMETINI 
DRAMATIC ART AND EXPRESSION 
WALTON PYRE MINNA MAE LEWIS 1 Instruments Taught 
SCHOLARSHIPS OF THE TOTAL VALUE OF $20,000 
Application blank on request. Mason & Hamlin Grand Piano, presented for competition in the Post Graduation Class by the Mason & Hamlin Co. Conover Grand Piano j| 
presented for competition in the Post Graduation, Graduation and Senior Diploma Classes by the Cable Piano Company. Valuable Violin presented for competition in the : 
Violin Department by Lyon and Healy. Entire Musical Education for competition in the Vocal Department. These prizes will be competed for in Orchestra Hall, Chicago 
before world-renowned musicians as judges and with Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Opera Scholarships. 15 prizes of $300 each; 15 of $100; 15 of $50 in the classes: also. < 
Diamond, Gold and Silver Medals ; 
56th YEAR 
DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS 
620 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE j 
wan Thirty-Sixth Season a«Hg 
AMERICAN ~t| ( 
CONSERVATORY Ml 
Chicago’s Foremost School of 
MUSIC in Piano.Voice,Violin, Organ, Public School Music. Ha rmony. Composition. Orches¬ 
tral Instruments, Dramatic Art. Ex pres si on. 
Modern Languages. Dancing, etc., taught by 95 
eminent artists. Superior Normal Training School 
supplies Teachers for Colleges. Lyceum engage¬ 
ments, Teachers’Certificates, Diplomas and De- 
Unrfvaled *free* advantages.^ aCC°mm atK>nS’ 
Thirty free scholarships. Application blanks 
furnished. Make early request. 
k 
| CREATIVE PIANO PLUG COURSE 
Effa Ellis Perfield Music School, Inc. 
OoO-oso 5l'«atici«ofiLusois,*basL 
Effa Ellis Perfield Music Teaching System 
‘ NKW YORK (TTT 
Telephone Bryant 7233 
OLUMBIA 
SCHOOL OF''* 
usie 
L 
CLARE OSBORNE REED. Director 
TWENTY-FIRST SEASON 
Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin, 
Teachers’ Normal Training, 
Public School Music Methods 
Interpretation for Profession¬ 
al Musicians. 
An Accredited School 
Certificates, Diplomas and Degrees by 
authority of the 
STATE OF ILLINOIS 
COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF *MUSIC J 
Private Teachers M 
bership in Ihe Western Conservatory may provide regular 
*’—ervatory advantages for their pupils at home 
E. H. SCOTT, Kimball Hall, Chicago. 
IYCEUA\ 
SkRTS 
CONS ERVATORY 
a school or music'and^dramatic art 
Courses in all branches Master Faculty including Elias Day, President and Director; Theodore Harrison, Director of vocal department, Lucille Stevenson, Paget-Langer, Jeanne Boyd and others 
dra ^i°royK{1 education is ^offered ln^ music and 
Dormitories*!andlitudios tow*own*beautif3 build- 
CHICAGO COLLEGE 
-OF— 
MUSIC 
ESTHER HARRIS DUA, President 
27TH YEAR START NOW 
Offers academic courses and private lessons 
in all branches of music. Certificates, Diplomas. 
3, Medals. Public Recitals, Orchestral 
Cone_, 
and 160 Part 40 Free ond gold 
The COSMOPOLITAN 
SCHOOL of MUSIC 
and DRAMATIC ART 
16th Floor Kimball Building. Chicago, Ill. 
DR. CARVER WILLIAMS, President 
An eminent faculty of 60 artists offers to 
prospective students courses of study 
based upon the best modern educational 
principles, also courses in collegiate studies 
for students unable to attend university. 
For information, address Dept. E 
E. L. STEPHEN, Manager 
o Blacks ton Hotel) 
LAKE FOREST 
UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL of MUSIC 
Courses in all branches of nusic, including piano, 
voice, theory, violin, harp, wind instruments, etc. 
Special “Public School Music’’ course fitting 
young women for positions. 
Faculty of collegiate standing and international 
training. 
Delightful dormitory for girls on college campus. 
Lake Forest is situated within easy access of 
Chicago and its advantages, such as the Art In¬ 
stitute, Chicago Symphony Concerts, Chicago 
Grand Opera, performances of solo artists and 
musical societies. 
governed by Influential Board of Trustees 
MARTA MILINOWSKL Director 
* 14 Lake Forest. Iilin 
SIGHT READING for" ™l5s 
"The’Art™ radfigh 
if 
Please mention THE ETUDE vs 
> T»EA\ARY WOOD CHASE/GHOOL a 
» °F AYUSIgAJ, ARTS 
800 LYON AND HEALY BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILL. 
t, „ Reason 1921-1922 opened September 6th 
Theory, Piano, Voice, Violin, Dramatic Art, Teachers’ Normal Training 
isual opportunitie. for professional students under the personal direction of 
n addressing our advertisers. 
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MIDDLE WEST etnd CHICAGO—Continued 
’alparaiso University v Y SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
VALPARAISO (Accredited) INDIANA 
The University School of Music offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory and Public School 
Music. Students may attend the Music School and also take the regular work at the University. 
THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST 
Tuition, $36.00 per quarter of twelve weeks. Board with Furnished Room, $80.00 per quarter. 
Catalogue will be mailed free. Address John E. Roessler, President, Box E. 
48TH YEAR-STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME 
Detroit Conservatory of Music 
48th Year — 
Francis L. York, M. A- Pres. Elizabeth Johnson, 
Finest Conservatory in the West 
, Violin, Cello, Organ, Theory, Public School 
Students may enter at any time 
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary, Box 7, 5035 Woodwsrd Are., DET 
TEACHER! Help yourself to SUCCESS 
by using the BURR0WES Course of Music Study 
Classes conducted by 
Eva France. Pike, D 3289 W. 16th St., Loa Angeles, Calif. Kathryn Jamieson, D. 119 Powell Are., Toronlo.Ont. 
Evalecn Parke, D 817 Clinton St., Carthage, Mo. Katharine Burrowea, D 246 Highland Ave , H. P., Detrnit, Mich. 
Write for Illustrated booklets 
DETROIT INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART =». 
____GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS, President—-- 
A School which offers every advantage incidental to a broad musical education 
70 Artist Teachers, including 12 of the leading members of the Dctrott Symphony Orchestra 
„ . ,, „ . . Time For Catalogue, Address H. B. MANVILLE, Bus. Mgr, Students May Register at Any lime rur ^ 
5405 to 5415 Woodward Avenue 
Bradley Conservatory of Music 
Frank In Stead, Director 
All Branches of Music 
Languages Dramatic Art 
Peoria - - Illinois 
Minneapolis School of Music, 
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART 
LAMEST SCHOOL OF ITS KINO IN THE WEST 
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC AND DRAMATIC ART 
PERCY FlILLINWIDER, Violinist 
Head of Violin Department 
LAWRENCE CONSERVATORY 
Appleton, Wi*. 
A MASTER TEACHER 
Unusual opportunity for the serious student of violin. 
Write for free catalog and information. 
CARL J. WATERMAN, Dean 
international sr*S 
MRS. BABCOCK 
nFFERS Teaching Position*. Col- 
leges, Conservatories, schools. 
Also Church and Concert Engagements 
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK 
A VIRGINIAN ROMANCE 
Musical Comedy in T^oActs 
Lyrics by 
EDITH S. TILLOTSON 
Book and Music by 
H. LOREN CLEMENTS 
BOARD OF EDUCATION, OAKLAND, CAL. 
GLES5 H. WOODS, LLG.O., Director of Kune 
My dear Mr. Clements: ... <uceess of 
y SPMrjslcTcHaiogue, and the plot fTpm^nce^wJwere Published by 
well put together and possible of perf rduct and 
^Sr.me2thyyouefo9r thlnwngout a «%*£££. 
edy that has proven so usable for school P" w 
An Excellent Musical 
Comedy that can be pro¬ 
duced at almost anytime 
by any School, College 
Amateur Group. 
Price - $1.00 
THEODORE 
PRESSER CO. 
Georgia 
Kober 
This famous Ameri¬ 
can pianiste, has ap¬ 
peared in every im¬ 
portant city of the 
country as soloist 
with leading sym¬ 
phony orchestras or 
in recital. Her rare 
genius, developed un¬ 
der Sherwood, Gana. 
Gabrilowitsch, and 
Lhevinne, has won her 
an enviable position 
among American pi- 
HE SHERWOOD MUSIC 
SCHOOL has become a 
veritable Mecca for artist 
pupils, because of the 
presence, on its faculty, 
of many famous virtuoso 
teachers such as Miss 
Kober. 
It makes no difference in 
what field of musical endeavor your 
talents may lie, there is an artist- 
teacher in the SHERWOOD MUSIC 
SCHOOL waiting to help you realize 
yoUr ambitions. 
No other School can offer you the out¬ 
let for your talents that the SHER¬ 
WOOD MUSIC SCHOOL, with its 
more than one thousand branches, can 
Whether student or teacher, write us 
today. Let us tell you of the wonder¬ 
ful opportunities we offer. 
SHERWOOD 
MUSIC SCHOOL 
308 Fine Arts Bldg. Chicago 
[ of Improved Music Study DUNNING SYSTEM for Beginners 
The Demand lor Dunning Teachers Cannot Be Supplied. Why? 
NORMAL CLASSES AS FOLLOWS: 
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING, Originator, 8 West 40th St., New York City, 
Mary E. BreckUen, 354 bring St., Toledo, Ohio. . 
Harriet Bacon MacDonald, 3623 Pine Groye Aye., Chicago, Illinois, 
Anna Craig Bates, 732 Pierce Bldg., St. Louie, Mo., 
Mr.. Oscar E. Busby, 233 North Ewing Are., Dallae, Texas. 
Jeanette Currey Fuller, 50 Erion Crescent, Rocheiler, New York. 
Mrs. Jean Warren Carrick, 977 Eaet Madiien St.. Portland, Ore. 
Clara Sabin Winter, 410 North Main St., Yale. Center, Kaneae. 
Mrs. Wesley Porter Meson, 5011 Worth St., Dellas, Texas, 
Virginia Ryan, 1115 Washington St. 
Carrie Munger Long, 608 Fine Arts —--- 
Stella Huffmeyer Seymour, 1219 Garden St., Sar 
Mattie D. Willis. 915 Cargnegie Hall. New York City. 
Laura Jones Rawlinson, 554 Eyerett St., Portland, Oregon. Fob. 15th, San Fr 
Mrs. Ura Wrinkle Synnott, 824 North Ewing Are., Dallas. Tesas. 
Ruhv Frances Jahn, Dallas Academy of Music, Dallas, Tesas. 
Maud Ellen Littlefield, Kansas City Conseryalory of Music, Kansis City, Mo. Entire seasoi 
Cora Matthews Garrett, Bay City, Texas. 
Isabel M. Tone, 469 Grand View St.. I os Angeles, Cal. 
Elisabeth Hasemeier, 41 South 21st St., Richmond, Ind.; 
Mrs. Beatrices. Eikel, Kidd-Key Cona., Sherman, Tesas. 
Mrs. H. R. Watkins, 124 East 11th St., Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Una Clayson Talbot, 3068 Washington Bouleyard, Indiananolis, Indians. 
Adda C. Eddy, 136 W. Sandusky St., Bellelontaine, Ohio. Miami. Fla.. Feb. 7 
Mrs. Anna W. Whitlock, 110!) Hurley Aye., Fort Worth, Texas 
Mrs. S. L. Van Nort, 2815 Helena St.. Houston Texas, Normal Class . 
MU. Ida Gardner. 15 West 5th Street Tulsa, Okla.. Normal Class, January 24th, 1922 
INFORMATION AND BOOKLET UPON REQUEST 
[o’, Clos.es held monthly through the y. 
June 17, Portland. Oregoi 
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“JUNIOR* 
ETUDE 
CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A GE.ST 
I 
4m 
Sure 
that 
Twny 
of gou 
have of¬ 
ten heard 
that ver^/ 
famous old 
Spying con¬ 
cern lug the 
fact that*-' 
there is al¬ 
ways plenty* 
of room at the 
top. But you. 
know rhl$ isK* 
only partly ^ 
true, 'because-'B 
there is plenty 
of room at the <» 
top for Just a. ,, 
few of the very » 
best, u/hi le all of 
tile others must, of 
coursfc,fimi theirs 
places down "belaw. e& 
If you. are one of the 
very Seat, or at least 
If you. are going to be 
one Of the very best 
When yotiT time crowes, 
whether it he violinist, 
Singer or pianist or what 
ever you. choose, you will 
be ah)e to f i'n«L A place air 
or near the top.ff you are 
doing to be better than $j» 
the best you will ffr,d. 
great plenty of room at the 
top with no one else there, 
to crowd you.. But you know 
it is a lony hard pull and 
there is no time like thee» 
present to make a start on 
your upward eljmL So here 
Is wishing you Jwscess amdu 
a happy time when you rea«h 
your goal. cG£) 
Dear Juni 
. „ .onely Junior Etude friend liv¬ 
ing in far-off Rangoon, a City in Burma. I 
feel very far away and would be deeply 
grateful if some Junior Etude reader 
would write to me. My address is 27, 2.tb 
Street, Pasodun, Rangoon, Burmah. 
From your friend. 
Mum ? 15), 
Chris! mo 
You know the singing of carols at 
Christmas time is a very ancient custom— 
so old, in fact that we hardly know when 
it originated. We read in history that in 
the year 129 A. D., the Bishop of Rome 
(named Talesphorus) ordained that the 
people celebrate public church services and 
solemnly sing the . Iliads’ Hymn on the 
25th of December, in honor of the birth 
of Christ. 
About the year 37S A. D. Gregory 
Naziansen, another Bishop, cautioned his 
people to observe Christmas with modera¬ 
tion and protested against dancing and 
crowning the doors with evergreens and 
houghs, which he considered a heathen 
custom. 
Nowadays, however, Christmas would 
not seem right without the boughs and 
evergreens and holly wreaths, for they 
have become a very beautiful essential to 
the spirit of the season. Even mistletoe 
is frequently used at the present time, and 
that was the sacred plant of the Druids. 
On down through the ages special songs 
and carols have been composed and sung 
for the festival of Christmas. Many are 
still in use which are very, very old. 
One that has come down, from the 
thirteenth century tells us that 
Gabriel's message does away 
Satan’s curse and evil sway. 
This was wrought on Christmas Day. 
Therefore Sing. Glory To the 
Infant King. 
One that has come down from the next 
century, the fourteenth, is written in old 
English, Can you read it? 
Woleum yol'thu mery man in worchepe of 
this holy day. 
IVoleum be tint hevene king, 
Woleum born in on morwenyng. 
IVoleum for horn we al syng 
W oleum yol. 
s Carols 
Perhaps your older brothers and sisters 
who have studied Chaucer in school can 
read it to you. 
Palestrina wrote several songs for 
Christmas, and in England, William Byrd 
wrote a great many. Bach, you remember, 
wrote a Christmas Oratorio. 
Sometimes in France and Spain, as well 
as other countries, the carols were accom¬ 
panied by dances and crude acting. Thus 
many quaint customs came to be associated 
with them. 
For instance, in England, the yule-log 
was always burned at the Christmas sea¬ 
son. This custom is said to have come 
from Scandinavia, The log was burned 
during the entire holiday season, so it had 
to be a very big log, and a piece of it was 
saved to kindle the next year’s fire. A 
roasted boar and yule-cakes were eaten at 
this time, and many songs were sung in 
praise of the boar. 
Some of the best known carols in use 
at the present time are: 
While shepherds watched their flocks by 
All seated on the ground, 
The Angel of the Lord came down 
And glory shown around. 
“Fear not," he said for mighty dread 
Had seised their troubled mind, 
“Glad tidings of great joy I bring 
To you and all mankind." 
—Old English. 
Do you remember the melody of this 
carol? 
Another one that everybody knows is 
The First Noel, which came from France. 
Noel you know is French for Christmas. 
The first Noel the Angels did say 
Was to certain poor shepherds in fields as 
they lay. 
In fields where they lay keeping their 
sheep 
On a cold winter’s night that was so deep. 
Noel, Noel, Noel, Born is the King of 
Israel. 
One of the most popular of all is Silent 
Night, written by Franz Gruber, in the 
eighteenth century. 
Silent night, Holy night, 
All is calm, all is bright, 
Round yon Virgin Mother and Child 
Holy Infant so tender and mild, 
Sleep in heavenly peace, 
Sleep in heavenly peace. 
Adestc Fidelis has been used since be¬ 
fore seventeen hundred, and is one of the 
most beautiful of all. The words have 
been attributed to St. Boneventure and the 
music to John Reading, an organist at Ox¬ 
ford, England. 
Oli come, all ye faithful 
Joyful and triumphant: 
Oh come ye, ph come ye to Bethlehem. 
Come and behold Him 
Born the King of Angels. 
Oh come let us adore Him 
Oh come let us adore Him, 
Oh come let us adore Him, 
Christ, the Lord. 
The Music Man 
By S. M. Gerard 
This funny man that you see here 
Uses a bass clef for each ear. 
Bass clef dots his freckled fair, 
And a Mordant forms his wavy hair. 
His upturned nose is an accent mark, 
And,not In pain but for a lark 
He wears his tie ‘round head and chin. 
His mouth is just a whole rest's grin. 
Each of his staring eyes a pause. 
His ringed fingers, sharps, like claws. 
An arpeggio cane is in his hand 
His collar high is C Clef brand. 
A half rest makes his little hat 
Which suits him well, because it's flat. 
Both staves and clefs adorn bis vest 
His time piece tells the notes and rest. 
His arms are made of slurs, and so 
His legs are marks for crescendo. 
He walks flat footed down the street 
Because he has two flats for feet. 
fUE ETUDE 
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Singing Carols 
No doubt many of you are going out 
on Christmas Eve to sing carols. There 
is no more beautiful custom than this 
which has come down from old English 
times and never should be given up. 
You can learn a few carols in two or 
three rehearsals and you will find it time 
well spent. 
Be sure and learn the words thoroughly 
so that you can sing them distinctly; 
you must rely entirely upon your memory 
as it will he too dark to use print. 
Junior Etude Competition 
The Junior Etude will award 
three pretty prizes each month for the 
neatest, best or original essays or stories 
and answers to puzzles. 
Subject for story or essay this month 
“An Ideal Pupil.” 
Must contain not over one hundred and 
fifty words. Any boy or girl under fif¬ 
teen years of age may compete. 
All contributions must bear name, age 
and address of sender (written plainly 
and not on a separate piece of paper), and 
be sent to the Junior Etude competition, 
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., be¬ 
fore the twentieth of Dec. Names of 
prize winners and their contributions will 
appear in the Feb. issue. 
Please comply with all of these cpndi- 
tions and do not use typewriters. 
Honorable Mention for Composi¬ 
tions 
Venus Wilkins, Evelyn Klans, Lucile Mil¬ 
ler, Jennie Scammon, Edith Dixon, Dorothy 
^?Fy E- Clancy, Charlotte *Lovites, Mildred Mace, Grace Greenwood, Dorothy 
Nye, Opal Lucile Wright, Eugenia McDonald, 
Robert E. Kisler, Mildred Ardean Beeson, 
Norman A. Gift, Ruth Aylsford, Leona So- 
land, Mildred Woods, Leona Myers, Susanna 
Weiss, Velma Cox; Naomi Blaicher, Ruth 
C ummings, Mary E. King, Lillian May Fell 
Arlme Dressier, Anna Hechel, Idela Quill, 
Manen Latimer, Eleanor M. Paige, Paul 
Bookmuger, Angela Saulino, Bessie Granis, 
Loretta McDuffie, Evelyn Schoenk, Esther 
Weeter, Magdelen C. E. Kwizew 
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“I *-- j Prices are Down j Buy Now- 
Inna Kroeger (13), Wis 
The Young Pianist 
I went to a concert 
One beautiful day, 
To hear a most wonderful 
Pianist play. 
It was the best music 
I ever have heard! 
It thrilled me just so that 
I haven’t a word 
To tell you about it; 
But this much is true— 
(And here is a secret 
I’m telling you)— 
E’re I am much older 
I am going to play 
As well as the person 
I heard on that day; 
And you will be coming 
To hear me play then! 
I see you are smiling 
And asking me when? 
Well, just wait a little, 
And then you will see 1 
The time will soon com< 
When you’ll listen to me 
OFFER NO. 1 You Save $1.25 
THE ETUDE Helpful and Inspiring Music! All Three 
rp. i . The World’s Greatest ( d* T Of 
1 he American Magazine <pD,£D 
Women’s Home Companion A for the Home ) Our Price Saves you $1.25 
OFFER No. 2 You Save $1.50 
Modern Priscilla ( 
Pretty Things for Women / 
Youth’s Companion \ 
A Weekly for the Whole Family You $1.50 
OFFER No. 3 You Save 75c. 
Pictorial Review \ N.w cut 
THE ETUDE ^ LTl- 
ForMusic Lovers 2.00/ (14 7k 
Today’s Housewife) 0 • w 
1.00 / 
The competition for this month will not 
be published until January owing, to the 
amount of space taken by the Christmas 
features. Look for it next month. 
Puzzle 
By Selma B. Albrecht 
In each of the following sentences the 
name of a well-known opera is contained. 
For example. Thai ' ' '" *- 
sentence. Can you 
1. Bertha id the name of her chum. 
2. They ran to the aid of a child who 
had fallen while crossing the street, 
3. It is a shame to mar that beautiful 
hand-painted vase. 
1. Louis entered college this year and is 
Remembering Pieces 
How many pieces do you suppose you 
have learned since you began taking les¬ 
sons? Probably dozens, at least. And 
bow many could you sit down and play 
this very minute? Where have they all 
gone? What have you done to them that 
they have all gone away and left you? 
You probably did not treat them well, and 
so they just walked away. If you try to 
coax them back you will find that they are 
willing to come, but they will not come 
without a little coaxing, for, after being 
treated so badly, they are not sure that 
they are wanted. So get out all your old 
pieces and make a list of them. Then go 
over them several times until you are sure 
you can play them without the notes, and 
then add them to your repertoire. When 
you are asked to play, play several of these 
old pieces as well as your new ones, and 
you will have a better collection to draw 
from and you will not always have to play 
the same pieces over and over, just be¬ 
cause you are too lazy to keep up the old 
well. 
5. While gathering flowers, Erna nipped 
10. There sat William telling his favorite 
fish-story. 
11. On the picnic they took crackers, 
cheese, ham, lettuce and fruit. 
12., She plucked a sprig. “O let Tom have 
that," she 
13. Neither Hel 
here this week. 
14. Central said, 
not “Hello.” 
. 15 They will pr 
Mary 
jer please,” and 
ew spars if all 
16. She tried to scamper up the hill,- 
Puzzle Answers 
Piccolo ; Harp ; Cornet: Clarinet; Violin. 
Honorable Mention for Puzzles 
r m,0rman A- Gifford, Mary Margaret Harris. 
Lillian Mary Fell. Vera Saloff. Owing to 
Riddle 
By Evangeline Close 
My first is in woe but not in grief 
My second is in faith but not in belief 
My third is in gnome but not in fay 
My fourth is in night but not in day 
My fifth is in ever but not in now 
My sixth is in rise but not in bow 
My whole was progressive and banished 
with blame, 
Although he wrote music and made a 
great name. 
3. Answer—Wagner. 
Letter Box 
Dear Junior Etude : 
I have just started to take The Etude 
and like it very much, because it seems to 
help me with my music a great deal. I 
take violin lessons, and sometimes play in 
church. I belong to the St. Cecelia Club, 
and we study music at our meetings, 
From your friend, 
t__ TJ ATs'PiurirxrV (n&P 11^. 
OFFER No. 4 You Save $1.25 
'Tlir* rTTTnr Over 200 Music Selections \ Our Price 
1 HL LI UDL in 12 Issues / For All 
Needlework and 
Modern Priscilla Housekeeping 
McCalls Styles—Fiction—Special Articles ) $3.75 
The Appreciated Christmas Gift 
—is a MAGAZINE Subscription— 
It wiU be a constant memento of your thoughtfulness every month of 
the year. We will be pleased to send a card bearing your good J . r ■ r I— t-U* rn.-fA tUo mrrloir 
Our Price Saves You 75c. 
THE ETUDE 1$0.25 
McCalls i ^ 
Our Price Saves You 85c. 
THE ETUDE |$o.65 J 
Pictorial Review ) 
Our Price Saves You 75c. 
THE ETUDE [$0.25 
Modern Priscilla ( 
Our Price Saves You 50c. 
THE ETUDE >$o.50 g 
ChristianHerald ( 
Our Price Saves You 50c. 
THE ETUDE 1$ A.00 
Youth’s Companion \ “8T 
Our Price Saves You $1.00 | 
THE ETUDE '$£.00 
Forbes (26 issues) ( O 
Our Price Saves You 50c. 
THE ETUDE ($0.75 
Pe oples Home Journal ( ™ 
Our Price Saves You 5„c. 
THE ETUDE ($o.00 
Boys’ Magazine ) 
Our Price Saves You 75c. 
THE ETUDE 1$0.25 
Today’s Housewife) “ 
Our Price Saves You 75c. 
THE ETUDE l$|-.25 
Current Opinion \ O 
Our Price Saves You $1.00 
THE ETUDE ($e.00 
Harper’s \ O 
Our Price Saves You $1.50 
THE ETUDE [$o.50 
Boy’s Life ( Z* 
Our Price Saves You $1.75 
THE ETUDE ($ a.25 
Review of Reviews \ T1 
Our Price Saves You 35c. 
THE ETUDE [$0.15 
Woman’s World! Z 
THE ETUDE '$7.25 
Scribners \ HT 
Our Price Saves You $1.75 
THE ETUDE ]$0.25 
Fashionable Dress j 
If THEO. PRESSER^O^HILADELPHIA j_ 
Enclose find $ Send me the Magazine listed below. 
WRITF. NAMES 
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■^- you feel that you could estab- 
An ounce of proof is worth a pound 
of promise. Making claims te^easy— 
greatly benefited by our courses— 
Sherwood Piano Lessons 
for 
Students and Teachers 
t is possible for you to get all this time and energy and devo- 
, art to, al»o,, nothing, —red .to .hnt it cont^Thn 
To be a 
Scarcity of Paper Now Acute 
Wood pulp is now selling for $ 150 a ton. $40 was a high price a few months' ' 
Paper makers now predict a $200 price. The magazine industry cannot si 
such an increase without instant and sharp advances in subscription 
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The Etude :: 
Rewards Easily Obtained 
The Etude 
NOWHERE has Ivers and Pond achievement 
been more notable than in perfecting the 
small grand. Early among American man¬ 
ufacturers we foresaw the present day popularity of 
this most useful type. Dismissing temptations to 
produce quantity at the expense of quality, our 
product, while numerically inadequate to meet an 
insistent demand, upholds the highest quality tradi¬ 
tions of our house. In design, material, variety, 
and value, comparison will reveal the leading position 
of our grands. 
IVERS & POND 
PIANOS 
are now used in over 500 leading Educational Insti¬ 
tutions and 65,000 discriminating homes. Whether 
your need calls for grand, upright or player piano, 
there is an Ivers & Pond to fit it. Our policy of “but 
one quality—the best”—insures the purchaser the 
utmost security in his investment in any Ivers & Pond. 
Leading dealers throughout the United States display 
and sell our product. If none is convenient to you 
we can arrange to ship from the factory, on advan¬ 
tageous terms. For catalogue and valuable infor¬ 
mation to buyers, write us today. 
c&fre HUMAN VOICE and "fide Cheney 
The beauty of the human voice as bestowed 
by nature, can hardly be surpassed. And its 
principles, adapted to The Cheney, give rare 
beauty to the playing of this instrument. 
Just as sounds are gathered and controlled in 
the living human throat, so are sound vibra^ 
tions gathered and controlled in the acoustic 
throat of The Cheney. 
The Cheney Acoustic Throat 
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